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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is a history of H- Judaic: The Jewish Studies Network- H-Jndaic is an 

Intemet-based professiond organization primarily for those involved in post-secondary 

Jewish Studies, incluciing professors and instructors, graduate students, h%faflfaflans, 

researchers, rabbis involved with post-secondary institutions and independent scholars. 

As of April2000, H-Judaic was the largest professional organization in Jewish Studies, 

either Internet-based or not, with a membership of over 2200 people. Among its services 

are: a daily discussion forum (the H-Judaic listserv); a mguiar weekly newsletter with 

information on positions; conference announcements; calls-for-papers and other 

professionai issues; a book review service; and a website. Although the vast majority of 

the members are located in the United States, every c o n ~ e n t  is represented, with 

significant cohorts fkom Israel, Canada and Australia, The main body of this thesis is a 

docurnentary history of the organization during its first decade of development. That 

history is situated within the context of a review of the field of Jewish Studies, and a 

review of Listserv-based communication technology in post-secondary education. FinaIly, 

the history is complemented by a review of the important discourse trends that occurred 

arnong member of the organization during that period. 
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This thesis is a history of H-Judaic: The Jewish Studi'es Network H-Juciaic is an 

Intemet-based professionai organization prïmarily for those involved in post-secondary 

Jewish S tudies, Including professors and Ïnstnictors, graduate students, liirarians, 

researchers, rabbis involved with post-seconciary iastitutions and independent schoIars. 

As of Apr2 2000, H-Judaic was the largest professional organization in Jewish Studies. 

Internet-based or not. with a membership of over 2200 peopk. Among its services are: a 

daïiy discussion forum (the H-Judaic Iistsenr), a regular weekiy newsletter with 

information on positions, conference annouocements, caüs-for-papers and other 

professional issues, a book review service and a website. Although the vast majority of 

the rnembers are located in the United States, every continent is represented, with 

significant cohoas fiom IsraeI, Canada and AustraLla- 

The exploration of H-Judaic's history begins first with an examination of the Jewish 

Studies field and then an examination of communication technology in academia, 

parricularly listserv-based scholarly electronic forums (SEFs). In the examination of 

Jewish Studies, we wiU see that the fieId is a relatively modem phenornenon, with the 

current university-based version eminating fiom the developments in the ethnic snidies 

movement of the 1960s- However, we will also see that there is debate, even within 

Jewish Studies itseïf, when it cornes to definIng Jewish Studies as a discipiinary field, and 

that this debate is politicaily charged. AU of these factors played a role in the 

developrnent of H-Judaic. 

In the examination of listserv-based SEFs we will aiso see that while the Internet and e- 

mail communication also dates back to the 1960s. e-maihg list SEFs only reaiiy emerge 



in the 1980s. FMermore, it was the sciences that led the way in the use of this 

technology, rather than the humanïties and social sciences. Even when Jewish lists did 

begin to emerge, they were domùiated by compter profession&- However, despite their 

Iate start, SEFs are seen by participants as providing very valuable venues for social, 

political and professional interaction, even if they do not directly influence career 

development in the same way as tradiaonal paper publishing. In seviewing a number of 

studies on SEFs and related technologies, we see that that roIe of moderator/facilitator 

and a shared knowIedge base among participants are impoamt factors in the success or 

failure of an forum. Again, these factors pIayed a role in the development of H-Judaic- 

As we move into the main body of the thesis, H-Judaic WU be exitmined from two 

perspectives. The first part wlll be a documentary history of the organizational 

development of H-Judaic. In particular, the role of the moderator and H-Judaic's 

relationship with other organizations will be emphasized. In the second part, H-Judaic 

wiIi be examined in terms of the conversational discourse trends among it participants. In 

particular, the issue of a shared knowledge base is emphasized- Throughout both parts 

there is an underlying hypothesis that the field of Jewish studies and the use of 

communication technology in academia had both matured to the point where, in the Iate 

L980s, a viable, Intemet-based Jewish studies professional organization could exist. What 

emerges from both perspectives of this examination is that, for the most part, the 

hypothesis only holds true when the group discusses the politics of Jewish Studies and 

the popular culture of Judaism, Specincaily, since the membership of H-Judaic cornes 

fiom a wide spectnun of disciplïnary backgrounds (which is consistent with the review of 

Jewish Studies in general), onIy poiitics, and to some extent popular culture (as 

exemplified by humour), transcend the disciphary divide and the diversity in religious 

backgrounds of the membersbip on a consistent basis. 



Finaiiy, I feel obiiged to reflect brieny on my own role in this study. Although this thesis 

is a history of H-Judaic, my background in anthropology in cIearly evident Particulady, 

there are methodological echoes of my participant-observer status, since I served as 

moderator/editor from 1993 und 1998 and 1 continue to sit on the editorial board of the 

organization. This thesis is not just a dispassionate record of H-Judaic. In many ways it is 

a journal of participation in the processes, and therefore it seems naturai to mite in the 

first person, where appropriate. It also seems naturai to venture opinion as a stakeholder, 

based both on the extant documents and from my own memory of events. Nonetheless, I 

attempt to record and analyze K-Judaic as objectively as possible. 

Jewkh Sfudies 

Most scholars' now agree that modem academic Jewish Studies, rather than religious or 

spiritual teaching, originates with the emergence of the Haskalah, the Jewish 

enlightenment, in Western and Central Europe in the 17th Cenhuy. Jews formerly trained 

in Torah scholarship began to adopt university-based scientific reasoning when 

exarnining texts. Over the course of the next century this approach gave rÏse to the 

Wissenschafr des Judentum~ rnovement, Largely under the innuence of the study of 

philosophy and historiography in German universities. According to Egon Mayer, "the 

central questions addressed by the new scholarship themselves grew out of the existentid 

' The most often cited work in area is Paul Ritterband and Harold Wechsler's JewLrh 
LeamUtg in Arnerican Universities, 1994, Indiana University Press, Bloomington. 
Another important work, as a milestone, was edited by Leon Eck, me Teachirzg of 
Judnica in Arnerican Clnfversities: The Proceedings of a ColIoqium, 1970, AIS-KTAV. 
See also the review essays by Rotenstreich, Urbach, and Sidorslcy, in Moshe Davis, ed. 
Teaching Jewirh CiviCization: A Global Approach tu Higher Education, 1995. NYU 
Press, New York. -. 
Literaily the Science of Iudaism movement. 



quandaries ofits practitioners: How and why the Jews andJudaism mer  from the 

nations and religions in whose midst they iïved? How does one account for the origins of 

Jewish beiïefs and practices in the Light of cultural anthropology and evolutionary 

the~ry?"~ Wissenschafi appiïed modem d e s  of aodysis to the ideas and symbols of 

Judaism without necessdy examining the Jews themselves. As Mayer Ïndicates, the 

Wissmschafi scholars "sought to accomplish in the r e a h  of scholarship what modem 

Zionism sought to accomplish in international politicsr to make Jews une~ceptional."~ 

According Robert Seltzer, "the inteLlectuals [of the Wissmc?iaj? movement] wanted 

Judaism to gain the respect due it as a p h a r y  tradition dongside the Greek and Roman 

However, despite university ïnfiuences, the early pioneers wrote mainly for Jewish 

audiences and had little to do with general universities, Instead they were employed as 

rabbis, teachers, yeshiva instnictors, or, in a few cases, in German rabbinical seminaries. 

During the late nineteenth and early mentieth centuries, Jewish Studies continued to 

grow, independent of the non-Jewish university- As the humanities and social sciences 

continued to develop in secuiar and Christian universities, scholars in Jewish Studies 

outside the mainstream academk world dso adopted these new disciplinary approaches 

to their scholarly activity, including sociology, demography, ethnography and folklore 

s t~d ies .~  An academic approach to the study of Judaism also gradualIy made its way into 

Eastern Europe, again, mos tly under- Jewish auspices, as exemplified by the Yiddisher 

' Egon Mayer, "Academia and Community," in Jewish Studies in the Public University. 
Association for Jewish Studies Newsletter, Number 47, Fall L997. pp. 4-6 
Mayer, 1997. 
Robert Seltzer, "Jewish Snidies in the Jewish Community." Association for Jewish 

Studies Newsletter, Number 46, Fall1996. Pp. 1-3 
Seltzer, 1996. 



VisenshczjVekiier Insitus (YIV0)- And it was these deveIopments that gave nse to the 

first Jewish Studies institutions in the United States: the Jewish Theologicai Seminary, 

Hebrew Union ColIege, Dropsie Coiiege, the Jewïsh Instinite of Religion, and later, 

Yeshiva University and Brandeis University; and in Israel, exempiified by the Hebrew 

University of JerusaIemh 

Pnor to the mass migration of Jews from Eastern Europe to Amerka at the turn of the 

century, a Iirnited number of Jews even began to obtaln appointmen& at Christian and 

secular universities, most notably in the area of Semitics. American universities were 

motivated as much (or more) by their desire to tap hto  the growing affluence of the 

native lewish co~ll~nunity as by their scholariy interest in things Iewish- But American 

universities reversed the trend of Jewish Studies and even avoided Jewish hirings as a- 
Semitism increased in reaction to the massive wave of Eastern European Iewish - 

immigrants fkom the nim of the century onward? 

Full acceptance of academic Jewish Studies within the fiamework of the non-Jewish 

universicy did not occur until the first post-Holocaust generation of Arnerican Jews had 

begun to mature. The mid-1960s charactenze a period of change that Robert Seltzer 

attributes to "changes in Amencan attitudes toward minonties, ethnicity, and non- 

Christian religions, the dying out of academic anti-Semitism, a fiesh respect for the 

Jewish tradition, and certain awe about the Hoioca~st."~ As a result, there was an increase 

' Literally the Iewish Scientific Institute. 
* Ritterband and Wechsler, 1994.4- X, 33-37,60-67,74 
9 Seltzer, 1996. Here, Selaer is r e f e ~ g  to an era in which minorities were dernanding 
both the recognition of the snidy of their experiences in the academic sphere, and their 
emergent identity issues. In addition to Jewish Studies, there demands resulted in the 
growth of BIack Studies, Labour Snidies, and soon thereafier, Women's Studies, 



in the qumtity of courses. publications, artides, monographs and dissertatÏons. and 

enough of a mornentum to form a professÏonaL body. Although Hebrew Ianguage courses 

of one kind or another continued to represent in excess of sixty percent of the total 

cumculum between the 1920s and 1960s. the actual numberof Judaic courses grew five 

fold over the same period. Nonetheless, lewish leaming lacked independent or 

departmental statu until the l96Os, and even then, only ~poradifally.~~ Furthemore, unnl 

the late 1960s and 1970s, this growth in lewish centered courses and programs did not 

generaiiy inchde philosophical studies or fields within the social sciencesLL 

As Paul Ritterband and Harold Wechsier report, beginning in the late 1960s the ethnic 

snidies movement opened new avenues of university access to achieve a decade of 

unprecedented growth for the field Io the period after World War II, prime importance 

was placed on attracting university-trained scholars to Jewish topics, but with the changes 

of the late 1960s, concem shifted to the inadequacy of Jewish knowledge among Jewish 

Studies practitioners. There was also a shift from cornparisons between Jews and non- 

Jews to cornparisons between the Jewish Diaspora and Jews in Israel as the subject of 

scholariy research. Judaic schoiars with greater ranges of disciplinary orientations and 

education were applying for the growing number of academic positions and began 

tuming from issues of the inclusion of Jewish Studies in academia to the recognition and 

self-regdation of the field.I2 

One form of reaction to self-re,dation was the establishment of professional, scholarly 

Jewish Studies associations- The developments of the 1960s in this direction are k t  

'O Ritterband and Wechder, 1994- Pp. 173-174 
" Ritterband and Wechsler, 1994-4.201-202 
'' Ritterband and Wechsler, 1994. Pp. 213-2 15 



exemplified by the emergence of the Association for JewÏsh Studies. Founded inBoston 

in 1969, the AJS Ïs an interdisciphary leamed society and professional organization that 

seeks to promote, maintain, and irnprove teaching, research, and related endeavors in 

Jewish S tudies, mostly in Arnerican coileges, universities, and other institutions of higher 

leanzùig. The AJS, a constituent society of the AmerÏcan Council of Learned Societies, 

holds an m u a l  conference In December with sessions devoted to a wide varïety of 

scholariy and professionai matters.13 While some organizations preceeded the AJS,  many 

more were to f o l l o ~ , [ ~  

The formation of the Association for Jewish Studies, ia the mincis of its founders, was 

necessitated by a desire to facilitate scholarly communication in the 'newt field and to 

advocate colleges and universities to appoint adequately educated scholars. The field had 

eatered a new period characterized by rapid enrollment increases, subject expansion, and 

in some cases the establishment of separate Jewish Studies departments. And while the 

field continued to dwell within disciplines, the emergence of Jewish Studies departments 

and the creation of the AJS mark practitioner recognition of this tuming point.'" Joseph 

Blau was one of the participants in the initial meeting that led to the formation of the 

AJS. Blau later wrote about how there was a consensus among participants at the meeting 

on the need for a professional organization, regardless of everyone's academic discipline 

or their personal views on Jewish issues: 

13 The Association for Jewish Studies Mission: http:ffwww.brandeis.edu/ajdajsmission.h~ 
l4 Amencan Academy for Jewish Research, 1920; The World Union of Jewish Studies, 
1947; Verband der Judaisten in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 1974; The Association 
for Canadian Jewish Studies, 1976; The European Association for Jewish Snidies, 198 1; 
The Latin American Jewish Studies Association, 1982; China Judaic Studies Association, 
1989; The Western Jewish Studies Association, 1995- 
'' Ritterband and Wechsler, 1994. p. 214-217 



Our goal mÏght be stated in broadest tenns as, to make a place in 
Amencan higher education for the studies in the Me, though~ and culture 
of lews, past and presenS not only as a means of stïmulatuig the 
enrichent of educational content now, and as a factor In Iewlsh survïval 
in time to corne, but aiso because we are convinced that these studies have 
an i n t ~ s i c  vaiue that is like and yer unlike comparable studïes of other 
ethnic groups- Each of us might put his own stress on one these phrases; 
we would ali, 1 ehink, accept the whole  tat te ment.'^ 

In the mid-1980s, the International Center for University Teachuig of Jewish Civilkation 

at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem published a booklet cataloguing the current state 

of the Jewish Shtdies field, the first systematic collection of such information- In 1985, its 

Wor1d Register of University Snidies in Jewish Civilization had listings for 1042 courses 

taught between 1975 and 1985. And for courses for which it had information, 35 percent 

were taught in religion departments, 32 percent in Jewish Studies departmen&, 22 percent 

in history departments, 5 percent in humaniries, and 2 percent in each of social sciences, 

Orientai studies, and MiddleNear Eastern departments. North American courses were 

most often Located in religion departments, even if they were 'history' courses, while 

European universities tended to place their Jewish studies courses in Jewish Studies or 

Orientai studies departments." A decade later, in 1995, the Register was able to account 

for 1250 courses in Jewish Studies offered during any given semester at universiries, 

coileges and theologicd seminaries globaiiy. These courses appear in a variety of 

disciplines and departments, including archeology, art, biblical studies, Talmud, 

I6 Joseph Blau, "A Proposal for a Professional Association," in Jick, ed., The Teaching of 
Judaica in American Universiries: Tiw Proceedings of a Colloqiwn, 1970.4-87-92. 
AJS-Ktav. 
" Menrin Verbit, ed., 1985. World Register of University Studies in Jouish Civilizahen; 
inventoty of Holdings - Number 1. ICUTJC, Jerusalem- 



rabbinics, comparative religion, foreign Ianguages, history, Jewish thought, fiterature. 

politics, social sciences, sociology, as well as in hterdisciplinary programs  SUC^ as 

Holocaust studies and Sephardic studies.'* In 1992, the Assm-ation for Jewish Snidies 

pubiished a cataiogue listing courses relevant to Jewish Studies in North Amerka and 

listed 104 known endowed academic positions in Jewish Studies at colleges and 

universities in the United States and Canada. excluding Jewish denominational 

ins t i t ~ t i o n s ' ~  

From 1970 on, Jewish Studies was subjected to the same forces that shaped academia 

more generally. These forces included various hancial crises, the changing tides in 

enrolments and an increase in the importance of job training and employability. They also 

include the relationship of the theoretical and scholarly world to real Life and cornxnunity 

and the role of women, part of the Iarger debate on the role of wornen in Jewish He. 

There is a certain irony that the manication of the field aIso caused a backlash against 

interdisciphary or W i n g  trends, and against what some perceived as a dual role for 

Jewish Studies, scholarship and continuity. It is important to understand this phenornenon 

in the development of Jewish Studies. The most notable voice in this discussion was 

Jacob Neusner, a prolific professor of Judaism in Religious Studies at Brown University 

for many years- Between 1981 and 1993, Neusner wrote or edited more than a half-dozen 

full volumes on the place of Jewish snidies in academe and he was none too pleased 

about how Jewish Snidies was organized and perceived in the academy. 

18 Sergio DeiIaPergoIa and Florinda Goldberg, 1995. "WorId Register of University 

Studies in Jewish Civilization" in Moshe Davis, e d  Teaching JewWh Civilizatr'on: A 
Global Approach to Hr'gher Edrrcation, pp- 187-189. NYU Press, New York. 
l9  Elizabeth Vernon, 1992. Jewish Studies Courses at American and Canadian 
Universities. AJS, Cambridge, Mass- 



Iewish snidies have entered the academy not as a subject treated in accord 
with academic disciphes but as an arena for Jews to explore their roots, 
Iews teachlng (seIf-evidentLy valid) Jewish facts to other Jews- Suice this 
is the state of Jewish studies in many Imiversities, so the academy has 
treated Jewkh learning with contempt, permitting Jewish studies to form a 
new ghetto. Jews, Iivuig in a fkee society, bring traditions of learning to 
the campus and then define matters in such a way that only Jews teach 
self-evidentiy interesthg Jewish facts oniy to Iews - a ghetto, which Jews 
of the third generation are building with their own rn~ney.~O 

And on the Association for Jewish Studies: 

A field with no agenda, no cognitive purpose, no discipiïned curiosity dso 
nurtures no curriculum. Without a limited program of inquiry, without 
generally understood (if not universally accepted) standards by which we 
c m  tell a bad piece of work from a good one, without a reasoned 
problernatic and a curiosity subject to explanation and transmission, 
Jewish studies also generate no energy. So we find the source of the 
Iethargy. That is why arguments about why Jewish students are duîy- 
bound to take courses in Jewish studies today circulate as a rationale for 
the field. It is the usual apped to N t t  And that expIains the intellectual 
Iethargy and academic bankruptcy of the Association for Jewish Studies 
and other academic learned societies that claim to embody Jewish studies 
in meetings fiom year to year and in joumals lacking aIl cogency." 

Not everyone agreed. Some even argued that Jewish Studies was not oniy a l e m a t e  

field, it was aiso duty-bound to feed fkom the academy to the community. At the 1998 

AJS coderence, the most widely discussed paper was an impassioned and eloquent 

polemic by Hava Tirosh-Samuelson. Tirosh-Samuelson argued that the academic 

enterprise of Jewish shrdies without a cornmitment to the transmission of Jewish values is 

In his introduction: Jacob Neusner, ed., 1993. The Academy and Troditons of M s h  
Learning, Garland, New York P, ix- See dso his eariier Judaism in the Amen'can 

Hwnanities, Scholars Press, Chico, CA. 198 1 and 1983. 



a dead-end that wodd leave students without interest in the field? As provocative as 

these fundamentaMy opposed arguments are, it is not the purpose of this thesis to either 

support or refbte Neusner's or Tirosh-Samue1son1s claims, Their theorks are only posited 

here to give some sense of the breadth of the debate about modem Jewish studies as 

background to an examination of history of H-Judaic: The Jewish Studies Network, 

AIehough use of a specïfïcaliy organized international computer network for any kind of 

commUILication about Jewish topics did not occur until the mid-1980s, the ioundation for 

such use was Iaid as early as 1962, during the height of the CoId War? Between 1962 

and 1969, the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the US. Department of 

Defense, was actively involved in the planning of a network that would interconnect 

several smaiier, Iocalized computer systems - the kind that could be found on a single 

university campus or research facility. The goal of this project was twofold; kt, to 

create a network that had no single outage point (Le., decentralized to avoid being 

destroyed by a nuclear attack at a single centraIized location), and second, to maximize 

the communication faciliûes and eventudy approach real-time (immediate or close to 

immediate) interaction (what came to be known as "packet-switching"). 

- - - - 

21 p. 98. Jacob Neusner, 1990. "Professors or Curators? Universities or Museum? The 
Case for Jewish Studies," in Lectures on Judaism in the Academy and in the Humanities, 
pp. 87-99, SchoIars Press, Atlanta, 

David Berger, 1999. Trom the President," in AJS Perspectives. Fdl 1999. p. 4 
" The history of the Internet and the various software applications which make use of it 
are now part of the public sphere and wïU be synthesized here over the next few pages. 
This history appears in most books about the Intemet Two typical sources wouid be the 
Canadian intemet Hundbook, (Carroll and Broadheati, 1995) for print, and the Hobbes' 
Internet Timeline, (Zakon, 1996) for oniine. 



In 1969 thÎs dream was realized and the ARPANet came into existence- 

During the foUowing twenty years, deveIopment of computer networks concentrated 

most heavily on improving the method of transmission and the deveïopment of tools for 

creating and transmitting messages. The culmination of this activity lead to the 

standardizatioa of the Transmission ControL Protocol (TCP) in 1982 for use on the 

ARPANet system- Throughout the international network's history, the most preferred 

system of computer comrnUILication has been the individual electronic mail message. 

Starting in 1979, however, an aiternate system of messagïng, USENET, came into play. 

Uniike electronic mail, which transmitted mail between individuai accounts on 

intercomected computers, USENET empfoyed a distributed 'bulletin board'-like system, 

where messages were stored centraily in a participating computer, and users, via a 

specialty program caiied a 'newsreader' accessed the messages- The USENET system was 

designed foremost for UMX type computers. 

The eariy 1980s aiso saw a number of other developments in communication systems 

between computers. In 198 1, BITNET (Because Itrs Time NETwork) was started- For the 

next decade, the BITNET network connected university systems (mostly IBM 

mainframes) and provided the kind of comectability ARPANet provided for computer 

and technology research centres. In 1983, the ARPA.Net split into two networks, one for 

rnilitary uses, and the other for research, and by extension, for universities. 

In this cornpetitive atmosphere between the proponents of BITNET and ARPANet 

(research), there arose a demand for non-technical, humanistic uses of the communication 



capabilities of the networks. First off the bIock was the USENET community, whose 

network system tended almost exclusively to use the ARPANet and UMX type 

computers, But despite the more holistic, l e s  job-related nature of the conversations, the 

USENET commnnity was still made up of research-oriented scientists and computer 

experts. So even as the USEJYET community grew, and the topics of conversation 

evolved away fiom purely computer science, the participants were still immersed in the 

computer genre because of the nature of th& work. NonetheIess, USENET was 

fabulously successful, growing very rapidly fkom a few computers in North Caroha, and 

soon spreading to hundreds of systems throughout the world, but predominantiy in North 

Not to be outdone, the BITNET peopIe also created a method fot group dialogue. Their 

system, however, was based on the more widespread electronic mail technology, and by 

1985 this technology became known by its software, LISTSERV. 

LISTSERV was a program that allowed for the creation of a mailuig or distn'bution k t ,  

in the classic, non-computer sense of those t e m .  A List-owner could collect e-mail 

addresses of interested parties, add them to a list, and instead of individually addressing 

each note, the List-owner could use the LISTSERV program to distribute the message 

automaticaiiy to every person on the list Ulamately, the List software was designed to 

allow anyone (not just the owner) to send messages to a l l  members of a list by simply 

posting one message to a collective e-mail address, which LISTSERV recognized as 

meaning 'please re-distribute this to the list of addressesr. By ailowing more than just the 

owner to post, such e-mail distribution lists became viaual discussion groups, in that any 

member could 'talk' to ai i  other members, or reply to any previous message, all through 

electronic mail. 



One of the earliest non-science schoIar1y uses of tb technoIogy was the Iist Hunumfst, 

which, according to its editor, Wiard McCarty, @%egan in May 1987 as a means of 

communication among a small group of people concemed wïth the support of humanitles 

computing At the time e-mail was relatively new among humanianists and mechanisms 

such as LISTSERV almost unknown. Humanisr grew rapidly and, in response to the 

cornrnunity it helped to discover, developed quickly into an international, 

interdisciplinary forum primarily distinguished by the quality of its discussion. From the 

exarnple of HmmLFr. many if oot most of the current online groups in the humanities 

were in~pired.'"~ 

URfominately, by the time LISTSERV had been developed, the use of IBM mainframes 

as centrai campus computers had started to decline, spelling the early death kneli for 

BITNET. In 1986. the LISTSERV program was adapted for use by UNM type 

computers, around the same t h e  that the Nationai Science Foundation Network 

backbone (NSFNet) of the ARJ?A.Net came into existence, improving connectivity of 

university-based systems to this former military research network. By 1991, this system 

was no longer the ARPANet, but instead refened to as the Internet By 1992, the number 

of hosts (computer systems attached to the htemet) exceeded one million; BITNET was 

practically dead, and commercial use of the system had begun to rivaI academic uses. 

In commenting on Marshal McLuhan's 'Global Village' vision, researchers in one 

computer-mediated communication (CMC) study concluded that the global village is 

neither global nor a village. Instead, the organizing principle is a loosely coupled entity or 



group (a list) where each iist is a vfrmai neighborhood dehed by common interest, not 

geography? I have coined the temr V i a i  Tnïaiïsm to iiIimiinate the existence of these 

groups, and among hem, there is a special version kquented by scholars, often referred 

to in the fiterature as Scholarly EIeceonic Forums (SEFs) or Scholarly Discussion Groups 

(S DGs) - 

In his Numanisr list, for exampIe, McCarty saw a kind of electronic seminar, whose 

purpose was "not so much to convey facts as to fiirther understanding of its subfect, to 

train the minds of its participants, and so to help create a comrnunity of scholars. A 

pedagogical structure in which every member is both teacher and s t u d e n ~ " ~  McCarty 

noticed that although the medium of e-mail, being restncted (for the most par?) to verbal 

expression, favoured a participant with developed rhetorical skills, it nonetheless forced 

participants into an active mode, even if ody to check their e-mail boxes for new, 

incoming messages. 

McCarty's actions as Humanist's £ùst moderator set the groundwork for future operations 

of his own List, and, by example, other scholarly groups Among his main objectives 

was the easing of what he cailed "information overload" through weU-defmed and 

- 

-5 Rafaeli, et. al., 1994. P. 3 
MCC~IXY, 1992.Pp.206-207 
In electrooic mail, a new form of popular culture Ianguage, based on normal ascii (text 

only) characters, has emerged. This laquage is ofien refered to as "Srnilies," so named 
because of the use of ascii characters to produce different "faces" that denote emotions, 
for example, :-) the smiie, which might mean "happy." These symbols f a  somewhere 
between the realm of verbd, and graphie- 
" Every List has a rnoderator/owner, whom the sys tem records as being responsible for 
the maintenance of the group. The moderator may take a very minor role, only interfering 



managed controI. This included the grouping of messages wïth a common theme and the 

elhination of 'junk mail'y and later, the incorporation of automated 'digescing' ?o 

McCarty also vetted membership requests, forcing poteutid members to "apply-" 

According to McCartyr "respect for the group and the medium. rather than objection to 

the additional bmier, have tended to folIow."" At the same the, McCarty also noted 

that Est members themselves began to develop screeening skills which ailowed them to 

cope with increasing quantities of mail as the membership itself grew. Together with 

digesting, these skiils gave his List a more formal f&. 

And yet, despite the fomalization of the medium, M c C q  was st i l l  able to detect a 

sense of impermanent transience among the participatory styIes of the members. He 

ascribed thÏs sense to the commoniy held notion that this medium was highly changeable, 

unlike p ~ t e d  text (even though he had always archived, and therefore made permanent, 

the record of conversation), and that participants felt that they needed to act upon the 

messages, Lest they disappear. "Information overload originated partialiy in the desire to 

preserve the transitory."" Not withstanding the social, professional, political, and 

intellectual uses made of the Est, McCarty did not see it as a serious venue for career 

advancement except indirectly, by assishg research or perhaps bringing a fiequent and 

when there is a technical problem, or the moderator may take a very active role, servuig 
as an editor, censor and arbitrator. 
zs Junk mail can be considered any message not meant to be parc of the scholarly 
discourse in one way or another. For example, advertking of unrelated products or 
services randomly sent to many Iists, or, error messages automatically created that 
inadvertentiy end up k i n g  sent to the List's address. 
a A Listserv digest compiles individual messages into a newsletter-lookùig foxnat, 
usually consisting of alI the messages sent during one day. It aiso mates a table of 
contents at the start of the digest, so that readers can choose which messages to look at. 
" McCarty, 1992. p. 210 



persuasive contributor to the attention of others, hstead he saw its reai useflllness in the 

openning of channels of communication where nothing remotely sÎmÏlar existed beforen 

SDGs can provide a forum where ideas can be more ciearly articulated, The discussion 

can create shared meaning, a way to try out new ideas and refiect on the observations of 

others. and a way to discover muitiple perspectives on issues of interest SDGs can work 

like invisible coiieges, professionai conventions and joumals. They can serve as a venue 

through which ideas can be proposed in a tentative way and receive feedback fiom 

others? In some ways, the exchange of correspondence publicly over these networks 

constinites a new form of publication. The posting on a Est fiequently resembles a letter 

to the editor where someone conveys their opinions on a subject (or suggests a subject for 

discussion). While often wrïtten to be read by a number of anonymous readers, list 

postings lack both the anonymity of gralti  and the intimacy of private correspondence? 

In the last decade or so there has been a growing volume of research into how these Iists 

work." There is liale question that the most popuiar and most important Internet 

application is electronic mail. One 1997 study found that, on average, schoIars who self- 

select as participants in schoIarly discussion groups can spend over 40 percent of their 

office hours working on the Intemet, and the most popular professional uses of the 

P- M c C ~ ,  1992.4-21 1-212 
33 M c C ~ ,  1992.4- 212-213 
" Berge, 1994. P. 103 
35 Erdt, 1992- P. 170 
" The bulk of this next section is devoted to a review of the current research on the use of 
Lists, and related technology. In particular, the theoretical framework in the works of 
Linda Harasim, Zane Berge, and Alejandra Rojo are drawn upon. 



Internet revolve around sending and receiving electronic mail, both personal and List- 

The depth of interactivlty varies widely among discussion groups. Some groups are Wre 

cocktail parties with many conversations (threads) competing- Some, like formal 

seminars, focus around specific topics. Some are iike notice boards in the local grocery 

store where messages are puuied and left for others to read and comment on. And some 

groups merely function as newspapers. disseminating electronic journals or compter 

programs, advertising conferences or job vacancies. Many people are content to just read 

and listen, even in the most interactive groups, while a relatively few dominate 

 conversation^.^^ 

Commentator Kat Nage1 outlined a Life cycle that every list seems to go through. Fist 

there is initial enthusiasm and evangelism (where people cornplah about the ïnfiequency 

of postings). This is foiiowed by a period of growth and then community (with lots of 

threads and information and willingness to help). When the number of messages 

increases both in volume and in diversity, a certain discornfort anses (often marked by 

cornplaints that the List has lost its cenaal purpose). Finaily, if a group of puàsts emerges 

and is ailowed to "flame" (artack ad hominem) and act self-righteously, while others 

leave to form groups of their own, then a complacency develops, or worse stagnation and 

death. If, however, the self-rïghteous are minimized and a balance develops between 

community md diversity, then a List WU reach maturïty? 

" Ciolek, 1998. P. 5 
38 Rafaeli, et ai., 1994. P.3 
39 Nagel, 1994. 



Another study suggested that participants in lists find that good contnibuti011~ to a list 

shouid be bnef, so that anything beyond m o  screens wouId need to be exceptiondy 

interesting. Participants aiso found the subject h e  to be very critical in decisions 

regarding reading choice. Instantaneous response to a poshg  is not an expectation, even 

though most participants would check for new e-mail at least once a day? 

Online scholarly collaboration needs to be carefully designed, and SDGs are most usefiit 

as a collaborative medium if the group has a specinc task to accomphh, a deadline to 

meet, and a shared cultural or knowledge base:' Andysis indicates that active discussion 

and interaction is significantly related to the online presence of the moderator- The more 

active the moderator, the higher the IeveI of activity. When the moderator takes an active 

role, the rates of participation and user satisfaction are significantly higher? The 

dilemma of the SDGs is that the content of the forums is available to aiï members 

regardless of whether individuals contribute, Therefore, the incentive to contri'bute is 

minimal while the incentive to withhold contributions while enjoying the benefits of 

others' contributions ('lurk') is great, If everyone adopted this behavior, it would Iead to 

the disappearance of the forum's content-" 

McCarty's most intereshg observation of his list dedt wïth the serniotic nature of the 

actual discourse- Devoid of many of the social context cues and structures available in 

face-to-face encounters, and the lack of the inhibition usually found when a speaker 

addresses an audience, participants were free to "construct an electronic persona using the 

Lambirth, 1995. 
'' Harasim and Winkelmans, 1989, P. 16 
" Harasim and Winkeimans, 1989. P. 9 
" Rojo and Ragsdale, 1997- P. 322 



persuasive force of ideas and arguments done."" In his early evaluation, M c C q  sought 

to define the necessary elements for a successful eiectrotüc discussion group paradigm: 

Interactive conversation with the aim of discovery, not achievement; carefd use of 

language and scholarly care with facts, arguments and organizattion; 

moderatiodleadership by example and not censure; thematic partition of separate but 

simultaneous discussions; fkequent activity and a critical mass in membership; fke or 

very low-cost e-mail access for rnembers- C o ~ e r  defined these necessary elements 

differently, The successful SDG, he argued, would likely need to be estabfished by a 

smaii nucleus of scholars in a positive social atmosphere, moving on to encompass both 

the emergent and dominant groups In the discipline, including the presence of estabiished 

scholars. AU this in an ordered non-fiivoIous environ~nent,~~ 

In commenthg on the development of m e t ,  a consortium of close to LOO scholarly 

discussion groups with a coiiective membership of over 50,000 participants, Peter 

Knupfer, the organization's associate director explauied the value of the SDG. They have 

brought the information revolution to the desktops of workuig scholars around the world, 

wrote Knupfer. They have not only increased the opportunities for scholars to converse 

with each other, they have pried open previously restncted fields of editing and 

information management- Through SDGs, the htemet is best exploited as a collective 

enterprise by academics and teachers who mediate an environment many regard as 

forbidding and hostile. As an exarnple of this power, H-Net is particularly illustrative of 

how an international consortium of scholars can use these electronic networks to advance 

humanities and social science teaching and research? 

45 Corner, 1992, P. 199 
46 Knupfer, 1996. 



Nonetheless, the cos& of disseminatiag one's b a t  work on an SDG are considerable. 

Academic success demands that schoiars make contn'butions to the body of knowledge in 

their research area, However, electronic outlets iike SDGs provide Utle basis upon which 

to validate this success, They have not been in existence long enough to instill confidence 

in their institutional permanence, This is fiuther complicated by ambiguous copyright Iaw 

and citation conventions, maklng the establishment of one's claim to original ideas 

unclear- It is also unclear how institutional rewards wÏlI be distributed for electronic 

scholarship, and unal they gain more of a schoiarly legitïmacy, it is likely that Little of 

traditional açademic value, or that which can compete with the more traditional forms of 

scholarly production, wiIl take place electr~nically.~ Furthesmore, universai access is 

crucial to the diffusion of an interactive medium Like an SDG within a scholarly 

community. Unfortunately, universal access does not by itself ensure use of the medium, 

especidy if individuals are likely to encounter disincentives such as the initiai 

invesunent in acqwring appropriate skilis.* 

Today, it is impossible to know either the total number of discussion groups operating, or 

even the total number of scholarly discussion groups. The mailing list directory, Liszt, 

claims a database of over 90,000 mailing lists, with hundreds each on topics in education, 

humanities, and religion? Catalist, the officiai list catdog from LSof3, the manufacturers 

of ListServ. counts over 33,000 lists that use legai copies of its software. Its search engine 

returns a list of 34 lists with lewish topicd" The Kovacs Directory, which specializes in 

" Harrison and Stephen, 1992. p. 189 
" Harrison and Stephen, 1992- P. 188 
49 Liszt, 2000. 

LSoft, 2000. 



SDGs and SEFs, does not indicate the size of its database, but it does have over 140 

different subject categones, with 372 educationai sub-categones, 88 history sub- 

categories. 66 religion sub-categories, and 11 in the field of cornputhg in the humanities. 

Its search engine retums 3 L ennies with Jewish subjects? When searcheà, the TileNet 

List di~ectory,~ Neou's iist of l i s t ~ , ~  and da Silva's l isp r e m  192,20, and 53 k n o m  Iists 

on Jewish subjects respectively. Between January 1992 and June 1998, the Internet Scout 

New-List (a mailing iist devoted to the promotion of new maiIing Iists) reported the 

creation of 58 Lists with Jewish subjects, and from Iuly 1998 to the present, an additional 

65 have arÏsen? Even an early catalog of Lists datïng back to 1992 records 16 Jewish 

groups among its 1500 discussion groups and electronic newsletters? Of particular 

importance to the subject of this thesis is the state of affairs at H-Net: the H d t i e s  On- 

Line Consortium, and the Shamash Project. Currentiy, H-Net has 103 networks. Three, 

H-Judaic, H-Holocaust, and H-Antisemitism, are built directiy around Jewish studies 

themes. A fourth, H-EWc, also carries a certain portion of material related to Jewish 

Kovacs, 2000, 
TileNet, 2000 
Neou, 2000. 

54 da Silva 2000. 
55 Sackman, 2000. 
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studies? MeanwhiIe, Shamash, the Iargest consortium of Jewish Iists, aithough not the 

only one, cmntly hosts 400 ~ists? As piut of its operations, H-ludaïc: The Jewish 

Studies Network organizatlon owns three lists, one each on H-Net and Shamash, and one 

on the semer of this m e r .  

s' Dem, 1994, 
H-Net, 2000. 

'' S hamash. 2000. S hamashs major cornpetitor, V h a l  Jerusalem cwww.vjlists.comz 
has moved away h m  ListServ technology, opting for a greater web presence. At one 
t h e  they aiso hosted hundreds of Lists, but through a combination of attrition and a 
policy of charging for iists, they now only host about 75 lists. 



C H N T E R ~ O Z  ~ E A R L Y  HÏSTORY 

Earlj J h h  Nehvorks 

The earliest hown uses of the Internet for Jewïsh topics occurred in the mid-1980s, with 

the development of a LJSE.NET message board (newsgroup) c d e d  net,religion,jmish 

(later, soc.culmreJewist)c This newsgroup served mainly as a place for exchanging notes 

and ideas on generalist Jewish topics, particularly discussion of Jewish reiïgious issues, 

among those in the computer and related fields.' 

The earliest Jewish uses of the e-mailing kt technology hcluded mailJewrkh, a 

distribution list/discussion group that focused on issues of practical Haiakhah (Jewish 

law) . The founder, Dovid Chechik, was a computer specialist, refi ecting the early make- 

up of the networked co11111iunïty. His initial Lettet announcing the formation of the group 

was sent out in February of 1986 to what was apparently a group of disgruntled mers of 

the ner.religion.jewish USENET group.' "There was a discussion a while back about 

splitting net.reiigionJewish up into various and sundry newsgroups," wrote Chechik 

"Most of the proponents acgued that the newsgroup has become mostly a battieground 

between various factions of Judaism. The idea of spbtting the newsgroup was yeiled 

down and has not been heard fiom since. .., Some of the people I've spoken to about the 

newsgroup have told me that they will not post articles to n.rJ for fear of king ndiculed 

' AH Moderaior Papers. E-Mail letters of David Shennan to Avi Hyrnan, February 1996. 
There are no conventions regarding grammar, speliing or syntax in e-mail messages. 

Generdiy speaking, msny people who tend to write e-mail quickly, do so in shorthand, 
devoid of case or correct speiiing. AdditionaUy, given the wide range of e-mail software 
programs, computer generated gobbledy-gook may also be included in the text of a 
message. For the most part, 1 have tried to only clean up quoted email correspondence 
where it improved the fi ow and readability of the text- Where it didn't affect the flow of 
the text, 1 have left s p e b g ,  grammar and other syntax errors in. Given the plethora of 
potential errors, however, I wiU not be using the [sic] designation. Furthemore, the use 



etc. And since not everyone has the temperament or the desire to fight the wodd, one 

can't blame the&' he added, 

"One idea that has been suggested is to start a moderated maiüng list dealing with issues 

of jewish law and culture. The subject matter of the mailing List WU be haiachic issues, 

NOT the validity of halacha"' 

At the time, Chechik did ali the work that wouid be done by the automated programming 

of LISTSERV today. He maintained the lïst of addresses manually. He received the 

incoming mail manuaily, and re-sent them manually. Withïn four months, mail.jewïsh 

managed to attract 70 members, and in December of 1986 Chechik moved to Israel, 

relinquishing control of the List to a new moderator, feUow computer-specialist Avi 

Feldblum? Both Feldblum, and Chechür before him, seem to have been much occupied 

with the task of making sure the e-mail was being delivered properly and trying to get 

people to make submissions. In October of 1987 the group received its own e-mail 

address, thereby attaining its fint separate identity independent of Feldblum, whose 

personal e-mail address had served as the list address up until that point? 

B y June of 1 988 the list had only 150 members. But, refiecting the massive growth of the 

Intemet during the period, it grew so rapidly over the subsequent three years that 

of square brackets O in quotes are indicative of items added by the wrïter, whereas curved 
brackets () in quotes appeared in the original quote. 

Feldblum and Chechik, 1986 
' Feldblum appears to have taken active control by February of 1987 and is s a  the 
modertor of M A I L - M S H  (Feldblum and Chechik, 1986). 
Feldblum and Chechik, 1986 



FeldbIum was forced to adopt a digest format6 In March of 1992, the list went "high- 

tech," when Feldblmn began using the LISTSERV software on a computer of the New 

York State Educational Research Network as part of a consortium of Jewish lists that is 

now known by the name The Shamash Project. On its tenth anniversary, lluziZ..jewish had 

in excess of 1500 members. 

It is during this period (1988-1993) that academic uses of the Internet for f i s h  

schoIarship began to emerge. Prior to this academic emergence, network resources in the 

area of Judaica only focused on 'personal' use- The exchange of e-mail or USENET posts 

for the discussion of personal religious practice, personal political philosophy and socio- 

cultural contact were the norm, especially among users whose field of study or 

employment predisposed them to computer use (hard scientists and computer scientists, 

for example) - 

It is interesting to note that one of the most dominant uses of the Internet in Jewish 

scholarship, namely Holocaust Studies, emerged out of this personal use. Specifically, in 

the course of personal exchange, the issue of Holocaust denial (sometimes incorrectly 

referred to as Holocaust revisionism) became the topic of debate. In a world where the 

trappings of scholarship weigh heavy in debate, a pseudo-academic discourse denying the 

Nazi aaocities emerged. In response, a computer specialist located in British Columbia 

began to use Internet technology as a means of pinpointing and debunking the deniers. In 

A DIGEST is a compilation of several notes, assembled into a singIe newsletter-like 
format that is mailed as a whole unit instead of having its constituent parts mailed 
separately. A digest is most commonly used when the volume of mail via a list exceeds 
the tolerance level of its users or the capacity of a moderator to haadle them individually- 
Automated digesting has become one of the more popular features of the LISTSERV 
software package, 
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the years 19924993, Ken McVay's earliest efforts applying this technology proved so 

successful that his system was ovemhehed by the volume of correspondence As a 

resuit, in 1993, McVay entered into partnership with a group of historians at the 

University of IUlnois at Chicago, The purpose of the partnership was to increase the 

academic profle of the discussion group, while at the same t h e  providing it with a more 

robust system that could handie the volume. 

The partnership Iasted only a kw months, the eventuai split occmhg over the focus of 

the group- For McVay, that focus was combating Holocaust denial. For the historians, it 

quickly became Holocaust education, McVay went on to re-form UList, while the 

historians, chiefiy Jim Mott and Richard Jensen, went on to fonn Holocaus, both wildly 

successful lists in academic Jewish Stuclies- Ironically, out of both lists emerged more 

developed network projects, McVayrs Nizkor Project, and Jensen's Kumanities On-Line 

Project, which together and in association with newer projects (incIuding work by the 

Washington Holocaust Mernorial Museum) have uoderscored the staying power of the 

subject.* 

More typical of the Jewish Studies field was the development of the Yiddish studies 

networks. The fiist Yiddish List was mail-yiddish, started in 1988 by a tax lawyer and 

cornputer specialist, David Sherman. Sherman had been Ïnvolved in compter-mediated 

communication from the earliest days of USENET, and played a central role in the 

creation of ne~rdigiontjewish (later soc.culturaI.jewish)~ Like its Halaichah counterpart 

rnailJewr'sh, mail-yiddish was not run using LISTSERV or some other automated mailing 

program- It was rnaintaïned by hand, 



During this formative period mit-yiddfsh consisted of iively dialogue. intermking some 

scholarly discourse with mostly cultural and populist material At its peak, maiZIyiddish 

had close to two hundred members, one of whom was a TBnity Coilege professor, 

Norman "Noyekh" Miller- In 199 1, Miller engaged Sherman in a semi-private 

conversation about the curent and ftiture direction of mail-yfddr'sh- It was Miller's 

opinion that while mail-yiddish was a worthwhile endeavour, it lacked certain scholarly 

ngours, particularly in the areas of Yiddish Literature and linguistics. For diis reason 

Miller felt Yiddish scholars were not joining the maiZ.yiYdish network Miller's solution 

was to start a new Yiddish list, which he called Mendele. Using Yale University's 

computing facilities, Miller was able to attract the "scholady" crowd, and make MendeCe 

immediately successful. Although Mendele was started with S hermmls blessings, and 

promoted to the maiIIyiddish community, it dtimately spelIed the end for the older 

network. Sherman ceased its operations within a year of Mendele's inception? 

Why was Mendele more successful than its forbearer? On the sudace, it might appear 

that its success was due to Miller's ability to attract and siphon off the hetacademic" crowd. 

But in reality there was more to it. One of the reasons Miller was able to attract the 

"academic" crowd was that by 199 1 there was an academic crowd to attract. Tn the 

earliest phases of computer-mediated group communication, USENET in partidar but 

even e-mail was confïned mostly to people who had need for cornputer access as part of 

their professional Lives. Sherman fit this mode1 perfectly. E s  Jewish generaiist, and later, 

Yiddish activities, did not have the same pool of potential members that the later Mendele 
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did. Although dLyiri;dikh's formal penod of operation began after the introduction of 

the Intemet to academic cides, its membership was largely drawn fiom people who had 

earlier contact with pre-Internet systems, If we remember that cornputer-mediated group 

communication in the humanities oniy reaLty began aromd the time Sherman fonnally 

started his List, it becomes clear that Sherman's networking activity pre-dates widespread 

use of the Internet in non-computerized academic disciplines. By the tirne Miller began 

agitating for a new list, the potential membership pool had broadened to include a 

massive wave of scholars in the humanities and social sciences. This in  ni meant there 

was a large pool of maXyiddish members who could migrate to the new source of 

discourse. Furthennore, Miller had access to better techaology than Sherman, Through 

Yale, Miller ran Mendele using LISTSERV, which auromated many of the procedures 

Sherman had been doing so laboriousIy by band. One obvious change was in the tuni- 

around tirne needed to re-distn'bute of list-bound mail- Using manuaI controls, Sherman 

would have needed more time to re-send the messages, whereas Miller, using 

LISTSERV, could have re-distributed the message virtuaiiy instantaneously. During the 

f i t  five years of its existence, Mendele grew, stabiiizing at a community running over 

500. 

IronicaUy, in recent years, there have been occasional cails by some of the membership to 

again split the group, Ieaving Mendele to the coiloquial crowd, while those more 

interested in "scholarly " Yiddish pursuits go off on their own. 'O Why this evolution? 

More than technology and the potentiai membership pool, it is dso the way the group is 

run that ultimately dictates its composition and academic nature. In the parlance of 

'O AH Moderator Papers. E-mail letters fiom David Sherman to Avi Hymaa Febmary 



Computer-Mediated Communication (WC)- this modality of discourse is caiIed 

'moderation', the importance of which was es tabLis hed eariïer- 

In the ten years since senous discussion on the Jewish expenence began in earnest over 

the Internet, more than forty scholarïy discussion groups have emerged on a variety of 

very specific and generally narrower topics concerning Jews." In addition to the ones 

' ' The known groups were: h-judaic @ rnSu.edu (general Iewish Studies), 
jewstudies @ s harnash-osg (Jewisb Studies Professionai Newsletter) , acjs- 
1 @ oise-utorontoxa (Canadian Jewish Studies), ashkenaz@lists.acs.ohio-state.edu 
(Ashkenaz hlstory and cdture), B-GREEK@virginia.edu Greek (Bible), B- 
HEB REW @ virginiaedu (Hebrew Bible), altleam@ jerl .coA (Jewish education), 
geshernet @ s hamash-org (Jewis h day school pedagogy), inter-jed @ shamas h-org (Jewish 
education and technology), eejh@ ort-org (Eastern European Jewis h his tory), e- 
hug @ calïgarïDartmouthEDU (Hebrew computing) , rbranch@ jerl .CO .il (ethics and 
philosophy), h-ethnic @ xnsu.edu (ethnic studies), jewishgena shamash.org (Jewish 
genealogy), heblang @ shamas h-org (Hebrew language and literature) , H- 
Antis@msu.edu (History of Antisemitism), hasafi.an@lists.acs.ohio-state.edu (Judaica 
librarians hip & research (AJL) ,), Holocaus @uicm,uic.edu (Holocaust S tudies), 
kmcvay @ nizkor.almanac.bc.ca (Holocaust Education (Nizkor Project),), 2nd- 
gen @ sharnash.org (Holocaust survivor studies), mail-jewish @ shamash.org (HaIachik 
s tudies), ioudaios-l @ lehigh.edu (Judaisrn and eariy Chnstianity), Jewis h- 
Africana@shamash.org (Jewish Afiicana connections), jewishnt@bguvm.bgu.ac.il 
(Jewish CMC issues and resources), j-seminar@shamash.org (Advanced Tanach), 
meida@ piaget.fUtur~~usp.br (South Arnerica f Latin Amerïca), isramed@jerl.co.ii 
(Jewish medicai ethics). MEDTEXTL@postoffice.cso.uiuc.edu (Medieval Text List), 
mifgash@oise.on.ca (Jewish learning with secular academic work), jewish- 
music @ shamash.org (Jewish musicology), orion@ pluto.mscc-huji-ac-il (Dead Sea 
Scroils (Orion Center, HUJI),), persia-l@emuvm 1 -cc.emory.edu (Jewish Literature and 
Kstory , Persian Perïod), j-phe @ sharnash.org (intersection of Jewish and physical 
cuiture), jiwd@ jerl .co.il (poiiticai science), porno @ jtsaedu (PostModern Jewish 
Philosophy Network), religion@harvarda.harvard-edu (generai list for academic 
religion), sefarad @ shamas h-org (Sephardic Studies), bridges @ shamash.org (Jewish 
feminist studies (Bridges Journal),), pnadell@arnerican.edu (The Women's Caucus of the 

AJS) ,  NICARDIN@JTSAXDU (Women Rabbis, Cantors, & students of same), kol- 



aLready discussed, there are a few others that warrant some discussion because of the 

important histoncd and current roles they play in Jewish Studies networkingu 

While the groups related to Halaichah, Yiddish and the Holocaust serve as f ie  examples 

of early Jewish Studies networking, none of them couid be classined as king strïctly 

scholarly or university-based in nature. One of the first academic lists and stiiI one of the 

rnost prominent of this type of List is loudaios. loudaios was b d t  directly on the 

Himanisr model. and was described b y its ownerst3 as, ''an electronic serninar devoted to 

the exploration of first-century Judaisrn; its speciai interest is in the wriùngs of Philo of 

isha@ shamash.org (orthodox feminist snidies), mendele @yalevrnycc~yale,edu (Yiddish 
language and Literature), yiddishnet @ shamash.org (Yiddish S tudies newsletter), This list 
was circulated on the list jewstudies @shamash.org in March of 1996 under the title, 
"Special Issues," Jewish Studies Juduica eJournaC, Issue 4.007~ 1. 
'' The following table (Table 2-1 Cornparivon Between k w k h  Li;rk~) gives some m e r  
comparative information beyond membership numbers for several of the Iarger Jewish 

Mail Jewish 1987 3200 65000 
MendeIe 1991 3000 60000 1 18000 

1 Ioudaios 1 1992 1 450' 1 34000 1 loo00 1 

The number of digests, volume in kilobytes and number of notes are best-guess estimates 
based on a random sampling of each List. *Ioudaios is not digested automaticaliy, rather 
archives are divided ïnto monthly bIocks with 5 parts each. **Bridges actuaïLy numbers 
each digest, ***H-Judaic has a lower volume, due in part, 1 beiieve, to the Iack of 
attachments and official announcements found in the discussion group, which consists 
primanly of short-text personal notes. See each website for details 

Bridges 
H-Holocaust 
H-Judaic 

I 3  An owner is distinguished nom a moderator in tenns of the hands-on involvement the 
individual takes in affecthg the messages king circulated through the service- 

1992 

1 993 
L995 

7000 
13000 
6500 

L 389** 1 28000 
1800 

1300 

43000 
L2000*** 



Aiexandna and Flavius Josephus. The Phiionic and Josephan corpora are extensive 

enough that they invite a I i  sorts of analysis-fom literiry, histoncal. and philosophicai 

perspectives, to name a few. There is dso considerable interest among participants in the 

social realities that Lie behind these texts. (The discussion assumes a signiflcant 

background in tirst-cenniry Judaism and dso the ability to read Greek.)."L4 According to 

S teve Mason, the managing founder of Ioudaios. the list got its s t a a  directly through 

activity on the Humanisr iist: 

One day (early March 1990??), Robert Kraft of UPem posted a note to 
H U M S T  in which he said that he wonid ecjoy receiving feedback on 
two papers of his ftom any interested members of HUMiIN;IST, His 
papers were on Philo of Alexandna 1 guess that about a dozen of of us 
replied to this invitation, and he circulated the papers to us for discussion. 
Then he set up an "exploding mailbox" (a single address that represents 
multiple addresses) in order to facilitate discussion of these papers. We 
would mite to him individually, and he would circulate our posthgs to all, 
then (when we saw what others wrote) we would respond m e r .  That 
was such an enjoyable experïence that Bob fi oated the idea of creating a 
reguiar discussion group, just iike NUMANIST, for people interested in 
such things. But he simply suggested this, aiiowing that he lacked the 
time to set up such a group." 

Ar the same the,  Mason was engaged in se thg  up an interdisciplinary research group 

on antiquity at York University in Toronto, It seemed Iogical enough to Mason that he 

offer to set up a regular discussion group on Judaism in the Greco-Roman world, That 

decision required IWO weeks of eaining with cornputer support staff at York University 

on l e d g  how to set up and manage a discussion group. On A p d  25, 1990, Mason set 

up the Est and caiied it IOUDATOS, and enroiied the k t  members (the original 

l4 Reirner and Mason, 1990 
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discussants of ECrafts's paper plus a few other names he had contacted)- Mason then 

wrote acharter statement for advertising the new Iist on the Intemet and a lengthy manuai 

for newcomers (stiil the basis of the IOUDATOS-L manual), The group immediately 

began discussing all manner of items related to early Judaism- 

L ran the list fiom a V M  machine at York (VMl) using V M  Listserv- This 
enabled us to archive all discussions in weekly Iogs. We could also 
archive artides and book revkws that people wanted to make available for 
critique before pubiication,-- It was because of thÏs demand, and the 
potenfial for storing articles in formats that 1 reaiiy didn't understand very 
weU at the time (such as zip and binhex) that 1 asked David Reimer to 
become Associate Coordinator wÏth me, after less than a year, if 1 recall 
nghtly . He handled the storage of articles. Within a few months after 
that, we agreed to Larry Hurtado's suggestion that we set up a regular 
book review service, which 1 established as a separate list (iOUD- 
REV/IOUDMOS REWEW) with its own editors (Ba Adler and David 
Reimer). Although 1 often thought of switching ïOUDAJOS to a 
moderated iist format such as IXld4AMST had used, to avoid al l  of the 
nonsensicd, rash, and junk-mail postings, the York computer guru 
convinced me to leave it iinmoderated? 

To this day, io~daios remains one of the few Jewish Studies-related kts that is 

unrnoderated. This lack of moderation has created a unique cdturai environment that 

continues to influence the discourse on other Judaic Iists. 

Another important Jewish Studies Iist that emerged relatively early was a discussion 

group for Jewish Librarianship. Like his counterparts at Ioudaias, the founder of 

Hasafiun, the Jewish librarïanship List, recieved his networking experience in academîc 

circles rather than on the more populist USENET, Iike the founders of rnaiLjewish, 

mail.yiddrsh, and NList- In the same way the founders of Ioudaios were professionally 



involved in academe (rather than king computer professionals with a serious scholarly 

interest), Joseph Galron, Hmafj-an's orïginator, was the Automation Lïbrafian at Tel- 

Aviv University- In this job he "was exposed to the Internet (or Bitnet) in the mid-1980s 

in Israei ... [and] so became familiar with E-mail, etc."'? Tii 1988. when Gairon accepted 

the position of Jewish Studies Lataiog Librarian at the Ohio State University, he joined 

AUTOCAT, a very active maihg  Est of catalog iibrarians in the US. 'T wanted to be in 

contact with Judaica and Hebraica catalogers and tned to establish an informal mailing 

list (without a listserver). 1 posted a message to AUTOCAT and got responses fiom a 

dozen catalogers, "'Th 1990, at an AJL (Association of Jewish Llaraüans) convention in 

Florida, the issue of a AJL malIing List was ralsed, and 1 voIuateered to check wïth the 

computer center at Ohio State University about the possÏbility to host such a list on the 

OSU computers. The response was positive and after a couple of months we had our 

server ready."" Today there are over 500 members of Kasuj+an- 

The Shamash Projecf 

The activity on Ioudaios and Hasofron, as weli as the activity on mail.jewish and 

rnail.yiddiswzMendele represented a formative period Ï n  Judaic studies networking. In 

each case, the technology of LISTSERV was st ï l l  relatively in its early stages of use by 

those in the humanities. AU of the moderators were probably familiar with LISTSERV 

when they began their lists, but in each case chose some other, more manual method of 

creating and nuining their groups. 
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But by 1992 this situation had changed- When the Sephardic Intemet newsletter, Se$arad. 

and the Jewish ferninikt group Bridges started in the falvwinter of 1992-93, LISTSERV 

technology had already been in wide use across the Intemet world. So much was this true 

that the Shamash Project had transformed its identity from a single-purpose educationd 

technology project into the world's most popular semer for Iewish electronic mailing lists 

and discussion gro~ps. '~ 

in 1986, the New York Education and Research Network was established as the k t  

regional network of the NSFNet (National Science Foudation). EssentiaUy, it was the 

Intemet in New York State before commercialization of the Intemet twk  place 

(NYSERNet, 1996)- In the mid- and late 1980s Avrum Goodblatt was working as a 

networking technology consultant, pactkulariy for the GesherNet Project, a conferencing 

system comecting Jewish day schoois, and for KesherNet, a networking initiative for 

independent lewish computer builetin board  stems.^ Goodblatt's main project, 

however, was ïEX, the Israel Technology Exchange, a networking system that 

- - 

19 On June LO, 1992, the American lewish Information Network, apparently a loose group 
of Jewish computer professionals interesting in exploiting the Intemet for Jewish activity, 
circulated a Ietter via e-mail to various recipients. m e  letter stated, in part, "Everything 
you ever wanted in Jewish Networking under a single roof! israeI.nysernet.org is a 
project whose purpose is to provide a central location for access to Jewish lists and 
conferences that originate al l  over the world and to provide access to text mes and 
progams of interest to Jews everywhere. 1sraeI.nysenietorg currently hosts 11 active 
public Lists plus a number of pnvate lists." 

Of the L 1 lists at that time, two fell into our category of scholariy forums, maiI.jewish, 
and sefarad. The remainder were fonuns for personal Torah study or for the promotion of 
activities of such organizations as the United Jewish Appeal and HiUel. 
" A bulletin board is a stand-alone computer conferencing systen whose technology 
arose independently of Internet deveiopments. For the most part, bulletin boards have 
Iessened in popularity since the wide-spread use of the Internet. They are, however, still 
popular with groups of people whoh wish to maintain a larger degree of privacy- 



supported a synthesis of modern corrimUCLications and information science, allowing 

Israeli scientists to exploit more effectively research and development results- AIthough 

iTEX was started in rsraei, Goodblatt was later invited to create a "sister" system using 

the facilities of NYSERNet. By 1992, Goodbïatt's activities at NYSER.Net proved to be 

so successfd that it drew the attention of other interested cornputer professionals who 

were seeking to create a Iarger Jewish communal networking project on the Intemet- By 

making the computer avaiiabïe to various groups, GoodbIatt was able to attract a stable of 

different discussion fonxms using LISTSERV as the application of choice. Among these 

early groups was rnaiijewish, which had been established six years earlier, but run 

manuaily until that the,  and a newly created fonun for Sephardic studies, Sefarad On 

the Intemet, every cornputer is assigned a name, and the name of the computer used to 

host these lists was israel.nysenzet-org. At first, Goodblatt named the Jewish communal 

networking project afier the computer, calling it the Israel Nysemet Project- In 1995 in a 

desire to create its own identity separate from N'YSER.Net, the name was changed to the 

Shamash Project." Shamash was not, however, Goodblatt's e s t  foray into the 

application of communication technology to academic Jewish StudÏes. That topic WU be 

explored below, 

As is now clear, Sefarad and Bridges were the beneficiarïes of several years of 

pioneerhg in Jewish Studies cornputer-mediated communication when &ey began in 

1992 and 1993 respectively. Sefarad, more a newsletter on Sephardic studies than a 

discussion group, was produced and rnaintained by a professor h m  Aristoùe University 

in Salonika, Greece, Yitzchak Kerem. Unike other list moderators, Kerem received his 

initial networking experience in a pre-existing Jewish Internet world- Kerem's knowledge 

'' AH Moderator Papen. E-mail Ietters nom Avrum Goodblatt to Avi Hyman. February 



came as a result of his participationPin a number of JewÏsh Iists, including loudaros, 

Haafian and Goodblatt's other as-yet unmentioned Jewish Snidies List, as weii as in the 

growing number of Jewish USENET groups. Approached by Goodblatt at a conference, 

Kerem began his Iist in 1992. From its inception, S e f r d  used the LISTSERV 

Bridges , aithough also a beneficiary of early Intemet p i o n e e ~ g  lÏke Sefrai, did bring a 

new and important element to the scene, namely, sponsorship from a non-electronk 

organization. The previous groups, including Sefarad, had started as independent, 

uniquely electronic initiatives, usudy on the part of an individual or smaii group of 

individuals. Only later did some of them become associated with an organization, as in 

the case of Has@an with its connection to the Association of Jewish Li'brarians. Bndges, 

the List, was stacted by the editorial staff of the prïnt-and-paper journal of the same 

name." Although JewÏsh organizations had previously sponsored discussion lists, this is 

believed to be the fikt time there was sponsorship of a Jewish scholarly list fiom its 

inception, Writes Clare Kinberg: 

At the time we started the list 1 was working for Tova [Stabin] at the 
University of Washington's Environmentl Health Library where she is the 
Research Librarian and 1 was her assistant, 1 took several classes offered 

" B y his own evaluation, Kerem's participation was better descnbed as "lurking," the 
habit of obsenring the on-going conversation of the other participants, while ody, very 
occassionaliy contributing himseE (AH Moderator Papers. E-Mail Ietters fiom Yitzhak 
Kerem to Avi Hyman, June 1996)- 

AH Moderator Papen. E-Mail letters fiom Yitzhak Kerem to Avi Hyman. June 1996 
Bridges: A Jouml  for Jewish Ferninists and Our Friends, a biannual, paper j o u a l  of 

culture and poiitics. The journal has 1500 subscn'bers around the world (mostly US and 
Canada) and its focus is on Jewish women's identities and activism for social justice. The 
journal aïms to be a participant in the multi-ethnic feminist movement and to create 
bridges between Jewish women of different generatioas, sexual onenttations, nationalities, 
and interests. 

" .  . . 



free to university staffpeople on the internet, on-line searching, using e- 
mail, etc- Part of our job was to explore the possÏbiIities of the internet- 
The iïbrary was my second "haIfti.me*'job, the other was editing Bridges. 
Tova's work as an editor of Bridges was voiunteer, she is a full tirne 
~ibrarian? 

As Kinberg expIored the Internet, she found herseifreadlng the newsgroup 

soc.jewish,cuIture every day and enjoying it Eventually, she began searching for, and 

reading, other Jewish and feminist lists and newsgroups, When Kinberg discovered the 

whole israeixysernet,org project, she was left with the feeling that this was a '%enter of 

Jewish culture" that she did not want Jewish feminism to be left out of, "or at least the 

kùid of Jewish feminism that included secular, political discussion. Discussion in which 

Jewish lesbians are not marginalized." Both Kinberg and Stabin were motivated to see if 

open on-line discussion of the articles in Bridges (the print-and-paper journal) and of the 

issues raised therein would enhance their edithg of the journaLX 

We wanted paraiid discussions (but unfortunately) this has been the 

biggest disappointment of the list, We hardly ever actuaiiy discuss an 
articie that appeared in print in Bridges- We have, however, corne into 
contact with many people who we have soiicited for articles and reviews, 
got new subscribers, got ideas for article topics, etc. fiom the List, The list 
quickly developed a Me of its own completely separate fiom the journal, 
but there is still back and forth in terms of subscribers and ideas? 

Judaica and He'Asf 

Retuniing now to the work of Avrum Goodblatt, it was he, who, dong with two 

colleagues, started the £ k t  generalist, academic, post-secondary Jewish Studies list It 
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predated Iotrdaius by over a year; a networkùig project that pre-dates Shamash; and a Iist 

which serves as the main focus group for the major part of the field research in this thesis. 

Severai factors led Goodblatt to create a Jewish Studies newsletter, where the recipients 

were dso the contrï%utors. As m undergraduate stndent in Jewîsh Studies and as a 

member of a prominent Jewish Studies f d y ,  Goodbiatt became familiar with a number 

of schoIars whom he helped with varions computer problems fiom time to tirne. When 

Goodblatt later entered the computer industry, he was cded  on even more frequently to 

help various scholars with their computer problems, Motivated by his continuhg 

engagement with Jewïsh Studies scholars and scholarship, as well as watching the 

increasing success of Jewish networking (maiZJewish ) and scholarly humanities 

networking (Humanisr ), he, and an associate, Yechiel Greenbaum, (one of the people 

Goodblatt had heiped solve computer problems), with the support of a professor from 

Hebrew University, Emmanuel Tov, set out to nui their List in Jewish  tud dies? 

Their first posting in 1989 uivited participation. "This is the inaugurai edition of a weekly 

newsletter, which we hope will expand into a bulieth board," wrote Greenbaum, on 

February 1, 1989. "The main idea is communication- Who's doing wbat and how can 

they be contacted? Does anyone have information relevant to rny work and have 1 

knowledge that cm guide anyone else? Computers aüow quick, efficient gathering of 

information which can be accessed and responded to at leisure. We also hope to be a 

source of information on computer applications in Judaic Studies, such as hebrew word 

28 AH Moderator Papen. E-mail letters fkom A m  Goodblatt to Avi Hymaa February 



processing and textod analy~is."~ Greenbatun, whose interests in Judaica bibliographies 

drew him to the project, had access, through Emanael Tov, to the Hebrew University 

computer which was part of the BITNET system and used the earlier form of LISTSERV- 

During its first months of operation, the material, not surpusbgly, concentrated on 

cornputer applications in Jewish Studies. The s e ~ c e  was not an open discussion group 

but rather a fully-edited newsletter, &g editorial comments fiom both Greenbaum and 

recipients, as weU as announcements and 'interesting' facts, Of tremendous sipnificance 

was the last item Greenbaurn inchded in his second issue on Febmary 8, 1989: 

IDEAS- Dr- Robert Kraft stated explicitIy an idea that 1 Ieamed fiom Avi 
Feldblum implicitly; don't confine the letter to a regular production 
schedule, EssentÏaUy, 1 stgree that results should be published when they 
are ready. They shouid not have to wait for pubIishing dates nor should 
they be distorted to meet deadlines (the word "deadlines" tempts me to 
speculative etymology). What we reaily want, eventually, is a BuIletin 
Board. 1 started this Ietter as a weekly with the idea of giving the reader a 
sense of securïty (so many things do not continue beyond the f h t  issue), 
as well as an impetus to submit ideas as soon as possible, in order that the 
letter achieve the broadest possible s c ~ ~ e . ' ~  

Dr. Robert Kraft, of course, went on to be the mentor and founding father of loudaios, 

whiIe Avi Feldblum, was, by this time, the moderator of maiCJewish, 

" As the history of H-Judaic unfolds, various quotes and references will be made to the 

List archives, For many years these archives existed on the cornputers of the Shamash 
Project and later, the H-Net Project, primanly in LÎstProc, Gopher, and Web formats. 
Because of the fear that these archives will be wiped out at their source, the entire 
collection that stilI existed in 1995 was downloaded and put on a CD-ROM, a copy of 
which will provided as part of this thesis. The same appfies to the archives of the H- 
Judaic editorial board list- It should be noted that by 1995, severai sections of the archival 
record had already been lost, particuiarly during the Zahavy period, AU these archives are 
listed in the bibliography as H-Judaic List Archives, 1989-1999. 

Greenbaum, H-Judaic Archives, February 8,1989 



From the contents of the early 

41 

items during the Greenbaum e q  it is clear he  was quite 

d e t e m e d  to buiIding the subscriber base of the service, a h o s t  to the point of obsession 

On March 1,1989, writes Greenbaum in the lead item: 

A quick review of our maiting k t  shows that we are in contact with a 
Jewish coderence, maihg list, a bulletin board and various publications. 
We mail to a number of important hibraries here, as weLl as in the US. We 
reach a wide range of places in North America, the British Isles and Israel. 
in the immediate future, we hope to increase contact with the European 
continent, especiaily Germany, and to broaden our links with himies 
significantly ? ' 

Then again, on April5,1989, again in the lead item: 

Our distribution is growing steadily Qust passed seventy in number 
and spread to a new continent). If there's a Judaic Studies person in your 
vicinity who isn't yet electrified, perhaps you can spare a bit of time to 
introduce saÏd person to the keyboard. 

We are also seeking JS program information in electronic form. If 
your program publishes catalogs, course schedules, reading lists and so 
forth using a cornputer, or if the typesetter uses one, let us know. We'd like 
to collect them and post them, 

Your beloved editor (1 mean, at least my mother beloves me) will 
be in the US in May, and in the UK by the bepinning of June. Ifyou want 
me to speak to people at your institution, let me know (and, if there's a 
significant amount of travel help with expenses) .= 

And one week later, Aprîl 12, 1989: 

We are now available as JUDAICA, on LISTSERV@TAUNIVM- 
This opens up a whole new range of possibiiïties; as soon as 1 find out 
what they are, I'll let you know. If anyone has any suggestions, please let 
me know. 

To begin with, please let me know what topics you are interested 
in hearing about, so aat we can group people by interests as the list 
expands, Of course, we hope that the eventuai existence of smder  

" Greenbaum, H-Judaic Archives, March 1,1989 
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coderences wïIi not vitiate one of our principal aims- communication- Zn 
the extreme case, if you do not want your address avaiIabIe to other 
memkrs of the list at dl, let me know that as welL (I"ve just heard this 
cornpared to having an nnlisted telephone number.)" 

As far into the project as July 26,1989, Greenbarn was s a  devoting Face to the 

promotion of the list: 

I'd much rather have a letter full of discussion, and save the 
announcements for a bulletin board. This depends on people involving 
themselves in the letter-.. rd even Iike the discussions to be autornaticalIy 
stored and distrïbuted. It is for this reason (among others) that we are 

seeking a location in North Amerïca where we can set up a paraIlel 
ListServ. Any suggestions or support will be greatiy appreciated?" 

Perhaps foreshadowing his growing involvement in the newtork, in that same July 26th 

issue, two of the four items were submitted by Tzvee Zahavy, at the t h e  a professor at 

the University of Minnesota. According to Zahavy, he and Avrum Gooblatt had been in 

correspondence by e-mail pnor ta meeting at the World Union of Jewish Studies 

conference in Jerusalem in August of 1989, about seven months after the network had 

started: "1 was eager to help out. He [Goodblatt] had ambitious but a bit nebuious [with] 

ideas about prospects for the future. 1 think he saw prospects for fünding and a job."35 

And help Zahavy apparently dïd. In the December 20th, 1989 edition, Greenbaum 

announced that "beginning with this newsletter, we wÏU be distributing fiom Minnesota 

in addition to Tel-Aviv, due to the good offices of Tzvee Zahavy. The two lists are 

currently maintained as separate entities. Once they are "peeredWM, Le. connected, one 

33 Greenbaum, K-Judaic Archives. A p d  12, 1989 
" Greenbaum, H-Judaic Archives, July 26. 1989 

Moderator Papers. E-mail Ietters fiom Tzvee Zahavy to Avi Hyman, January 1996. 
The term "peered" is a technicd description used when two Iistserv lists are 

automaticaily identical, in their content and their membership, despite being distributed 
from two different host cornputers. This was generaiïy done to ease the bandwidth load 



review command will send both lists," There is no evidence, however, that the two Iists 

ever did become p e e d  dthough they appear to have behaved as sister lists untii late 

1990- In late 1990, YehÏel Greenbaum wouId appear to have disappeared from the 

historïcai record. in correspondence, Goodblatt indicates that Greenbaum simply ran out 

of time and resources and gave up the editÏng-moderathg role to pursue employment? 

During the first six months of 1990, &et the establishment of the Minnesota version of 

the List, anci whiIe Greenbaum was stiii active as moderator, the List attracted quite a bit of 

attention fiom the relatively srnail comunity it had developed. For example, in January 

1990 Bob Kraft forwarded a copy of the Philo note that circdated on Humanist to the 

Judaica List, recalling that it was this note that led to the eventual development of 

Iodaios. By March, Lewis Barth and Joseph 'Yossi' Gakon were active on the Judaica 

List- Both are current members of the network's editorial board, and Gdron went on to 

establish Hasafian- And in May on the Jrcdafca Est, Steve Mason announced the 

existence of the new iist Ioudaios- 

The content of Greenbaum's 37th newsletter, dated March 28, 1990, was indicative of the 

developments and cross-fertilizations occuring over the htemet in Jewish Studies. The 

issue feanired two items: one a note fiom Robert Kraft and a second on the topic of 

electronic versions of the Tanach (Bible). In his note, Kraft invited people to ask for an 

electronic copy of a paper on " Tiberius Julius Alexander and the Crisis in Alexandria 

according to Josephus: Towards Redating Philo's Literary Activities." 

on cross-ocean trafic, i.e., one in Europe flsrael) and one in North American 
(Minnesota). Sister lists might serve the same function, but not through an automated 
process- 



A few years ago, as 1 was discussing various computer-oriented aspects of 
research, an ebullient young FnterIocutor bIurted out (with a d d  apology 
for bluntness) the question: 'Xre you ever going to become a schoiar 
aga.?" 1 think 1 hanciied the situation with sufncient good humor, 
although it hadn't occmed t e  me at the tirne that 1 had stopped behg a 
scholar! In any event, to anyone ïnterested 1 offer an eIectronic copy of the 
new (scholarly) paper descnïed below, which wïii uitimately appear in 
some form in hard copy. Comments, corrections, and suggestions are most 
we lc~ rne !~~  

It was exactly this initiative that gave nse to the loudaios list h o s t  one month later to 

the day. And in the same issue as Kraft's note, a Yaakov Kayman, who according to his 

e-mail address was associated with City University of New York, responded to a request 

from another list member, Stephan Qaassen, who was looking for a copy of the Tanach 

on disk. That Kayman responded was not unusual, but that his response consisted of 

notes cross posted fiom the soc-cu[~ureJewfsh USENET newsgroup is Uustrative of how 

intercomected the Jewish Internet world had become. Furtbermore, Hebrew University- 

based Marc Bregmanrs note in the next issue, dated April 18, 1990, also showed that the 

early adoptes of this technology in Jewish Studies were users of broader scholarly 

initiatives on the Intemet. His note was a cross-post from the Humrmlrr iist regarding 

early Hebrew concordances. As mentioned above, in issue number 41, dated May 9, 

1990, Steve Mason invited people to join the newly formed Ioudaios: 

New members are welcome. The discussion assumes a significant 
background in first-century Judaism as well as some knowledge of ancient 
Greek. To subscribe to IOUDAIOS, send an interactive command to 
LISTSERV@ YORKVML~~ 

'' AH Moderator Papers- E-mail letters from Avnim Goodblatt to Avi Hyman, Febmary 
1996. 
38Kraft, H-Judaic Archives, March 28,1990 



And despite the relatively smaU size of the comUILity createi i in the eariy days of the 

k t ,  it was clearly international in scope; take, for example, a note from Pan Guang that 

appeared on June 7,1990: 

We have the honour to inform you that the first Jewish history research 
center in China has k e n  established at the Institute of World History, 
Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences, Its proper name is Jewish History 
Research Center of Shanghai (JEICRS)-,. Our difficuities Lie in the lack of 
books and reference materials and we wouid 6ighIy appreciate that any 
organization or person provide us whatever books and materials 
c o n c e d g  the above-mentioned four subjects, We aiso hope to establish 
relations with any organization or person interested in research on Jewish 
history ." 

And then something appears to have happened, starting in the summer of 1990. Suddenly 

the archival record becomes sparse- Greenbaumrs issue number 44 is dated June 27, 1990- 

ï'hen there is an unexplained gap in the extant record skipping ionvard to August 15, 

1990 and an issue numbered 49. In addition to the skip, there is also a change in the 

masthead of Greenbaum's newsletters- Up unid and including issue 44, the masthead 

read, "Connecting geographically & otherwise disparate groups with a cornmon interest 

in the study of Judaica," or a variation thereof, After Jme 1990 util January 1991 (the 

last known copy of a Greenbaum edited newIetter), the masthead read " Judaic Studies is 

the newsletter of He'Asif, one of the Saf Projects." Furthemore, oaly six issues remain 

after June 1990- 

What was this He'Asif project that suddenly appears in the historical record? Although 

there is only one mention of it in the &gnents that remain today (other than in the 

masthead), it appears that He'Asif was Avnxni Goodblatt's early efforts to tum the whole 

" Mason, H-Judaic Archives, May 9 1990. 
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enterprise into a cornmerciai venture. It was an effort that eventuaily failed directIy, but 

indirectiy lead to the creation of the Shamash Project The one extant reference supports 

this contention- In an issue dated March 20, 1990 Greenbaum reported that "From 29 Mar 

thnt L5 Apr, Avnun Goodblatt will be visitùig the US (East Coast), London and Pais, 

under the auspices of the lerusaiern Center for Public Affairs (directed by Daniel Elazar), 

in order to research the future of Jewish Information and Communication Services- He 

wili also be representing He'Asif, the project which includes this newsletter, now 

formaking a permanent relationship with an institution which will house it in the US. 

Among other fiuictions, the institution WU become the archive of the texts, information 

and software coliected, and will lend its name to efforts to obtain support. hstitutions or 

individuals who wish to be involved or who have suggestions are invited to contact 

Avrum and to arrange to speak with him or meet with him." 

As it nimed out, the result of Goodblatt's quest for an Amencan home became 

NYSERNet. This is m e r  supported by a series of undated documents that were stored 

in the Sharnash archives of the same per i~d-~ '  The content of several of these documents 

is noteworthy in indicatïng the direction Goodblatt was trying to move the initiative. In 

one note aimed at Jewish Studies conference organizers, Goodblatt wrote: 

HE'ASIF Judaica Communications wilI provide the following services: 
* Our archive of software and electronic texts will be available 
for display and, in many cases, for copying. 

* A computer, comected to behveen four and nine terminais, w u  
be set up to aüow those in attendance to record data about 
their respective institutions, 

* The computer will aiso act as a bulletin board for the 
conference. fn addition, the coaferees will be able to send and 

" Guang, H-ludaic Archives, June 7 1990. 
4' H-Judaic Archives, circa 1990. 



receive electronic d to and fiom universities, librarïes and 
research facZties. 

HE'ASIF further assumes the responsibility of electronic pre- 
distribution not only of schedules, but abstracts of talks to be 
givenP2 

But even more t e h g  is a series of 'articles' entitled Heasz~Jda i c  Studies Descriptions, 

HeasjPproposal for funding purposes, and How to participate in He& in which 

Goodblatt purports that "He'Asif is introducing the benefits of electmnic commanication 

to the Judaic Smdies comm~nity."~ The fiill text of these articles appears as an appendix 

to this study? In correspondence, Zahavy aiso recaiis "emp1oymentm' issues served as the 

incentive for Goodb1att1s initiatives: 

1 do remember meeting Avrum at the Worid Congress in August, 1989 in 
Jerusaiem and speaking with hïm about his plans. 1 was eager to help out, 
He had ambitious but a bit nebulous ideas about prospects for the fiiture. 1 
think he saw prospects for funding and a job. We coilaborated in good 
spirits for some time? 

Nonetheless, fkom early 199 1 until May 1993, the List seems to drift h t o  obscurïty. There 

are appears to be three reasons for this. Greenbaum is reported by Goodblatt to have run 

out of steam for producing his newsietter (in other words, he moved on to seek stable 

employment). Goodblatt appears to have begun devoting his energies to his Iarger and 

broader Iewish Intemet initiative. And, without the labour of Greenbaum producing the 

newsletter, Zahavy, who was the list-owner at the Minnesota minor site, appears to have 

not wanted the responsibility of moderating the list. 

" In an electronic file named CONFEFLtxt in the H-Judaic Archives, circa 1990. 
43 In an electronic file named DESCRIB.txt in the H-Judaic Archives, circa 1990. 
On CD-ROM 



Although very linle wrïtten evidence remaias to support orcontraclkt the contention, 

according to Goodblatt, Zahavy let the List become unmoderated after Greenbauds 

departue. As a resuIt if became a haven for flame wad6 and junk maiL As the 

membership dropped rapidly, the list ceased to function for ai l  pracacal p~rposes?~ 

Unfortunately, the automated archives of the Iistservers at bot6 Tel Aviv University and 

Minnesota have long been wiped clean. However, even in Greenbaum's newsletters there 

is circumstantial evidence that the mechanism of the list was used for more than just 

posting the newsletter- On Iannary 30, 1990, Greenbaum included a note fkom someone 

at the address WELFAREIILNCRD, which read in part, " A few minutes ago 1 sent to 

JUDAICA@TAUNIVM notice concerning the establishment of the Jerusalem World 

Fonun on Halachah and Science." Clearly this must be an indication of the possibility 

that individual notes could be posted to the Est, outside the parameters of the newsletter. 

Zahavy also supports the theory that there were, in fact, two parts to the list entity: 

Greenbaum's newsletter and the two listsenr lis& themselves, and Greenbaum was merely 

using the lists to distribute the newsletter, However, since he and Goodblatt controlIed 

the Tel Aviv version of the Est, and Zahavy controiled the Minnesota List, when 

Greenbaum ceased compiling the newsletter, the Tel Aviv List ceased posting anything. 

All the while the Minnesota iïst allowed individual postings. Several items in Zahavy's 

correspondence shed some light on this. 

Judaica was set up to be an open iist When Avnun joined he accepted 
that. He was nch with ideas. He was not as good at following through on a 
regular, predictable basis. No reflection on his contribution, He was a 
pioneer. The enterprise - his and ours - was not as mature as what we are 

4 5 ~ H  Moderator Papers. E-mail Ietters fiom Tzvee Zahavy to Avi Hyman, Jaouary 1996 
" People writing to attack one another either legitimately or ad hominem, 
* Goodblatt, 1996 



doing now- Tt was in the "early days" and we were rougher around the 
edges- We did not have any ff m e  wars per se- Jmt more of a frontier styïe 
of discourse- -.. L always assumed that we just couicidentaily chose the 
same name- Perhaps Avmm knew about rny list prior, but 1 doubt that- My 
mode1 was "Humanist". At hem1 am more open and in favor of 
unmoderated speech." 

However, the historicai record contained in Greenbauds newsletter does not M y  

support Zahavyrs contentions, While the advent of the TAU version of the Listserv was 

announced in the newsletter in ApriI 1989, r ecd  that it wasn't mtil the December 20, 

L989 edition that a Minnesota Est was announced: 

Beginning with this newsletter, we wiU be distn'buting fkom Minnesota in 
addition to Tel-Aviv, due to the good offices of Tzvee Zahavy.,, The two 
lists are currently maintained as separate entities. Once they are "peered, 
i.e- comected, one review command will send both lists? 

Finally, and again, in correspondence, Zahavy was also able to produce letters he had 

received from Goodblatt during the second week of Jauuary 1992 which shed some light 

on the deche  of the iist post 199 1, According to Zahavy, wrote GoodbIatt: 

I also beiïeve that the job cannot be done comectiy without paying 
someone to moderate. 1 did not know that the parameters had aot been 
hanged here - you had said that you had been in touch directiy and if 1 
remember correctly 1 had given you the password, Anyway, that account 
is closed now (the one that had access) because Yehiel has dropped out 
and 1 couldn't renew it without his signature. 1 am happy to participate 
with the iist but 1 am not sure what to do? 

And later: 

"AH Moderator Papers. E-mail letters from Tzvee Zahavy to Avi Hyman, January 1996. 
49 Greenbaum, H-Judaic Archives, December 20 1989. 
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WeII, Lmanaged to reach the iistserv malntainer here in kae l -  He is 
changing the editor locaUy to be my address I can then make you the 
editor if you wisbsL 

''AH Moderator Papen. E-mail Ietters fiom Tzvee Zahavy to Avi Hyman, January 1996. 



C~APTER TB[REE=. ~ O R G A N I Z A T I O N M A ~  

JewStudies, JS Je J and H'Jiic 

My own affiliation' with the Iist began in late 1992, after it had k e n  lying virtually 

dormant for almost two and a half years. At the tirne, 1 had been moderating a Jewish 

f o m  on a Local Toronto computer bulletin board (comected to the Inteniet) called 

MagicBBS. HavÏng recently enrolied in a doctoral program in Education at the 

University of Toronto, 1 came in contact with another graduate student who is now a 

professor at Florida Atlantic University, Henry Abramson. Abramson discussed with me 

the unïqueness of the mail.jewsh Est and 1 began to explore how it worked and what its 

underlying smicture was. This led me to A m  Goodblatt, who, at the t h e ,  was seMng 

as the executive director of the ïsrael NYsER.Net Project (lNP). Goodblatt and 1 

discussed reviving the academic Jewish Studies k t .  Staning a new listserv k t  from 

scratch (by promoting it to the members of other INP-based lists), we re-launched the 

newsletter in May of 1993 using the name Jewish Stccdies E-.Tourna& and a Iist address of 

jews tudies @ israel-nysemet.org. 

However, at the same the ,  there were a number of other events happening behind the 

scenes of the main iïst that would also greatly affect the couse of the Listrs history. 

Because of his previous relationship with Zahavy, Goodblatt facilitated communication 

that led us to officidy take over the Judaica Iist In the third issue in July, 1993,I 

responded to cornplaints about the pejorative sound of the address 'jewsnidies' by 

reporting that, "JewStudies is attempting to contact JUDAICA (at Minnesota) to see if we 

can combine forces in some way." Arnong the cornplainers was Norman Noyakh Miller 

of Mendele fame. Meanwhile, back in April, 1 had heard a m o u r  that the H-Net 

From this point on. I will be taking the opportunïty to speak in the &st person, where 
appropriate, as my relationship to the mate* becornes personal, which is consistent with 
the expenential nature of an Ed-D. program, 
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consorùhn, then operating out of tiie University of Illinois at Chikago, was about to staa 

its own Jewish Studies list, 1 contacted the executive director, Prof* Richard Jensen to 

HeiIo, my name is Avi Hyman (AJRYMAN@UTorOISE,bitnet). 1 
recentiy received a post regarding HOLOCAUS and other resources, 1 am 
interested in information on H-URBAN, J-STUDY, and H-EWISH- 1 am 
currently in dixussion wÏth NYSerNet for the purpose of setting up an 
academic net to ded with Jewish Studies particulary but not limited to the 
+19/+20 centuries. 
- if you are attempting to do the same, then it wouid be sUy to compete, 
and instead we should combine efforts,' 

To which Jensen responded: 

ISTUDY is brand-new (445-93) and there is not much to report so far. It 
wiii be used as an information and discussion medium among facuity and 
students at UIC interested in the lewish Studies program. As we deveiop 
material we WU serid it to you, for your use in the Toronto project, The 
editors are lim Mott (JimMott @ spss-com) and Lesiie Cook 
( u L 7 0 1 8 @ u i c ~ ) ~  
WJEWISH will be an international discussion List on Jewish history 
(ancient to late 20c) pitched at couege professors of Jewish 
History/studies. We hope to get some fitnding for this project. Let's join 
forces! We c m  put you on the H-JEWSH editorial board If some grants 
corne in :) maybe we c m  pet sorne money for you to gather materiais for 
H-JEWISH and/or HOLOCAUS, 
I am familiar with the NYSerNet operation, and we have been 
collaborathg with Avnun Goodblan, He offered the use of his 
LISTSERVE, but as you can see fiorn the H-Net Plan #7.2 (next 
message), we have elaborate plans to set up a communications center here 
at the U of Illinois that WU provide services to historiam. Avnun has 
done a Ene job in cultural studies and contemporary issues; we intend to 
focus on history? 

2AH Moderator Papers. E-mail letters fiom Richard Jensen to Avi Hyman, Ianuary 1997 



The duaI negotiatlons resuhed in a singIe entity that was reported in part one of the 

August 18,1993 newsletterr 

Two Lists have merged into one and the merger is now underway, The 
former lists were Jewstudies @israel~iysemet,org and 
JUDAKA@- or @TAW 
The address for this list wïil ber 
Jewstudies @ israel.nyserne~org or 
H-Judaic@ uicvxn-u.ic.edu 
This is not an open discussion Est, but instead the e-mail access point for 
the e-journal, JEWISH STUDIES - JUDAICA devoted to the exchange of 
information on on-going work in Jewish Studies worldwide- 
The list now has close to 700 subscribers. Issue 1.004 wili k out in a few 
days. Back issues are available by anonymous ftp fiom NysernetORG in 
the Israel directoryfists subdirectory/jewstudies subsubdirectory, 
When you have a look at the format, it wiU become clear that we rely on 
subscribers to send in submissions of interest to other scholar~.~ 

And then again in part two of the August newsietter which was circuiated the next day, in 

which 1 reported: 

This fourth issue of JewStudies-Judaica marks some major advances for 
our e-journal, Firs t you will notice the name change- Thanks to the good 
WU of Avmm Goodblat at the Israel Project @ Nysernet, we recently 
merged with the JUDAICA List fonnerly of UMMINîTANI, The merger 
more than doubles our numbers, so the value of information exchange 
through the journal was greatiy enhanced- Then we hally got our 
editorial advisory board together (their names appear below). W e  are dso 
now going out to historians on the H-Net at UICOS 

The fùst editonal board included Dr. Josh Backon of Jerusalem, chief of cardiology and 

Hadassah Hospital in Jerusalem and a fiequent poster to the list; Mark Fiumerfelt, at the 

3~ Moderator Papers. E-maii letters fiom Richard Jcnsen to Avi Hyman, Ianuary 1997 
Hyman, H-ludaic Archives, August 18,1993. 
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tirne, a graduate student at York University; Benjamin =te at Indiana State University 

and moderator of a now-defunce Hebrew academic List; Chana Lajcher, head Iibrarian at 

the Jerusalem CoIiege of TechnoIogy; Norman Miller, the TrïnÎty Coilege professor and 

moderator of Meadele Lst; and Dr. Leslie Train, a Yiddish instructor at the University of 

Toronto, under whom 1 had earlier studied- By September, Norman MiIler had been 

ceplaced (he quit) by Henry Abramson, Avnim Goodblatt, and Dr- f im Mott, a recent 

graduate of Richard Jensen, and moderator of H-Holocaust list- In November 1993, 

Tzvee Zahavy oficially joined the editorid board- 

The same month that Zahavy joined the editonal board, the nurnber of subscriptions to 

the service clùnbed over 800 for the first t h e  and surged past 1000 by the end of the 

year. In the December issue of the newsletter there were 34 articles, and Zahavy had been 

made chair of the editoriai board, 

Encouraged by the surging interest, the organization began a series of new, shoa-lived 

initiatives beyond simply publishing the newsIetter in 1994, The f k t  of these occuned in 

January with the publication of an Abstract Review, in which a series of small abstracts 

on the contents of five print journals in Jewish Studies was published. While the absmct 

review service was itseif short-lived, it foreshadowed the later establishment of a full- 

fledged Book Review service by the organization. Also in January, there was a faiied 

attempt to conduct editorial board business iive, via a Multi-User Dimension (MUD) at 

MIT. A month Iater another venture was s idar ly  announced in the newslettelc: a 

permanent Gopher space containhg back issues and assorted other documents and links 

to other on-line sources of Jewish Studies information. Again, the Gopher service failed 

ci Gopherspace was an early text-based fonn of the WorId Wide W e b  



to m a t e n a e  in the fashion predicted, but unlike the Review s e ~ c e ,  which did 

eventudy take roof the concept of an on-line repository, whether Gopher-based or Web- 

based has yet. as of this ~ r i ~ g ,  to bear fnritt Yet another Initiative began in June 1994, 

when Josh Backon, a member of the editorid board fiom Jemalem, offered to take on 

the responsibiIity of occasionaiiy providïng a referencing service to our readers. "Each 

month, when possible, he wiu recommend sources on topics raised in the previous 

month's issue," This only occurred the once- Later, in September of that year, the 

organization published a full-length article exclusively written for the List by Lewis Barth, 

now the Dean of Hebrew Union ~ollegeB The discussions that led to the appearance of 

the article aIso led to Baah joining the editorial board in December, 1994- Other than 

one other article by Mira Levine of Hebrew University in December, no M e r  full- 

length articles appeared on the list. 

Whïie the year 1994 might be described as an experïmental perïod, the year 1995 was 

marked by a number of events that would have a more permanent and monumental effect 

on the running of the organization, The seeds for these events were sown in December 

1994 at the twenty-sixth annual conference of the Association for Jewish Studïes in 

Boston, At that conference, Yitzchak Kerem, board member of H-Judaic and moderator 

of the electronic Sephardic newsletter, Sefarad, organized a panel on "EIectronic Judaic 

Studies," Panel participants included me, Kerem. J i i  Mott of the H-Holocaust Iist and 

another H-Judaic board member, and Sigrid Peterson, a long t h e  member of the list and 

an active participant in Ioudaios (her papes dealt with Ioudaios). It was this panel which 

7 The archives of the list are availabIe at its website, but not much else: www-h- 

8 "Report of CETH Summer Serninar '94 - Center for Electronic Texts in the 
Humanities". H-Judaic's newsletter, issue 2.08 part 2, September 1994. 



provided the f h t  exposure of technology efforts within the wider Jewish Studies field- 

Also in December, as noted above, Lewis Barth joined the editoriai board. He was joined 

on the board that month by Joseph Haberer of Purdue University and editor of the p ~ t  

joumal Shafar; Howard Joseph of Concordia University; Richard Menkis of the 

University of British Columbia and editor of the p ~ t  journal Canudfàn Jewish Studies; 

and Belarie Zatzman of York University- These members were hand-pïcked by me, rather 

than by any process of nomination and election. The appointments were designed to fill 

the editorial board with interested academics who wodd provide an increased scholacly 

profile and provide vduabIe feedback through the expansion perÏod And, as it turned 

out, to serve as a protective buffer in increasingly hquent conflicts wÏth Richard Jensen 

of H-Net over the future direction of the organization and ownership of the List. 

The Jensen C . i s  

The frrst signs of the conflict arose early, with an exchange that was at hrst pnvate, but 

then broadcast to the rest of the editorial board August 18,1993: Jensen's response to the 

first joint NYSERNet - M e t  newsletter issue included the following miid criticism: " 1- 

Tenninology problems- 1 thought we decided on H-JUDAIC. "JewStudies" REALLY 

bothers people. It is likely, for example, to reduce the funding opportunitties for H-NET 

and for H-JUDAIC. You should ask your editorial board about this-it's exactly what 

such boards are good for! 2. "e-joumai" means a refereed scholarly journal that is vastly 

9 From 1993 on, the editoriai board had use of an m e t  tistserv for the purposes of 
conducting its business- Originally called H-J-Edit, it later adopted the name Edboard- 
Judaic. The complete archives of this list were maintained by the H-Net cornputers, but 
are not generaily available on the Web. As with the archives of the main H-Judaic List, 1 
downloaded the entire collection of the editorial board archives fkom 1993 until f 999, AU 
future references to the editorial board List within the body of the thesis text are taken 
fiom these archives, which are cited in the references as Edboard-Judaic, 1993- 



more complex and expensive than H-JUDAIC. A better terrn would be "e-magazine"." 

My response was, "If it's al1 nght with you aII, 1 will change the title of our joumaI to 

lewish Studies - Judaica, and JewStudies will remain the nysernet short form while H- 

JudaÏc remains the UICVM short fo m... I wouid like to concinue c W g  this an e-journal, 

if that's o.k. with everyone, since the dtimate drearn is to become a proper e-journal-' 

This was just a sample of conflicts to corne. The core conflicts arose after H-Net began to 

reorganize itself to meet the organizational md structurai demands of vanous funding 

agencies to which H-Net was applying for fanding. Most particuiarly, there was the 

National Endowment for the Humanities. These organizational changes were h t  

announced to the editoriai board in a message date March 14, 1994, in which 1 wrote, "In 

the coming weeks the H-Net Project at the University of Illinois Chicago will be 

undergohg some hndamental changes in its govemance. A proposed charter will be 

voted on and certain stmctures wiii be put in place as a resuit of the H-Net receiving 

funding fiom grant agencies. We are associated with H-Net (our joumai is sent out partiy 

using the mailing Est name H-ludaic). In fact, 1 believe we are the oniy member of the H- 

Net to join the project AFTER we were aheady in existence.-- However, I must remind 

you that we have a very strong cornmitment to the Israel Project of NYSERNET, the 

founding home institution of our journal and our gopherspace." Both Jensen and 

Goodblatt responded to the above note with M e r  detaiis- Wrote Jensen, 

As the director of H-NET, let me explain that the whole operation has 
gotten far to big for one person (me) to handle in odd moments. 
Especially now that we have a Iarge ($155,000) grant from the National 
Endowment for the Humanitîes, we need some sort of structure. Hence 
the Charter which creates officers and an executive cornmittee. 

To see the Charter, send this message to 
Lis tserv @ uÏcvm,uic .edu 

get charter ciraft 



The Charter calk on each of our 28 lists to create an editorial board, and to 
have each board select a chair every year. Avi is well ahead of most of the 
Iists by ha- a smoothly hctioning editoriai board in pIace - and this 
Little list for communications. The chair of each board will get a voice and 
a vote in HNET &airsairs The need for that cornes ftom the ailegations 
(widely bandied about, 1 am sorry to say) that H-NET and its Iists are a 
tightiy closed Iittle clique.1° 

To wbch Goodblatt added: 
Congratulations on your gram and progress on your project 1 will be in 
the US. in next week and wÏll be happy to falk about M e r  cooperation. 
The Iudaica list at nysernet, which is nui by Avi Hyman, is acnidy a 
combination of a list which 1 started 5 years ago dong with the list he 
started at nysernet. So, in fact, his list is actuaüy part of 2 separate 
projects. 1 do not thïnk that will cause any difficuities, ody that 1 think 
that we shodd probably work out the details." 

But for dl the talk of smooth transitions, there were problems- The issue was control of 

the money. Jensen was soon under pressure ffom other members of the H-Net consortium 

once money began to flow into the project Perhaps feeling his control of the project was 

under attack, Jensen responded by protecting his turf whenever he codd. Unfortunately I 

made the mistake of stepping into the dispute by asking Jensen for access to some of the 

h d s  he had raised to defiay the  cos^ of attending a conference. And as much as he was 

protective of his Iarger H-Net project, 1 was protective of my srnalier one. What follows 

is a senes of notes to the e d i t o d  board List, comprising the buk of the battie, starting in 

May 1994 and mnning off and on for over a year. They best demonstrate the veracity of 

the dispute; a dispute that only ended when the democratic process Jensen set up to get 

the money led to his ouster from the consortium by a Michigan State University 

'O Jensen, Edboard-Judaic Archives, March 14, 1994 
I '  Goodblatt, Edboard-judaic Archives, March 14,1994 
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professor, Mark Kornbluh. Ii:onicailyP or perhaps, strategically and in an effort to get him 

to ease off. 1 publicly backed Jensen during the election he dtimately lost in 1996,- 

Hyman - 1 May 1994: 

Last year our journal joined with the H-Net project at UIC The joining 
has proven fruitful for us in that we have b e n  abIe to attract a wider 
audience and in that m e t  is made up of people who are concerned with 
the hture of electronic communications. They have aiso provided us with 
th% usefnl editorial board mailing Est- Last week I asked the executive 
director, Prof. Richard Jensen, (who is subscribed to this iist) if he had any 
fun& to pay me if 1 helped him promote H-Net at the CSS94 conference 
in lune- What has foiiowed is an accromonyous discussiuon regarding the 
status of our journal in the H-net, Two points of information, the H-net 
recently approved a new charter and are currently in the process of 
electing new executive board. 1 will forward the transcript of mine and 
Jensen's conversation via email to you for your advice. I am also planning 
to do the same to the members of the H-Net- Piease feel £iee to comment 
publicly, since 1 have nothing to hide fkom Richard.'* 

1 then transmitted to the editorial board a transcript of eadier messages between myseif 

and Jensen recorded betweea Aprif 25 and May 1, 1994: 

From:IN% "CAMPBELLD @LvhnrAPSU.EDU" 
"H-NET (Richard Jensen) " 25-APR- 1994 14: L9:49.25 

To: IN%"ajhyman @oise.on.ca" 
Subj: status 
J. H-Net may grant affiliated status to existent schoIarly 

lists. The executive cornmittee, in consultation with the 
H-Net subject-area lis t moderators, s haU determine 

guidelines for this arrangement and ensure that affiliated Iists are 
represented on the voting staff of H-Net. 
The question of course is whether your list was a scholarly k t  

when h-judaic started up. 
That wiil take a lot of proving. 

" Hyman, Edboard-judaic Archives, May 1,1994 



Richard 

From: OISE1 : AJHYMAN 26-APR- 1994 12147: 12.02 
Tor IN%"CAMPBETD@LYNXAPSU_EDUn 
CC: 0ISEl::PJHYMAN 
Subj: RE: status 

you wrïte: 
The question of course is whether your Est was a scholarly Iist 
when h-judaic started up. 
That wilL take a lot of proving, 

1 respond: 
Under nonnaL circumstances, 1 wouid find that comment to be 
idiamatory, but given our friendly relations to date, 1 wiii 
reserve judgment- 
1 am a littie suprised at the apparent position you have taken 
on the matter. NameIy since that clause was created, in part, 
by m y  comments as they pertained specfically to H-Judaiç. 
1 am perfectly happy to keep this conversation between fnends 
here. But, at some point, a decision regarding H-judaic's 
status will have to come before the board, You should lcnow, 
therefore, that 1 have started keeping alog of our correspondance 
on this issue, 
Keep well, and congrats on your acciïmation as executive director, 
Avi 

- - - - - -- - - - - 

From: IN%"CAMPBELLD @LYNX.APSUEDUW 
"H-NET (Richard Jensen) " 26-APR- 1994 22:06:32,36 
To: IN%'' AJHYMAN@ oise.on.ca" 
Subj: RE: status 
Avi- the problem is that nobody in H-NET knows what sort of 
status you are asking for. 
we do have affiliated status for 2 iists (ECONHIST and HABSBURG). 
-do you want to be inside hnet or outside? 
and if inside, then are you w W g  to abide by ai l  the d e s  that 
appIy to ail theother iists? 
Richard 

From: OISE 1::AJHYMAN 27-APR-1994 08:32:49.38 



To: IN%"CAMPBELLD @LVh3Y4PSUEDU" 
CC: 0ISEI::AJHYMAN 
Subj: REr status 
I think a good place to start our discussion is via cornparison- 
1 would be interested in knowing what d e s  apply to ECONHIST and 
HABSBURG, and subsequently, what nghts they enjoy in the M e t -  
As for what we want, 1 would say that king part of H-Net is a healthy 
thing for the journal, However, as you may recalI, 1 had concems over the 
issue of ownership- Given the nature of the JEWISH STUDIES JUDAICA 
eJOURNAL, 1 would Say it is unreasonabie for the H-Net to claim 
exclusive ownership of the jouniaI, whÏch is the ody thing H-JudaÏc is 
used for- Owining the mailing address is another thing, but not the actual 
jounial or the names of those who have voluntarily subscribed to it- 
1 look forward to reading your next note, 
with best regards, 
Avi 

From: m%"CAMPBELLD@LYNX-APSUEDU" 
"H-NET (Richard Jensen) " 30-APR- 1994 l5:5'?:41.94 
Tor IN% "aj hyman@ oise.on.ca" 
CC: IN%"jimrnott@ spss.com". 
lN%"reiff@NICCO.SSCNETTUCLAEDU", 

IN% "vburton@ ncsa-uiuc.edut*, IN% "hTeach@ artsci-wustl.eduW 
Subj: Richard RE: status of H-Judaic 
E. Apnl30,1994 

Richard's reply : 
The Econhist hst is owned by the Cliomeriic Society 

(as their newsletter) and is operated out of Ohio U. The 
editor, Sam W2Iïamson, does not participate in HNET 
affairs, but he does receive H-POST. He does not get any 
funding from HNET. 

The Habsburg List was estabLished a coupIe years ago by 
Charlie Ingrao, a professor at Purdue, and is operated out 
of mirdue. The idea is that affiliated status wili be 
temporary and that soon Habsburg wiU becorne a regular HNET 
List (Chariie is nervous about being flooded with too much 
business, so he's stiU tentative-) As an affiliated list, 
HABSBURG gets some technicd support but no funding from 



m T -  
We have been Iisting FI-Judaic as a "reguiar" H-list. 

The H-NET lists, as the Charter explains expLicÎtly, are al i  
owned by H-NET, and the moderators are chosen by, evaluated 
by-and replaced-by HNET (with suitable consrlltation)- AU 
the regular Lists rnust of course abide the various poiicies 
(having to do with ads, securîty, money, accountability of 
moderators, etc.), We will not be making exceptions for this 
or for that Est In our policy statements and gram 
applications, we have aiways said H-NET will not publish 
eIectronÏc journais. 

H-Jndaic in content and style never resembled any of 
the other lists-in particular it lacks the d d y  news & 
discussion element that is so centrai, 

You have strongly hinted that you don't plan to abide 
by d e s  you don't like 

So the Logic is to change the status to "affiliated," 
What that means regarding your vote in eIections is 

problematical-but I can't for the life of me see why you 
WANT to vote and participate in decision-making when you 
don't plan to abide by the decisions- 

As far as H-NET funding is concemed, in my opinion 
H-Judaic will have a very Low priority as a reguiar list, 
and zero priority as an aflliated Est, 

Richard 

From: 0ISEl::AJHYMAN 1-MAY-199411:53:37.19 
To: IN%"CAMPBELLD@LYNX-APSU-EDU" 
CC: IN%"jirnmott@spss.com", 0ISEi:rAJHYMAN 
Subj: E E :  Richard RE: status of H-Judaic 
(1) 1 noticed the Iast note was ccred to several people including Jim, 
welcome to our discussion then 
(2) H-Judaic in content and style never resembled any of 
the other rists-in particular it lacks the daily news & 
discussion element that is so central- 

You have strongiy hinted that you don't plan to abide 
by d e s  you donrt Like- 

So the logic is to change the status to "affïIiated-" 



Fairenough. However, now that we agree on m a t e d  status - what does 
affiliated status mean? No where in de charter does it explicitly state what 
afnli-ate status means. In facr, what it does Say, is that the dennition of 
affili-ate stanis is to be the subject of a negotiated settlement betsveen the 
Executive and the list inquestion- That is fine with me too- As soon as the 

executive is eIecteà, 1 wiiI be happy to discuss ît with them and corne to a 
mutuai agreement. What 1 can't understand is Richard's growing anirnosity 
for either me or H-Judalc, 
1 have not hinted that 1 don't plan to abide by H-Net d e s  - 1 have said that 
since H-Judaic is in fact run Like a journal - certain d e s  are not 
appropriate to it and shouid be aitered to accomodate the journal and H- 
Net. That will be the subject of the negotiations between the executive and 
the Iist as it is provided for under the charter- 

(3) 
What that means regarding your vote in elections is 

problematical-but 1 can't for the M e  of me see why you 
WANT to vote and participate in decision-making when you 
don't plan to abide by the decisions, 

Given my previous notes on this matter, the answer is obvious. As 
an affïiiated member 1 naturaiiy have a great interest in the ninning of H- 
net paaicularly as it related to the notion of afnlated status- 

(4) As far as H-NET funding is concerned, in my opinion 
H-Judaic will have a very iow pnonty as a regular Est, 

and zero priority as an affiliated Iist. 
Everything was going dong just fine mtiI Richard's Iast shot. 1 was 
pedectly happy to discuss things with him cordiaIIy with the 
understanding that we had different outlooks on this matter. Now, 
however, he has gone one step to far. 1 dodt want his money- 1 asked him 
if he would be interested in a work relationship - perhaps a Little stipend if 
1 were to help him promote H-Net at the CSS94 conference - 1 am not 
interested in taking money for the List or the journal. But fkankly, "zero 
priority" is not his decission to make regarding the nature of aFfiliate status 

- it is the executivers 
Fine - agian it is his opinion. However to state that if H-judaic 
were to agree to abide by alI H-Net policies so as to be deemed a 
regular list- "AS FAR AS H-NET FUNDING IS CONCERNED H- 
JUDAIC WILL HAVE A VERY LOW PRIORïïY AS A REGULAR 
LIST - is an outrïght shot at my credibility and that of my List, which 1 



mÎght add, has a subscription rate 25% bigger than ANY H-Net kt- 1 
could care less about the money - Richard has twice calleci into question 
the value and quaiîty of my kt, The Grst time I pointed ie out to him but 
let it siide - thïs tïme 1 am not wilhg to do so- It is a vile and groundess 
attack that 1 wilL make the first order of business of the new exe~utive.,,'~ 

Within 24 hours, several of the members of the editorial board had responded with 

supportive messages for me, some being highiy criticai of Jensen. Jensen h a E y  

responded to the editorial board on July 7, 1994: 

The basic problem regarding fidi cltlzenship status for H-JUDAIC is 
simple. Does H-JWDAIC intend to abide aU the te- of the H-Net 
Charter? Note that the Charter vests ownership of aiI the Iists in H-Net, 
and gives the Executive Committee control over the moderators and the 
editorial board. In tum, the moderators get a vote and a seat on H-StafT, 
and a board delegate gets a seat on H-Staff, (Avi has in fact been voting 
and participating on H-Staff, and th& board now has a delegate on H- 
Staff-) Please read the Charter again, and make a decision.14 

To which 1 responded: 

1 want to thank Richard for sending hîs note and a copy of the charter to 
the editorïal board, To summarize, 1 don't believe H-Net has a right to 
claim "ownership" of the journal - thus the "basic problem," 
According to Richard, fiili citizenship status incIudes: "abiding by a l i  the 

terms of the Charter, including vesting ownership of the list in H-Net, and 
giving control over the moderators and the editorial board to the Executive 
Committee." 
However, if we had read several pages into the Charter, we would have 
noted section VIJ., which reads: "H-Net may gant  affiliated status to 
existent scholarly Lists- The Executive COlMbEITE (emphasis mine) in 
CONSULTATION with the H-Net subject-area Est moderators, shaU 
determine guidelines for this arrangement and ensure that affiliated lists - 

are represented on the voting staff of H-Net-" 

" Hyman, Edboard-judaic Archives, May 1, 1994 
l4 Jensen, Edboard-judaic Archives, July 7, 1994 



Our editorial board chair Tzvee Zahavy and 1 are on H-Staff. Thus, the 
answer to Rkhard's question about our intent isr Yes - we intend to abide 
by the decission of the Executive CO- re the nature of affiliated 
Lists once the consultation process is compIete. During the C h e r  vote 
procedure, it was the opinion of the majority of H-Staff that K-Judaic 
(Jewïsh Studies Judaica d o m a i )  would be a participating member of the 
H-Net, Thus, any decission to remove H-Judaic from that status 
WLTHOUT consultation and without a decission of the executive 
COMMïTIEE would be in violation of the charter, When Richard 
released a report on the current status of H-Net Iists two weeks ago he 
removed H-Judaic from the roster, which would appear to go agianst the 
charter- 
What do we a i i  care for? There are benefits to belonging to H-Net- 1/3 of 
our subscnibers get their copy of the journal fkom H-Judaic, thereby easing 
the srrain on the jewstudies List (which is over 1000 subscribers)- The info 
that cornes via the H-Net is sometimes relevant to us, and third, most of 
the other list moderators and editors are nice people to know who are 
always willing to help. Why does H-Net care: They are currently funded 
to the tune of $150,000 and therefore justinably protective. But one would 
think that our fine journal wouid enhance their email projectL5 

To which Jensen responded: 

Affiliated is an arrangement designed for pre-existing lists sponsored by 
scholarly groups- H-JUDAIC does not fa11 in that category- Furthemore, 
affiiiated status is NOT fust class status- 
1 take it Avi has decided he does not want H-JUDAIC to be a H-Net iïsts 
iïke aü the others. Avi demands H-JUDAIC be a totaiiy separate and 
independent operation, not subject to the H-NET Charter- Yet at the same 
time he demands frrst class treatment equai to al1 the other lists, which DO 
abide the Charter. In or out, Avi, get your act together- 
Why shouid H-NET bother providing an affiliated status? What's in it for 
H-NET? It seems to me that if you folks want to apply for an affiated 
status, you have to make a rnuch stronrnger case than you have done so 
far. Maybe there's nothing in it for us. Maybe afnliated status would 

l5 Hyman, Edboard-judaic Archives, Iuiy 7,1994 



effectively stop us from developing our own general- Jewish Stduies List- 
(we aiready publish HOLOCAUS and an antisemûsrn ik H-AII~~s).'~ 

And if M y  7 was a busy day on the editorial board kt, M y  8 was apocryphals 

Hyman: 

With a i I  due respect to Richard and his fine H-Net project, that is shpLy 
buiishit- 1 have demanded nothing. 1 wish to abide by the decissions of the 
executive committee under clause VLJ, of the H-Net Charter, with 
whatever "class treatrnent" it entails, Obviously, then, by Richard's 
comments, it is his opinion that Wudaic is aot eligiile under section VI. J. 
1 wiü be happy to discuss this with the executive committee. Unless it is 
Richard's intent to make a summary decision without executive committee 
consultation. 
We have heard Richard's opinion on our eiigibiity under section 
VI-J, - Here are mine: 

1) We existed as an electronic forum BEFORE the H-Net 
2) We have estabLished ties with a nwnber of scholarly 

bodies, ïnicuding the CJHS, Purdue and UMN, and with 
S hamash. 

3) During the Charter debate, section VIL was added to 

the Charter and approved as  a DIRECT response to the 
unique development of H-Judaic within the M e t .  Thus to now 
Say that section VU. does not appiy to K-Judaic is to go against 
the wishes of the H-Net Democratic body." 

Jensen: 

Avi keeps referring to the Executive Cornmittee. That Cornmittee has 
been discussing the issue and 1 am the agent for the negotiations- 1 will be 
reporting back aoy agreement to that committee for its 
ratification/disapproval, In other words, this discussion IS the negotiation 
with the Executive Cornmittee, 

l6 Jensen, Edboard-judaic Archives, July 7. 1994 
" Hyman, Edboard-judak Archives, Juiy 8 1994 



As for affiLIated status, it has some consequences: M e t  does NOT 
publish affillated lists- e a t e d  status wouid mean we shut down H- 
JXJDAIC and H-J-EDIT. Avi wouId be free to transfer rhe subscnibers, 
mes and logs to the operation at IsraeIMysernet or anywhere eise, but not 
UICVMCVM H-Net PAYS the University of Illinois for its computer services; 
we will NOT pay for affiliated Iists- (They can raise their own fiinds and 
pay their own computer center.) 
Affiliated status is second class status as far as H-Net is concerned- It was 
added to the Charter to inchde EconHist, an affiIiated Iist published by the 
Cliometric Society. It raises its own money and operates out of another 
university, Affiliated lists get farc fewer benefits than H - J U D E  has 
enjoyed-" 

And in a subsequent note, Jensen: 

A note on "ownership" in response to Tzvee- 
H-Net's Charter says it "owns" alI the iists- That is, it makes ail final 
poky decisions- That explictLy inchdes evaluation of the lists, seiecting 
and firùig the cornoderators, seiecting the editoriai boards, and controlling 
any money the Iist raises. ALL TKE OTHER H-NET LISTS and 
moderators and editorial boards have agreed to this provision. So what 
about H-JUDAIC?'~ 

Three days Later, Jensen gave the editorial board of H-Judaîc the first of two dtimatums, 

one in the form of a personal Ietter sent to the editoriai board and the second in the form 

of what Jensen said was an H-Net Executive Committee resolution, again sent to the 

editorid board one month later on August 16, 1994. It is important to note that 1 have yet 

to see evidence that the executive cornmittee ever met, virtuaIly or otherwise, to agree on 

such a resolution. Without such proof, 1 doubted the veracity of the resoluhon. But Jensen 

persisted, 

Jensen, July 1 1, 1994: 

l8 Jensen, Edboard-judaic Archives, July 8 1994 



One LAST tlme f o b ,  fiom the H-NET executive committee: H-J-EdÏt 
MUST corne up with some strong reasons why it witi be to K-Net's 
advaatage to have an afElïation witb JSJeJ- 
What has been lacking so far is convincing evidence that: 
-the Est has clear long-term and short term goals 
-the iist has severai strong cornoderators 
-the iist bas formal ties with scholairly organizations 
-why H-Net should endorse a totally different format fiom al l  the 

O ther H-listsm 

Jensen, August 16, 1994: 

Executive Cornmittee S tatement on H-Judaic: 
1. The executive committee concludes that it is important to resolve the 
anomaious statns of H-Judaic withïn K-Net. Confusion over this status 
has caused much conflict. We are sorry for this confusion some of which 
stemrned fkom an incomplete understanding of the history of K-Judaic at 
the time the Charter was drafted. 
2- After careful consideration, the executive cornmittee decided that H- 
Judaic is an H-Net list- It was started by H-Net, nui on the UIC mainfiame 
at the request of H-Net, and maintained by the H-Net staff. If H-Judaic is 
to continue to operate as an H-Net subject-area List, the following 
conditions must be met: 
A. Mudaic moderator and beditoriai board must agree to accept the H- 
Net Charter and abide by all of its provisionsr The Moderator and board 
must agree to work within the H-Net structure and with the H-Net officers 
and executive cornmittee, 
B. H-Judaic must take on at Ieast one CO-moderator who is a faculty 
member. As with al1 H-Net moderators, the new H-Judaic CO-moderator 
must be approved by H-exec, 
C. H-Judaic CO-moderators must subscn'be to &Staff, K-Edit, and H-Post, 
Co-moderators should contribute to H-Post, esp. job postings, and post 
relevant H-Post notices on H-Judaic. 
D. As with al1 &Net subject-area lists, the H-Judaic editoriai board must 
present both short and long-tenn goals for H-Exec approval. 

I9 Jensen, Edboard-judaic Archives, July 8 1994 
" Jensen, Edboard-judaic Archives. July 1 1 1994 



3. If the moderator and editorïal board of H-JudaÏc agree to the above 
conditions, the executive commlttee agrees to allow H-Judaic to continue 
to be mirrored on Jewstudiesc 
4- If the moderator and editoriaL board of H-Judaic does not accept the 

above conditions, the associate director is empowered to close both H- 
Judaic and H-J-Edit?' 

And, then, on August 18,1994, Jensen took control of the list. He locked me out as 

moderator and took control of the moderator roïe himself, 1 lmmediately notined the 

editorial board via the board's bst: 

Today 1 uied to mail a post to the list 1 am supposed to moderate: H- 
Judaic. The message was about upcorning events on the k t .  This is what I 
got in response: 

From: iN% "LISTSERV@ UICVM- UC.ED U" 
"BIïIVET lkt semer at UICVM" 18-AUG-1994 10:20:46,74 

To: IN%il'A JNYZMAN@oise+on,ca" "avi/acob hyman " 
SubJ Message ("Yottr mailing for H-JCIDtUC has been submitted ta.,") 

Your mailing for H-JUDAIC h m  been submitred to the list editor: 
Richard J m e n  < U08946@ U I C V ~ M . B I ~ N E ~ . ~  

Somehow, 1 have been removed as the moderator, and NOT inforrned of 
this. 1 have worked hard to produce a quaiity Est. 1 have been working 
with Mark Kombluh to make H-Judaic a My-functional List of H-Net. 
And now 1 am removed- What have the 300-t- subscnbers been toid- Now 1 
know why 1 haven't received any posts or subscription requests recentiy. 1 
thought it was just because the summer was slow. What has gone on. 1 am 
NOT trying to be a shit-disturber. 1 think 1 deserve to be treated fairly- 
Please help me to understand what is going on.* 

Then the record goes virtuaüy silent on the debate over who controiled the List On 

August 19, there is an appeai from me to editorial board members to vote on accepting 

" Jensen, Edboard-judaic Archives, August 16 1994 
a Italics added for emphasis. 
* Hyman, Edboard-judaic Archives, August 18 1994 
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the terms of surrender as Laid out by Jensen. Only Iosh Backon votes publicly. And then 

in the three days foiiowing September 8,1994, Zahavy becomes, and conjïrms his roIe 

as, a CO-moderator of the H-Judaic list in order to meet Jensen's demand that a faculty 

person serve as moderator of any H-Net list- Meanwhile, it is Jensen who s d I  controled 

the Est and distributed various issues of the newsletter to meinbers on August 19, August 

23, and September 8; issues of the newsIetter 1 had produced but was prevented fiom 

distributing. Then on September 1 1, Jensen writes to the editonal board: 

The H-Judaic board - and Avi- have agreed to the executive cornmittee 
te-, without dissent, So the Est is back to normal & Avi is restored as 
owner & editor (dong with Professor Tzvee Zahavy, of the U of 
Minnesota, as ~oeditor?~ 

Indeed, 1 was back in control of the technology (partïaiiy) by September 12, when 1 was 

again able to distribute issues of the newsletter myseiE By then, however, Jensen was 

m e r  under siege in his own house. As the new year approached, a move to transfer 

technical operations out of the University of %ois Chicago computing services and into 

Michigan State was under way? 

Aithough Iensen continued to try and interfere in the content of various H-Judaic issues, 

he remained mostly on the sidelules for the next y e x  That is, until a debate on runnüig a 

discussion group as weIl as a newsletter erupted on the editonal board list in April of 

1995 in response to what wiil shortiy be described as the AIS  Crisis period in the histoiy 

24 Jensen, Edboard-judaic Archives, September 1 1 1994 
25 As the H-Net Project grew, so did its demands on the technical urfrastructure of the 
University of Illinois's computing services, including its ability to nin many more lists, 
suid to store archives. As Kornbluh moved to secure his position withln M e t ,  he sought 
and received more support fiom Michigan State's computing services than was available 
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of H-Judaic. Jensen's c o n m i o n s  were at tïmes progressive in cornparison to other 

members of the edïtorial board, and ultimately, he again won the day (when K-Judaic 

began running a d a m  dÏscussion forum as well as a newsletter), But his contri'butions 

were not dways wekomed, as evidenced by a note written to the H-Judaic editorial board 

by Zahavy on Aprïl28,1995: 

Richard Jensen shodd not be involved in our internai discussions 
about where we think we'd iïke to go. Many things are written as trial 
baiioons, bright ideas, energetic dreams. That is how we go forward in our 
planning, sometimes- At the end of the go-around we do corne up with a 
consensus, a plan- Then we can bting it forward to h-net, 1 feel a strong 
sense of intrusion on a micro-level by Richard J, Avi and 1 have a great 
deal of experience between us over several years. Others on the Judaic 
board have d a r  know-how. ..- Richard J: WU you please let us discuss 
our own affaErs a bit more liberally before entering into the debate? 
~ h a n k s . ~  

The AJS Challenge & The Dail) Discussion Group 

Part of my desire to j o b  Kerem's panel on Jewish Studies and technology at the 1994 

Association for Jewish Studies conference was to have an opportunity to promote the List 

at the largest ânnual gathering of professionals in Jewish Studies, My conversations with 

members of the I U S  executive and front office at the Decernber 1994 conference, 

revealed that theîr organization was seriously considering the use of similar technology, 

with similar objectives, particularly the dissemination of a professional newsletter 

electronicaliy. Fresh out of the Jensen wars I was neither prepared to lose the list's 

momentum or pick a fight with the most important and politicaily comected organization 

in the field. A day after my return fiom Boston, l sent the following note to the editorid 

board. 

Zahavy, Edboard-judaic Archives, Aprii 28 1994 



The AJS is planning to go into the listserv business, partÏcuiarly their 
newsletter type material - that wodd seriously compete with our current 
product With Richard MenkisJ's guidance I am to officidly approach the 
AJS people to see if Like mincis can meet? 

The Association for Jewish Studies, the professional organization founded in 1969, 

aiready had a number of re,oular pubiicaaons, Ïncluding the AJS Rwiew, a scholarly 

journal, and the AJS Newsletter with a specld issue devoted to positions in Jewïsh 

Studies. Membership in the AJS is open to individuais whose full-tÏme vocation is 

teaching, research, or related endeavors in academic Jewish Studies, to other individuals 

whose inteliectual concerns are related to the purposes of the Association, and to graduate 

students concentrathg in an area of Jewish Studies, As of March 2000, membership in 

the AJS was approximately 1600.~ Membership in H-Judaic was approximately 2200. 

Many, perhaps the major@, were members of both, 

My initiai response to the perceived AJS initiative was to coordinate the existing Jewish 

Studies lists into an association or, more accurately, a protective society, and then, start 

new lists to fïli voids in the field. Zahavy immediately shot down this idea and Abramson 

was of the mind that if, in fact, the AJS couid do a better job at nulning the newsletter, we 

rnight be better off turning over the operation to them and concentrate our efforts on a 

moderated discussion group. Typically, Jensen wrote that any affiliation with the A J S  

would require approval of the H-Net executive committee, and that we should seek ten 

thousand dollars fiom the AJS for their sponsorship of the list- This was also the position 

of J i m  Mott, who was then serving as editor of H-Holocaust, the associate director of H- 
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Net and a member of the H-Judaic editoriaI board, On December 29 board member 

Richard Menkis wrote: 

Avi had asked me to heIp with an approach to the AJS to see how our 
product and their organization might corne togetheri We met briefly with 
the new executive secretary, Aaron Katchen and at greater Iength with the 
member of the board responsible for publications, Bernard Cooperman. 
These are the issues arïsing Corn those meetings: Most importantly, any 
publication associated with the AJS would have to be au AJS publication 
with AJS editorïaI control. Thus, our publication would lose its present 
name, and there wouId have to be a restructurFng of the editorial board, 
etc, The reasons for their insistence on this merger were (i)fear of Iosing 
an important source of fiinding, job postings (mthey do not want any kind 
of information going out associated with their name that is not under their 
control. 

There was, however, interest, especiaIly fiom Cooperman. While 
Cooperman and Katchen are cornputer literate, the organization as a whole 
is not moving quickiy on that &ont. Avi, on the other haad, has great 
experience and there are about 1500 subscriirs and more readers, so here 
there is a product already in operation. Cooperman has advised Avi to 
compose a Ietter stating what he would iÏke to see happen, and has also 
asked me to write a letter recommending that the AIS pursue this 
comection. I am willing to do this, but 1 would iike to throw open the 
discussion to the editorial board- 

At present, my major concem is to see our publication become a very 
useful one, with a wide and influentid readership, AND TO MAKE 
SURE THAT AVL DOES NOT GET LOST IN THE S m ,  
SHOULD THERE BE A MERGER. I recommend that we explore the 
relationship with the AB, but that we simultaneously. of course, push on 
to make our publication better known and thus to work on the 
negotiations fiom a position of increasing strength. Comments, or 
questions would be appreciated? 

" Menkis, Edboard-judaic Archives, December 29 1994 



Sensing pressure on me to defend the integrïty, independence of H-Judaic and my place 

as moderator, 1 wrote to the editonal board: 

1 thought our Iittie iÏst(s) had reached a nice equilibnum - then I went to 
Boston and found out that the AJS wants to e-publish its newsletter and 
start a Jewish Snidies ht. 

With ail due respect, Richard and Avnim, you are two very skilIed and 
fme peopIe at the head of two great Ïntemet projects (H-Net and Shamash) 
and 1 am proud to be associated wWt you both however, the AJS is not 
going to pay $iOk or hire Shamash ernployees when they can go to 
Brandeis and get aU the computer Iistserv s e ~ c e  they want for fke. They 
dont care about me (a punk grad student in the wasteland of Canada) or 
our List(s). (I went to the business meeting and saw their budget - they 
don't have that much money to spend anyway). 

They care about cheapness and editorial controI. And they wiil put us out 
of business faster than L can Say supercalahjalistic - besides, why would I 
want to work on a professional news List when they'li be doing it t o ~ ? ~  

And, in the same note: 

For the short te=, I wouid iike to make a motion that we merge the two 
subscnir bases (H-Judaic and JewSnidies) and make them identical- We 
then open one as a regular List of discussion like ioudaios, and use the 
other to distribute job postings and related things that corne in? 

The response was quiet. Other than a few more exchanges fiom Zahavy and Jensen, the 

editorial board stopped debating the issue. In fact, there is Iittle discourse of significance 

arnong editorial board members related to either the AJS challenge or the establishment 

of a discussion group fiom the end of December unnl A p d  10,1995. During those three 

and half months, Herb Basser of Queens University joined the editorial board (February 

2) as did Penny Schine Gold of Knox College (March 2T). On February 21, Zahavy wrote 
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in support of the H-Net move to Michigan State University, and on March 7, 1995, 

Zahavy wrote, " I wodd Iike some suggestions fora repIacement chair. Avi is doing fine 

and I am just as pleased as could k with the developrnent of the journal. A good time to 

step aside and let someone e1se be chair. No pressure here. If we could f!hd a willing e- 

sou1 by the end of March that would be dandy-" And then on April 10, Jensen re-kïndled 

the debate on the status of H-Judaic, and by extension, the AJS debate: 

H-Net has received this request, but 1 have been unable for 2 weeks to get 
any response fiom AvL So this group shouId discuss the matter: 

Date: Sun, 26 ,Mar 1995 l8r3 1:20 -0500 
Dear Sirs: My name is Guy Haskeli and 1 am editor of the 
Jewish Foiklore and Ethnofogy Review, CO-chair of the 
Cornmittee on the Anthropology of Jews and Judaism of the 
American Anthropogical Association and convener of the 
Jewish Folklore and Ethnology caucns of the Association for 
Jewish Studies- We have been taikhg in aii of these groups 
of establishg an electronic form of communication, and 
perhaps your network would be the nght place, How does 
one go about starting a new group? 

The obvious move for H-Judaic is to take Haskeil up on the suggestion 
and enlarge the scope and especiaiiy the fiequency of H-Judaic. Instead of 
a monthly newdetter it can - and 1 think should - become a daily 
interactive forum, just Iike aii the other H-Net listsn 

The next day 1 responded with two separate, but related notes: 

1 have been on-line every day several times a day and received nothing of 
what Richard sent in - There is no way that email was sent to me and not 
replied to ... none-the-less, I am happy to discuss the matter of the klS- 
Jew is h Ethnograp hy list ... 
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As you recaii, afier ~ E E  Iast AJS conference in Boston, 1 wrote that the AJS 
wants to put us out of business - this may very weII be the k t  sdvo in 
that battie 

With your permission, 1 wïli contact Prof- Haskell and begb discussions 
on what services he  desires and see if we can brïng bim under the M d  of 
~-Judalc/~ew~tudies.-.~~ 

And 
As most of you know - in the past we have discussed the merits of a 
newdetter format versus the 'openr discussion format. 1 t6ink that, so faf, 1 
have felt that so long as our iists (since we 
have two) are general in nature (ie - no specific discipline within Jewish 
Studies) that the newsletter format is more appropnate. Experience of the 
two early Jewish snidies lists (Judaica@urninn and heasif@nysernet) 
showed that a general Jewish discussion group did not carry the necessary 
specificity to surviïve - and the emergence of some 20 plus specific Jewish 
studies hsts (eg: ioudaios, holocaus, sefarad, and so on) have hdicated that 
scholars want SPECIFIC lists when it cornes to 
discussions, 1 am not against discussion lists, as both Richard Jensen and 
Jim have suggested (as weU as Penny) - however, a general Jewish studies 
discussion hst has proven to be unsuccessful in the past  

That brings me back to my original suggestion back in January after 1 
heard at the AJS meeting that they wanted to go into the list business. 
Back then 1 suggested that we rransform our editorial list into a 
"moderators" list for moderators of academic Jewish studies lists - that we 
"selI" (or some such thing) Our newsletter services to the AJS and we 
commence creating severai new lists to f i i l  niches currentiy void (the most 
obvious one is North American Jewish Experience). That way we create a 
centralized service where moderators of Jewish studies lists can share 
ideas while at the same thne filling the void with scholarly Lists- We could, 
in fact, s t m  this very quickly, even without AJS. We clearly have 
commitments fiom both H-Net and ShamashlBoston Hebrew College to 
support our efforts to create GOOD lists. The H-J-Edit List couId become 
the moderators Est and we could cease to distribue the newsletter directly 
to subscribers - instead, we could distribute it to the moderators who 
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would then ~e-distr i i te  it on each of their Lists -eventuaUy, AJS wouId 
step in and take over the production of the newsletter- This would also 
give us greater access to h d i n g  as a group 1 would appreciate your 
comments on this proposal..- (fiom everyone sînce this is a big proposai) 
meanwhile, 1 have sent a letter to Guy Haskeil t e h g  hlm we wouid be 
happy to help him with his needs..? 

Over the next week, severai board members engaged in a discussion regarding the idea of 

a daily discussion group. 

Schine Gold, Apnl 1 1: 
1 Iike [the] idea of doing both the monthly newsletter and a daily 
interactive format. What would the problems be with this? My owa 
preference would be for a wide-open Jewish Studies discussion List, with 
encouragement for people to form sub-lists in more speciiic areas as the 
need or desire arises? 

Menkis, A p d  1 1 : 
we should not drop the monthiy newsletter. It offers a valuable service for 
those who want to W t  their surfing. As for the interactive discussion 
group, are we not taking about a lot more work-1 certainly donrt want us 
to assume that Avi has limitiess time for this? 

Schine Gold, Aprfi 1 1: 
L'd like to see the newsletter contlnue to be distri'buted to subscnlbers as 
well as List moderators, Maybe Ilm odd, but 1 tend to go on and off lists as 
1 need them, particularly for help with courses that X'm teaching. 1 stay on 
H-Judaic a l l  the time because traffic is low and in managable c l ~ i n p s - ~  

Abrarnson, Apnl 1 1: 
1 am against the idea of splitting the List two ways. The newsletter format 
seems perfectly suited to my personal needs, although this may be 
shooting ourselves in the foot - AJS might be a more logical group to 
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organize such a newsletter than we few souls. 1 have Iittie time for 
interactive discussion groups, and belong to ody the most specialized lists 
in my field. If someone else wants to start such a list, fine, but 1 dont 
think 1 wouid s ~ b s c n k . ~  

Kerem, Aprill4: 
1 am in favor of the newsletter formula instead of the junk conversation 
List. However, if there are intelligent or profound pieces of amving mail, 
they can be iisted as letters to the editor, or research questions and can also 
be responded to in the same or iater issue ... Keep the Jewish studies list as 
is. Tt c m  be refined or expanded, but shouidn't be disbanded- it will have 
no replacement ... We shouidn't be inhibited by the idea of competing with 
AB, The AJS journal appears only rardy, contains onIy a few articles and 
several book reviews. The more regular news builetins of the AJS don't 
appear that often- Mmy in the AJS are not on e-mail, and those that read 
this Est may not aiways comprise mainstream of klS readers, but the list 
is functionai and worthy of continuing. Don't give up and dont be 
ïhi'bited by AJS. AJS will not put out its own e-mail publication in near 
future. AJS has a yearly conf and that essentially is its raison Getre." 

Jensen, ApriI 15: 
H-Net does not operate junk Lists; our 5- daily newsietters have set a new 
standard for scholarly communications. AU the members of thls committee 
shouid subscribe to a couple of H-Net lists for a week or two to see how 
rich a resource they c m  be. (Try, for example, HOLOCAUS or H- 
URBAN.) AU conmbutions are edited by the CO-editors. A daily list wdi 
be more work, and proportiondy more rewarding for everyone. Research 
questions can be answered Ïmmediately and lead to new ïnsights and 
communications. The current monthly format, unfortunately, has aü the 
weaknesses of a paper newsktter, and fails to take advantage of the speed 
and immediacy of Intemet. A daiiy List WU require several CO-editors to 
share the ~orkload-~" 

Hyman, Aprïl16: 
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1 agree that a dally serves to netwodccoUeagus better than 
a newsIetter - however, there is no doubt that everyone on this Iist WU 
agree that a daiiy k t  on generaI Jewish Studies is inappropriate (that is 
why Jim's Holocaus k t ,  Yitzchak's Sefarad Est, the Ioudaios List, and so 
on, are successfbi as da.ÏIy lists - they serve specific eIements of Jewish 
S tudies)" 

Hyman, A p d  17: 
If we are to change the system we currentiy use (ie fkom monthly to daily), 
then we should go to a poil of the users directly? 

Jensen, AprilL8: 
m e ]  ballot idea is a good one, but let's drop [the] open unrnoderated iist 
[option]. Unmoderated Iists are prone to many forms of disaster, and H- 
Net wiIl NOT approve that option. The ballot might aiso ask a more open- 
ended question: What functions would you like to see H-JUDAIC serve in 
the next yearP3 

Schine Gold, April 18: 
I agree with Richard's suggestions. Also, rather than just ask if people 
want to go with a discussion Est or not, shouldn't we ask what specific 
areas they'd iïke to see lists in? The ara-ents against a wide-open 
"Jewish Studies" list seemed convincing to me? 

Menkis, April 18: 
1 agree with Penny's suggestions, and dso endorse her wariness of an 
wide-open Jewish studies list? 

Kerem, April20: 
At any rate, I hope that the newsletter format will continue. If people want 
a Est they can also have that- Sometimes it's a hassle to monitoc a tak  iist - 
especiaily when it gets abusive? 
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In the midst of all this, Tmee Zahavy, chair of the editoriai board, former moderator of 

the Est, and the facuity representative of H-Judaic in the H-Net goveming stmcture, lost 

his job at the University of Minnesota. Although not directly comected to the on-going 

saga of H-Judaic, it did represent a unique histoncd rnilestone. Apparently, Zahavy 

began working at the University of North Caroha without informing~ or offkially 

quitting, the University of Minnesota. in 1992. In proceedings that lasted three years, the 

University of Minnesota's Board of Regents haUy tennEnated his appointment of 19 

years on A p d  7, and denied hlm access to severaL resources, including e-mail- E s  

absence fiom the discussion resulted kom bis king Iocked out of his account He 

resurfaced ApriL20, using his son's e-mail account, and made his fkst contribution to the 

ongoing round of the discussion on April23: 

1 have received numerous positive comments of late fiom around the 
country on the usefulness of the monthly journal format 1 thhk  we must 
continue it with Avi as editor. If we do open a moderated interactive list, 
we would need addirional editors for that purpose. That means viaually 
daily attention must be given to the kt .  The rnost IogicaI place to seek 
such editorial talent would be our own board. Thus and hence ... would any 
members of the board like to step forward and volunteer for such a 
hypotherital responsibility??? If not, then the poil of subscnbers about the 
issue is mainly mooted. If yes, then we can actively seek out the public 
sentiment. Does this make sense- 

The conversation proceeded dong these lines until the end of the month. Various 

members of the editonal board shared their thoughts, back and forth, over and over. 

Three notes stand out during this period. On April27, board member LesIie Train wrote a 

scathing rebuke of the idea of daily discussion group. " 1 am NOT interested enough in ai l  
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areas of Jewish studies tojoin regular Lis& never mind a generalist one. It woddn't be 

focused enough to be very scholariy or worthwhile. 1 thhk the fact that you already split 

HoIocaust and some other one off as separate Lists shows clearly that a general Est in 

Jewish studies in not viabIe. The whoIe concept of 'jewish snidies' is fdsely created by 

those wishing to ghettoize Jews anyway (but that's a whole other megilah). (and what 

would be our relationship to the Sephardic list and Mendele and Ioudaios and Persia-L 

and heblang and so on and so on?) There are spots to fill, but a generalist regular Iist isn't 

one of them."q And the next day Zahavy wrote his note critical of Jensen's interference. 

"Richard Jensen should not be involved in out interna1 discussions about where we think 

werd Lice to go- Many things are d e n  as trial balloons, bnght ideas, energetic dreams- 

That is how we go forward in our planning, sometimes. At the end of the go-around we 

do corne up with a consensus, a plan. Then we can bring it forward to h-net. 1 feel a 

strong sense of inmision on a micro-level by Richard J."" Later that day Jensen 

responded: 

Sorry if 1 seem to be so intrusive. But as we decided last year, this is an H- 
Net operation, and I am in charge of starting up new lists, which has been 
the main topic of discussion. The function of H-J-Edit is primarily to 
advise on the contents of H-Judaic, and NOT to develop policies for H- 
Net new lists. Furthemore I am responsible for relations with other 
groups, specificially the Association for Jewish Studies- The main issue 
before H-J-Edit is that raised by prof Haskeil: How should H-Judaic reIate 
to the Association for Jewish Studies. 1 wish people would use their 
expertise and expenence to focus more on the larger target audience for H- 
Judaic and what their needs are? 

By the end of the day, April28, 1995, the thread on starhg a daily discussion group was 

dead. There would be no m e r  discussion of the topic among editorial board members 
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until the foiiowing Jdy, Discussion on the editoriat board Iist returned to the reguiar 

topics of editing individuai issues of the newsletter, and to the broarder issues of whether 

the newsletter should feature apartment exchange notices and the initiation of a book 

review service. 

On Iuly 2, Guy HaskeiI, then of Ernory University, joined the editorial board. The same 

day, the editonal board was asked to Iook over a letter of intent 1 wrote to send to the 

members of H-Judaic announcing the establishment of a daily discussion group, in 

addition to the newsletter? Ody Chana Lajcher publicaüy continued to object to the 

idea, so that on Monday, August 21, 1995, the following note was sent to all1500 

Dear Subscnbers, 

In recent months, the editorial office of the JEWISH STWDIES JUDAICA 
EI,ECTRONIC JOURNAL (JSJeJ) has received a number of requests for 
an open discussion fonun in academic Jewish Studies. 

After much debate at the edito~ai board level, and with our publishers, H- 
Net: Hurnanities-on-Line and S hamasha NYSERNet, we have decided to 
introduce such a service, 

Our plan is to offer both the open-but-moderated discussion format for 
frank and timely exchange of ideas and personal notes among scholars in 
Jewish Studies and to continue to publish the semi-montbiy newsletter of 
current events (including conference amouncements a d  job postings). 
Our current roster of over 1500 subscnbers will receive both services and 
individual rnembers may choose to drop one or the other as they see fit. 

--- 
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Both services wili continue to be archived among the growing Ir'brary we 
are developing on Gopber and the Web- 

Both tists WU be managed by our c m n t  international editorial board, 
consisthg of Henry Abramson, Josh Backon, Lewis Barth, Herb Basser, 
Mark Flumerfelt, Penny Schine Gold, Avrum Goodblat, Joseph Haberer, 
Guy Haskeii, Howard Joseph, Yi tzc hak Kerem, Chana Lajcher, Richard 
Menkis, J i m  Mott, Leslie Train, Tzvee Zahavy, and Belarie Zatzman; ail 
acclaimed academics in a wide range of Jewïsh Studies discipiines from 
Bible gL Rabbinics to Language & Fine Arts. 

The address of the discussion group will be: H-ludaic Bmsu.edu 
WbiIe the address of the newsletter wïiI ber 
JewS tudies @Shamash.nysernet.org 

As many of you already know, there are currently close to 30 specialty 
iists devoted to specific fields within Jewish Studies, including, but not 
iimited to, Holocaust Studies, Yiddish S tudies, 1st Century Judaism, 
Biblical Studies, Hebrew Language, Jewish Religion, Jewish Feminist 
Studies, Jewish Education, etc. We expect that this number wiu grow and 
we W y  support the efforts of our coiIeague Iists. In addition to our new 
discussion Lst, severai of the people involved in this electronic newsletter 
have recentiy started a North Amencm and Canadian Jewish Studies 
discussion list (cjhs-l@oise.on.ca) which will, no doubt, fil1 a curent void 
in the field- 

Therefore, we recommend that our new discussion group (H- 
ludaic @msu.edu), be viewed as a forurn for the exchange of dialogue on 
academic Jewish Studies as a field. For example, issues concerning the 
debate over independent departments of Jewish Studies versus 
interdepartmentai programs wodd be most appropriate- Requests for, and 
recommendations vis-a-vis, syllabi wodd also be appropriate. 

As always, we welcome a i l  professionai notices, book announcements, job 
offerings and so on. With the advent of the two-service system, you can 
expect to see the newsletter streamllned efficientiy. The JSJeJ is the 
largest single source for contacting Jewish Studies scholars in ANY 



medium- Our estlmated readership via e-mail, gopher and the Web 
exceeds 6000 inclivlduak 

If a l l  goes according to schedule? you s h o u i d e x ~ e n c e  a seamiess and 
comfortable transition to the two-service system sometime near the end of 
the summer. With best wishes for a meaningfd summeer, 

on behalf of the editorïal board, 
Avi Jacob Hyman, Managing Edito? 

Then the List went dormant for two months- And so did the editorial board discussion Est, 

expect for the occasional update 1 sent during September informing board members of the 

technical matters 1 was working on, such as merging two physical lists into one: 

eliminatùig duplicate addresses, and upioadhg the combined Iist into each computer. On 

October 17, 1995, I posted the foliowing note to the newly reconstituted H-Judaic daily 

discussion List: 

You may have noticed that the JEWISH STUDIES list has been quiet for a 
couple of months - no Longer - the Iist is back! We spent the time off 
cleaning up our "house" - we now have over 1500 subscn'bers around the 
world, 

But mostiy, we have been preparing to offer NEW services. You'U stili 
receive the " industry newsletter" you've corne to expect for Jewish 
Studies. However, now you'li also be members of the world's largest 
"discussion group" for acadernic Jewish   tu dies." 

A new era had begun, and the £irst notes posted to the daily discussion group were 

fiustrative of this new era. Philip Trauring of Brandeis was iooking for an old English 

copy of the Talmud, and Lita GoIdfIam of the University of Western Australia inquired 
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about English-Ianguage Jewish newspapers. On October 20 I informed the editorial board 

that we had lost nearIy 200 subscnbers in the first three days due to the format change, 

and on October 21 Nathan Ehrlich of Boston Hebrew Coilege joined the editorial board- 

BHC wouid later take over the Shamash Project d e r  the departure of Avrum Goodblatt 

as director. 

Sarna Joins the Board 

November 1995 marked the beginning of a new, more stable, more academicaily- 

sanctioned era for H-Judaic. There is a certain irony that the turbulence of the Jensen 

wars and the AJS challenge gave rise to this caim period in the history of the 

organization, but perhaps stability wouid not have been possible without these earlier 

bumps on the road. Nonetheless, the era is best characterîzed by the emergence on the 

scene of a new member of the editoriai board - a scholar whose academic prohle would 

enhance the entire group and a member of the executive of the Association for Jewish 

Studies. On November 1, 1995, Jonathan Sania, professor of Amencan Jewish History at 

Brandeis University, joined the editorial board, Wrote Sarna, 

1 know a great deai more about thïs subject [Jewish Studies] than 1 do 
about computers, but 1 have been impressed by the ability of this and other 
groups to foster research and promote communication, and so when Avi 
asked me to join the board, 1 was pleased to agree. 1 look forward to 
communicating with you." 

Sarna's introduction to the inner workings of the organization came quickly- At the end of 

November, Chana Lajcher, one of the original editorial board members quit in a dispute 

with Tzvee Zahavy over Israeli politics. Simultaneously, a member posted a note 

" Hyman, H-Judaic Archive, October 17 1995. 
" Sarna, Edboard-judaic Archives, November 1 1995. 
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requesting a kt of Jew-sh Studies schoLarsbips and feliowshïps. Two days later, another 

member sent a note referencing a 1992 edïtion of the AJ!3 Newsletter that contained such 

a list. The respondent, Howard Adelman of Smith Coilege, pnvately offered me a copy of 

the editioe so 1 could post the information to the Est, As an editorial comment to 

Adelman's note, 1 toId members as much- Unfortmately, that eIicited an imrnediate 

legalistic response fiom Aaron Katchen, the executive secretary of the AJS, who wamed 

me that if I were to post the information contained in the newsletter, 1 would be in 

violation of their copyright. 1 wrote to Ratchen, with a copy to the editorial board, 

assuring him 1 had not intended to violate AJS copyright, and in an effort to win his 

cooperation and that of the AJS, 1 invited him to sit as an ex-officio member of the 

editorial board- He declined, and he asked us to drop the use of the ternis "Academic 

Jewish Studies" on the masthead of our newsletter, as it confiïcted with his organization's 

acronyrn. 

While the exchange was disconcerting, 1 continued my pursuit of AJS sanction, Indeed, 

H-Judaic began a new tradition. We invited members who were giving papers at the 

upcorning AJS coderence to post short abstracts of their taks on H-Judaic, This was well 

received by the H-JudaÏcts rnembership, even if there was no official comment by the 

AJS. The practice continues until this day. But the series of exchanges that took place on 

the editorial board iist in the few weeks after the Katchen letter represented the last fiurry 

of activity in the AJS crisis. Thereafter, H-Judaic was weli-served by the presence of 

three members of the AJS executive on the edltorial board- In addition to Sarna, Bernard 

Cooperman, the then Director of the Meyerhoff Center for Jewish Snidies at the 

University of Maryland - College Park, and chair of the AJS publications cornmittee, 

joined the editorial board on December 3, 1995. Ten days later, Judith Baskin, chair of 

Jewish Studies at the University of Aibany and another AJS executive member, joined 



tbe list, Basktn woddlater go on to be Program Chair of the 3 1st Annuai AJS 

conference. Both were suggested for the editorial board by me, in consultation with 

Jonathan Sania 

The notes that foiIowed the Katchen ietter foreshadowed the end of Zahavy's 

cha.irperson7s role on the H-Judaic editonal board He would shortly be replaced by 

Jonathan Sama. However, before he stepped down, Zahavy contributed to the discussion 

After Iooking at Mr. Katchen's rnemo, 1 believe that the klS will probably 
be better served by its own iist and gopher and www sites. We c m  surely 
help them disaibute information when and if they want to use our good 
services. They appear, at this stage of development, to be protective and 
independent. Other t ho~gh t s?~  

Hyman, November 26: 
Regarding Tmee's message below, 1 think the AJS cannot be better served 
by their own list etc. - it would be a complete duplication of services. To 
that end. I have invited both Aaron Katchen and Bernie Coopeman to sit 
on our board and to give input into how we might work together to meet 
our cornmon goals of Iewish Studies networking? 

Sarna, November 27: 
I agree with Avi- Judak Studies and this list WU only benefit kom close 
cooperation with the AJS-% 

Cooperman, December 12: 
As for working with the AJS, 1 shall indeed pass the word and make it 
clear that 1 do not think the AJS needs create a List since H-Judaic exists, 
Moreover, 1 doubt that you want the AJS Iooking over your shoulder? 

" Zahavy, Edboard-judaic Archives, November 26 1995. 
Hyman, Edboard-judaic Archives, November 26 1995. 

58 S arna, Edboard-judaic Archives, November 27 1995. 
59 Cooperman, Edboard-judaic Archives, December 12 1995. 



The new year began uneventfidly for H-Judaic Discussions among editorid board 

members tended towards ~eguiar editing mattes* long postings, inappropriate postings 

and the me- On February L3,1996, Reena Zeidman, then Chair of Jewish Studles at 

Queens University, joined the editorial board. On F e b r u q  26, Yossi Galron, Jewish 

Studies hirarian at Ohio State University and moderator of Hasafran joined the editorial 

board. It wodd not be long before they were both fully immersed in the next controversy 

to hit the group, 

The Anonim Affmi 

It was quite remarkable that there was very Iittle by way of controversy invoivïng an 

actual member of the List in the f k t  three years since its re-awakening- The quiet was 

broken by an unfortunate confrontation with iist member Abe A n o h .  This 

confrontation would constitute the only senous dispute between a moderator of the 

Jewish Studies Network and a member of the organization. 

Abe Anonim is the director of research of a private educational foundation. A physicist 

by training, Anonim has spent the Iast twenty-five years researching the mathematical 

structure underlying the sequence of Ietters of the Hebrew text of the Book of Genesis, 

He believes rhat he has discovered an unexpected geometric metaphor in the letter- 

sequence of the Hebrew text of Genesis that "underlies and is heId in common by the 

spintual traditions of the ancient world-" Through his project, Aaonim seeks to 

Abe Anonim and Sarah Anonim are pseudonyms for the people to be discussed in this 
next section and elsewhere- Although it is theoreticalIy possible for another researcher to 
establish the tme identity of these individuals because of the public nature of the list 



demonstrate "the relationship between physical theory and consciousness, expressed in 

explicit geometenc metaphor," and that this metaphor was developed severai thousand 

years ago? 

Without making any suggestions as to the validity of his work, it is reasonabIe to assert 

that this kind of research did not fall into the mainstream of Jewish Snidies in January 

1996, when Anonim made his fmt contriiution to the discussion Est, In fact, Anonim 

allowed that his work was outside the maiostream in the preamble to his first ever post 

during a discussion on the roIe of academics in Jewish communal life on January 10, 

1996. Wrote Anonirn, "Please taise this as the view of somewhat of an outsider and please 

do not be personaiIy offended by my nank, and possfily undiplomatic language-" The 

post was quite a bit longer than the average post and addressed both Jewish Studies 

academia and rabbuùcs as 'playing with haif-decks." Anonim then proceeded to 

iiiuminate the reader on what he beiieved to be the correct way to examine Judaism: 

Academia studies the "bath water" (Jewish history and traditions) after it 
has removed the "baby" (HaShem) Any scientist knows that this sort of 
procedure is doomed to provide partial, enigmatic and unconvincing 
results. But what b y  foundation] has found changes the terms of the 
discussion and shouid force a reappraisal fiom both camps- 
We beiieve that it is possible to demonstrate to the highest academic and 
rabbinic standards that the Hebrew alphabet and the text of B'Reshit are 
exactly what they claim to be - but in a highly unexpected way. 
We can show that when the Ietters of (the beginnùig of) B'Reshit are 
paired-off, the text string of B'Reshit folds itself (topologicaily) onto a 
TeNlin strap in the form of a mode1 human band (intended to be bound on 
the han&) When various gestures are made, the 2-dimensional outline of 

archives, nonetheless, it was felt that the use of aiïases as a measure of protection was 
warranted. 
6L Taken fiom the website of Anonim's foundation. The URL is not provided here to 
protect his identity- 



the mode1 hand Iooks iîke different (Meruba Ashurit) Hebrew Ietters. The 
gesnire that displays the Ietter has the same naturai meaning as the name 
of the letterr You can ody see a Pe when you point towards your mouth; 
Pe means "mouth', and etc? 

The response to the Anonim posting £tom the editorial board was swift and expiicit. 

Cooperman wrote two days later to the editoriai board Est: "1 certainly wondered why in 

heaven's name you inchded the much lengthier and far less relevant posthg by Abe 

AnonÎm. It saikes me that such stuff aiviaüzes the list and tempts readers to unsub." The 

next day 1 apologized for allowing the post to get out to the list. "1 am very very sorry to 

report that it was NOT my intention to release that AnonÏm piece to the Lis& I was 

intending to send it to the board and 1 obviously made a senous mistake. PLease accept 

my apologies. 1 hope this will not adversely affect your collective assessrnent of my 

moderating abilities too much. Again, my sincere apologies (oy)." Nothuig more 

happened for a month. 

Anonim's next contributions to the List came in the form of three long mcssages 

containing his unique Kabballistic and geometxic perspectives on three unrelated topics 

then under discussion in late February- On Febmary 20,I wrote to the editorial board, "1 

was just about to send this when the author's name rang a waming beU. 1 don't know 

enough kabbalah to know if this is real. Unfortunately, 1 have been spending m y  time on 

Amerifan Jewish history. Please let me know." Over the next two days, the editorial 

board discussed the merits of p o s ~ g  Anonim's contribution. Primanly Basser and 

Zahavy were in favour of aUowiag the postings, while Backon and Abramson spoke 

against it. In the end, 1 settled for what I thought was a compromise, instead posting the 

messages to the website and not to the list itsex On Febmary 27,1 announced this 

" Anonim, H-Judaic Archives, January 19 1996. 
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decision to the maln List, "Member Abe AnonFni tecently submitted three articles about 

the Kabbalistic angIe on sorne of our ongoing conversations- These included articles on 

the Apple as a syrnbol, and the meaning of GenesÏs 13. Because the articles were on the 

long side, 1 have placed them in our on-line liirary instead of sending them via the List." 

Unfortunately thk was not to the satisfaction of Anonim who sent me the first of severai 

notes about moderatïng style and policies. These co~~~unïcat ions would last for more 

than half a year before h o -  fuiaUy quit the lis t- Anonim sent his 6rs t cornplaint to 

me, to Avi Feldblum, moderator of MaiI-Jewish, and to Avnun Goodblatt on February 

29.1 immediately forwarded it to the editorial board. 

There is absolutely no question in my mind that you are ail weil-intended, 
as is everyone else hvoLved in posting materid to the various Jewish 
forums. 

Nevertheless, 1 contînue to be hstrated in my attempts to post responses 
to Mail-Jewish, and now also to H-JUDAICA, 

The most usuai reason seerns to be either that people have been away for a 
while, and then the old postings are lost, or that my posthgs are too long. 
In the füture, 1 would greatIy appreciate it if you would not lose my 
postings just because the Iist c a ~ o t  be produced for a week or two, and 1 
would greatiy appreciate it if no one ever again told me the untruth that 
m y  postings were too long, 1 have been reading every posting for at least 
a year on mail-jewish, and I've recently been reading everything on H- 
SIJDAICA, There are many postings that run severai pages. Surely, it is 
dishonest to continue to tell me that my postings are too long. 

If and when there is something in the CONTENT or form of my postïngs 
that is inappropnate, piease let me know so 1 can correct that, 

m e  1 am not associated with any academic institution or yeshiva, 1 work 
for a non-profit educational fowidation, which is in every regard both 
rnoraily and legally equivaient to any other educational institution. 



f have been w o r b g  in my fieId of research for nearly 30 years, and rny 
fÎndÏngs are as coherent, consistent, and fact-based as anything king 
pobIished in the academic or reIigious world, 

If the ideas 1 present are too cornpiex, or too disturbing for some people, 
please say so. It is my intention to open a dialog on rhe issues 1 present, 
and not to conelnually sweep them under the mg because they are 
inconvenient (because of length or content) for some persons. 

My work has been informdy reviewed by name-brand scholars and 
rabbis, and whiIe it is certainIy a work in progress and certainly 
speculative, it is consistent with academic and rabbinic views. 1 always 
label m y  speculative and unreviewed work as such; I aiways offer backup 
references and supportive materials HopeMy, 1 have Ieamed to avoid 
flaming when insulted, and hopefully, 1 am leamhg to couch my 
discussions in Ianguage that is not offensive, and is understandable to a 
wide range of your readership- 

m e  posting materiais in Libraries is fine, it is not a substitute of a timely 
posting of a submission to an ongoing discussion. In fact, posting to a 
library is the equivaient, in most cases, of disappearing the mateRa1 in a 
polite way- 

PIease contact me directly so that we can cüscuss these matters and work 
out a protocol that is acceptable to your needs and my needs, 

Please do not misunderstand rny passion here. WhiIe 1 admit that 1 am 
easily personally insulted, this is not my motive for insisting that m y  
postings appear. Hardly a week goes by without hand wringing over the 
loss of Jews by assimiIation, and over the feu& between the academic, the 
orthodox, and the secuIar- 1 am sorry if Kabbalah scares people or has a 
bad name- AFTER ALL, so does the word "Jew" in corne quarters. The 
work that 1 am attempting to present c m  potentially demonstrate to 
Moslerns, Christians and Jews that they have much in cornmon and c m  
respect each other without compromising their own positions. This work 
also has the potential of demonstrating a direct relationship between 
physics and consciousness, so it may also provcide a Iink of respectful 
understanding between the academic/secuiar and the religious perspective. 



What 1 am attempting to present may not be entirely correct in its current 
form, but the basic findhgs will stand. Surely, a rediscovery of the roots 
of our aiphabet and of a functional science of consciousness in the western 
traditions is worth space on your iists, and the thne and effort on the part 
of moderators and audiences to understand it, 

Please, please, please, let us square this away so that we can get on with 
building a world in whlch we c m  al Live, If not us, who? If not now, 
~ h e n ? ~ ~  

Over the next few days, members of the editoriai board discussed the issue of sending 

Anonim's posts to the website rather than the kt itself. Ia many ways the discussion was 

abstract, for the most part dealùig with the development of a poficy on how to handle 

long posts. While Zahavy continued to express the minonty opinion in support of long 

posts, Judith Baskin wrote most clearly for the majority on March 1: 

1 would argue that the list is a place for queries (and responses to those 
quenes) which have re1ativeIy broad interest for our subscnbers; similarly 
there is a place on the list for brief individual statements on topics of 
Judaic studies interest and for the discussion such statement might prompt. 

However, the Est, at l e s t  in my view, is not intended as a forum for 
individual research or theorizing. If 1 have an elaborated idea 1 wish to 
share with my peers 1 will attempt to publish it in a place - probably an 
appropriate journal or as a book - where 1 hope others interested in the 
topic will read it. 1 accept that my artic1ehook will undergo some sort of 
peer review and possibly have to be appropnately revised by me before it 
appears in p ~ t ,  and 1 accept that there is a vdue to this process. 

Perhaps the lis t s hould make .clear that it is not a forum for individual 
research as such and that the authors of such material should seek a more 
appropnate arena? 

" Hyman, Edboard-judaic Archives, February 29 1996. 
Baskin, Edboard-judaic Archives, March 1 996. 



Despite the editorid board debate, when Abe Anonim responded with another Ionger- 

than-average message to a note on Creation by Arthur Wskow on March 9,I allowed it 

out to the k t ,  even though it continued the same theme as before, namely, explaining 

some topic through an examination of Ietter sequences. However, this the, Anonim's 

message was folIowed by a short note attacking his id- It also asked that the list not 

continue to post them. The second note was forgea but 1 ailowed it out anyway? 

Anonim, in part, wrote: 

There is a teaching that aii of Torah is in the f ist  Ietter of the text- E you 
cannot figure it out from the first Ietter, HaShem, in His hfiinite mercy, 
repeats the same message in the f h t  word, the first paragraph, the fïrst 
section, etc., etc. This is an hierarchical array- Bet is the first ietter of 
Torah- Bet is a "house". A house archetypaliy separates inside from 
outside - a primary dichotomy. Mathernaticians have rigorously proven 
that a l i  of formal mathematical logic can be derived from the distinction 
between inside a d  outside, (sec G. Spencer Brown, Laws of Form, 
quotation below) ..P6 

To which Jeff Cohen replied, the next day: 

1 found the recent kaballistic explanation of creation to be little more than 
the same kind of pseudo-religious psycho-babble produced by L. Ron 
Hubbard, This is not meant as a flame, but a Iegitimate criticism of the 
inchsion of kaballah within scholarly ludaic studies. Personaliy, 1 codd 
care Iess what people choose as their reiigious practice, but 1 do not think 
it qualifies as legitimate scholarship. That it is not to say that the study OF 
kaballah AS a religious practice is not Iegitimate. But the use of it in the 
guise of scholarship raises concerns for me, 

1 am curious what others thini~?~' 

" There was no such user as "kff Cohen cjcohen@lawvm2.ucla.edu>" 
Anonim, H-Judaic Archives, March 9 1996, 

'' Cohen, H-Judaic Archives, March 9 1996. 



This touched off a massive debate on the list about the piace of Kabbalah in lewish 

Studies, and elicited the foilowing note fiom Baskin the next day: 

Avi: s o q  to be critical, but 1 must agree with Jeff Cohen's rem- re: the 
most recent Abe Anonim stuff - 1 had r e w  thought that after aii of our 
discussions about quaiïty and brevity that we weren't gohg to have to deal 
with that kind of thing anymoreo8 

To which 1 responded: 

Judith, you are right, 1 caved, thatrs the simple truth of it- Abe Anonim had 
taken to writïng me very very long messages about Est policy, censorship, 
etc. 1 wished not to offend, so 1 told him, bottom he, bis posts MUST be 
3 screens or less- He sent me such a note. 

I figured that I wouid let the mernbership do the tailring, and 1 was nght, 
Cohen sent something the next day, and 1 have four responses to hIs note, 
which has removed the focus fiom the acnial Anonim theory, to the issue 
of whether it was acceptable as  scholarship. 

In this case, 1 think 1 have survived by the skin of my teeth, and a Little 

luck, In wnting to me, Ancnùn h a  made it clear that he feels rny failure to 
post bis original articles was "personal-" He did not seem to accept the 
concept of "commuaity standards-" 1 think that YOUR/OUR desires to 
encourage brevity and quality wil i  now be borne out as the "commtm.ity" 
writes to express its desires. 

Judith, 1 apologize for aUowing it- However, perhaps, this wiH prove to be 
a Iesson not unlike the child who touches the hot stove for Mr. Anonim- 
Once burnt, etc, 

There is at least one member of this board who has wrîtten me privately 
support of Abe's workmW Let me state again. This is not personal, nor an 
attack on his work, 1, myself, have Little time to evaluate its scholarship. 

Baskin, Edboard-judaic Archives, Mach 10 1996. 
" It was Avrum Goodblatt, but 1 have no documents to prove i t  



That wiII dtimately be up to ali of you and the mernbership to decide- Let 
me also add thnt not all the posts agreed with Cohen?* 

1 was wrong that he wouId change hïs method of corresponding with the List- Anonim 

made his next contribution, on a completeiy different topic, but still using his same 

approach, just three days later, This the, however, 1 edited his submission before posting 

it to the list- And again, unfortunately, he was angry, and again he wrote to me, and again 

I responded with a copy of the correspondence sent to the editonal board. 

Anonim, 

Perhaps, if you understood o u  findings you might better appreciate my 
anger- (And, no thank you, 1 do not need lessons in "this new medium" - It 
may be new to you- It is not new to me and I do not need polite put- 
downs. Do you understand that 1 take your cool quasi-polite responses as 
an insuit?) 

Hyman 

Weii now, Abe, YOU are angry? I am angry too. Frankly, you DO need 
lessons in this new medium. This is obviously not only my observation, 
but, given your example from mail-jewish, the observation of other 
moderators. It is not new to me, and it is what I do professionally. 1 am not 
QUASI-polite- 1 was 100% polite, trying to help Ïn a sharing, learning 
environment- You have chosen to disregard it- Fine, 1 am willing to admit 
my mistakes and Ieam fiom them, Abe csee below, for examplex You, on 
the other hand, have NOT ONCE taken any respons~'bility for the curent 
situation. You have steadfastiy refused to accept that there are standards, 
you have made little attempt to fit in them, and have made little attempt to 
adjust your "teaching" style to this medium?' 

And, as usual, the editorïal board responded, with growing impatience, to Anonim's 

continued contributions and the nature of his responses to editoriai decisions. However, 

over the next few weeks, some sort of equilibrium seerned to fd into place, Anonim 

'O Hyman, Edboard-judaic Archives, March 10 1996. 



would contnbute a postuig, 1 wodd edit it down and fiequentiy add a Iine t e l hg  other 

members they could get more Monnation directly from him. The e q ~ i r i u m  was short- 

iïved At the end of March, Anonim attempted to work wîthin the editorial poky of 

shorter postings by breaking up a contriTbution on his theones into several srnaller pieces- 

He was again rejected, and this tirne invoked his wife Sarab as mediator* WhiIe we 

discussed the rejection off-Est, Anonim continued to respond to other threads throughout 

April and into early May. In just over a two-month period he made more than 10 

contributions to the iïst. And then, on May 18, 1996 the situation reached a crisis. A 

senes of notes on the H-Judaic list which 1 aiiowed out, perhaps in a momentary lapse in 

moderator judgement, escalated the situation- The first was a short note by Abe Anonim. 

That was foilowed by a note criticai of Anonim, to which 1, probably mistakenly, added 

an editonal comment which was m e r  cnticd of Anonim. 

From: Abe Anonim 
Subject: Judaism: B e W  or experience 
There is one place were we certainly disagree- We are dennitely not the 
same sort of Jew. When you Say (in pnvate correspondence) " .,J already 
accept it as an act of faith.,.", 1 hear Islam - submission - and not Iudaisrn, 
I suppose that most Jews these days -accept Judaisrn as an act of faith - 
and -in a way, 1 do too. The difference between faith based on Islam, 
submission, and faïth based on Torah, is that Torah was witnessed by the 
whole nation AND because the experience of those who witnessed at Sinai 
is available to persons today. 

- AND this experience is not oniy gaiaed from rimal and payer with 
feeling. THE experience that distinguishes Judaism is the 
meditationallprophetic experience as it is known in Judaism - and as it has 
been practiced by our tzadnikim since the giving of Torah- The sages of 
the Great Assembly and of the Mishneh included persons who had been 
spintually up ME. Sinai with Moshe; they included those who had the - 

PaRDeS experience. They aiso included persons who could understand 
and re-experience what Ezekiel writes of, etc, 

" Hyman, Edboard-judaic Archives, Mar& 15 1996. 



The superstitious "lrlamic"-Judaism of "simpIe" faith mat is popuiar 
today fears, ridides, and hides fiom these experiences- 1 believe that as 
long as this is so, Jews, Judaism, and h e 1  wiU be in danger, Only when 
we regain the heavedy Jerusalem can we uuly regain and hold the 
physicaI city of Jerusalem - in peace, 

1 am opposed to tme-belief and to tme non-bebef. 1 see both as the 
same superstition and the same idolatry. 1 a m  a scientist- 1 believe in 
experience and expriment. 1 believe that our sages were also scientists. 
They may have recommended "simple" faÎth to those who codd not 
muster more, but 1 believe our sages wouid have considered "simple" faith 
a form of idolatry when practiced by an educated person- 

Of course, 1 do not beiieve that you wouId allow these subjects to be 
discussed on your list? 

The next day, Rebecca Lesses, then a visiting scholar at CorneU University, responded: 

From: Rebecca Lesses am117@comeiLedu> 
Subject: attack on islam 

While on this list we may debate scholarly issues a h u t  the study of 
JudaÏsm, 1 dont beiieve we should be engaged in insulting the nature of 
other people's religious beliefs, either Jews or non-Jews. 1 am responding 
to <the previous poster>'s remarks on "belief and experience-" He 
distiaguishes faith based on "Islam, submission" and faith based on Torah, 
as if "IsIam," or submission to God (either the religion or the principle), 
was in itseif a bad thing. Now, there is a history of the exaitation of faith 
in Judaism itself - look O@ at the insistence of many Hasidic masters on 
the importance of "bitachon" or lremun&." 1 also thiak that it is not 
appropriate on a LÏst of this sort, which is striving not to engage in 
religious polemics, to insult the way of another religion, in this case, 
Islam. <the previous posteds remarks about Islam do not indicate the 
kind of respect that I think is demanded in a forum of this type. 

And, to Lesses' note i attached the following quai@ing preamble: 

editor's note: 1 want to apologize for sending out an un-edited note 
yesterday which contaïned an attack on the religion of Islam. It is our 
comrnunity policy not to allow such material, and I want to apologize to 

" Anonim, H-Judaic Archives, May 18 1996. 



you aiI and especiaily to any members of our group who are adherents to 
Islam. Below is Prof. Lesses' note, which summarizes why the earIier post 
was offensive? 

As would have k e n  expected, Abe Anonim was not pleased and let me know it in no 

uncertain terms, 

One month later 1 post the foilowing apology to the main H-ludaic discassion Lst, and 

four days &ter that* on June 16,1996, Abe Anonim quit the Iist- 

Subject: cian£lcation administravia 
There may have been some mis-understandhg regarding our 

communïty policy on attacking other faiths, The pohcy is this: There will 
be an attempt not to post messages that attack other faiths or other persons. 
Howzver, a v e n  the human component to this endeavor, sometimes 
something is missed and it gets by, or if re-read after posting, and if there 
was a mistake in posting, responsibility is taken- 

Over the last month or so, there has been quite a bit of private 
correspondence with several Est members over an exchange that occurred 
on our Est. There are severai people who feel that the exchange might 
have been too personal and possibly even h u e  to severd people on both 
sides. We shodd ail be very proud of our community-building via this list, 
and wouId not want anyone to be hurt by anythïng. 

In particular, there was an exchange that took place in which a 
reference to Islam was taken to be hurtful by some. This post and was let 
go, because the tbnist of the note was elsewhere and that thrust was 
worthwhile, and only later, were there second thoughts about it, in the face 
of some criticism. In the ensuing exchange several feelings were 
apparently hurt on both sides, wbich of course goes against the objectives 
of this community, Unfortunately, as a resuit, the me thrust of the 
comments were de-contextualized and lost. This letter is to ensure that the 
air is-ciear and that hurt feelings are healed on the part of ALL involved. 

Regarding Abe Anonim's note before Shavout, it was not written to 
attack Lslam- The main thrust of his comments were: 
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",., THE experience that distinguishes Judaisrn is the 
medïtational/prophetic experience as it is known in Judaism - and as it has 
been practiced by our tzaddikim since the giving of Torah- The sages of 
the Great Assembiy and of the Mïshneh includedpersons who had been 
_spirÏtuallyY up Mt- Sinai with Moshe; they Ïncluded those who had the 
PaRDeS experience. They dso included persons who couid understand 
and re-expenence what Ezekiel writes of, etc, 

.,, 1 am opposed to me-belief and to true non-belief- 1 see both as the 
same superstition and the same idolatry. 1 am a scientist. 1 believe in 
expenence and experiment- I believe that our sages were also scientists. 
They may have recommended "simple" falth to those who couid not 
muster more, but 1 believe our sages would have considered "simple" faith 
a form of idolatry when practiced by an educated person, -2 

To which Abe recentiy added, in part 
" 1 have nothing but the highest respect for Islam, and I believe it is a 

valid path, My post was to indicate that Judaism and Islam are distinct, 
not that one is greater or lesser than the other, 
,.. By my posting, 1 was attempthg to engage debate on the difference 

between superstitious and experientiai belief, 1 was refemng not to Islam, 
the religion, but to the meaning of the word- For (anyone) to presume a 
prejudïciai intent or rneanhg, is as extreme a perversion of my thoughts as 
I could possibly imagine- As 1 think 1 have a right to assume aIl on tbis list 
must know, Islam, like Judaism, aiso has an experientiai, as well as a 
supers titious, component." 

There is great interest in Abe's ability to shed hght on the junction 
between Judaism the faith and scientific discovery- The exchange that 
took place, while understandable fiom a human interpersonal perspective, 
unfortunately completely detracted from the very worthwhile points Abe 
had been trying to make- 

The moderator's responsibiiity is to ensure a cooperative and learrillig 
environment here on the list, as weil as one that is open to constructive, 
caring criticism, for Abe, the other parties in the debate, and every one of 
you, This note serves as a pledge to re-affirm that cornmitment through 
actions, not just ~ o r d s ? ~  
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101 

The intemenhg month was perhaps the worst month 1 ever expienced in five years as 

moderator and editor of H-Judaïc. It began immediately, for just one day after the Lesses 

posthg, both Anonim, and his f i e ,  wrote separate Ietters which 1 forwarded to the 

editorial board, 

Abe Anonim- 

Uniess you are referring to a posting other than my posting, your editor's 
note is a Matant Iie. Sarah and 1 have yow e d  correspondence, As you 
recaii, you inquired as to whether 1 wanted this posted- Ifthere was no 
edîting, you are the editor who saw fit to make none- 

1 expect a full posted apology and explanation. 

1 think you're a sick person, 1 think you set me up- 1 think you are 
unaware of the consequences of public slander, no matter how carefidly 
couched in academic inanity - 1 arn refemïng to your ass-covering 
footnote, that attempts to make your obvious slander of me a matter of 
policy. 

By my posting, 1 was attempting to engage debate on the difference 
between superstitious and expenentiai belief- 1 was teferring not to Islam, 
the religion, but to the meaning of the word- For you, or Lesses, to 
presume a prejudiciai intent or meaning, is as dirty, sick, and bigoted a 
perversion of my thoughts as 1 could possibly imagine- As 1 think 1 have a 
right to assume ail on this list must know, Islam, like Judaism, dso has an 
experiential, as well as a superstitious, component- But I was not 
discussing Islam, and you knew that, 

Avi, I expect a phone call. If1 don't get a phone c d ,  you can expect me 
to take action. Don't play around here, 1 strongly advise you to act as if 
you beiieve that I beiieve my life depends on this, When you advertise to 
your academic subscribers that 1 am a bigot, you destroy any possibility 
that these people will take the time to look at my work- Again, 1 Say, 1 
hope you understand the consequences of public slander- 1 hope you 



understand that this is an exceedingly serious matter to me, and that you 
have crossed idl lines of responsÏble behavior, 

Cail me today, immediately. 

1 am disappointed, to say the least, that this exchange has become 
necessary- Avi, no matter what you thought of Abe's posting, no matter 
what you think of his point of view - or *anyonems* for that matter - you 
do have an obligation, as moderator, to be careful of the reptations of 
those people on your list- Deleting Abe's name nom Ms. Lesses' posting 
which in effect caiis him a bigot deludes no one, as 1 am sure you are 
intelligent enough to know- 

I have separate issues with Ms- Lesses - she should have sent us email 
first, or asked For a public clarincation before assuming bad will, bigotry, 
or  whatever. BUT THEN, SO SHOULD YOU. 

As a moderator, the *courteous,* *responsible* action for you to have 
taken, once you saw that Abe's posting was being ïnterpreted as bigoted, 
was for you to *forward* Lesses' response to us, vvately,* and ask for a 
clarÎfication to be posted publicly, and tell Ms. Lesses that you were doing 
that, (She shouid have done the same, but that *is* a separate issue, one 
we have with her, not you.) 

Now, you have a public problem on your hands, which no-one intended, 
but which now exists, Ms, Lesses, who has already gone on record as 
being opposed to the very basis of our work, has publicly cailed Abe a 
bigot- (As 1 said, your removing bis name fools no-one-) A public 
retraction is necessary. You cannot make this purely a "policy issue." A 
reptation *is* a personai issue. Period. 

As 1 said, this didn't need to happen- The way to "get yourseif out of the 
middle" in tbis case is to ensure that these rnatters are clarÏfïed 
*privately*, FIRST? 



My reaction was to prepare the apology that evennially appeared one month later, but the 

issue first had to percolate through the editorial board Backon was the fist to comment, 

which, in tum, eiicited a defense of Anonim by Goodblan However, it was Sama who 

gave voice to the majority opinion: 

1 would resist the temptation to respond to Mr. Anonim's diamibe. My 
suggestion is that you permit him to send a brief clarification if he befieves 
that his message was misunderstood by you and Ms. Lesses. Make clear 
to hun that his message may not exceed in length that of Ms. Lesses, and 
that it may not deal in personalities, only in substance. You can even 
write to him impersoaally, saying that you have consuited the board and it 
authorizes you to ...." Finaiiy, you may want to remind him that nobody is 
obligated to remain as a member of this List and that if he feels it has 
treated him unfairly you will certainly understand if he elects to 
uns~bscribe.~~ 

Similar sentiments were expressed by other board members, paaicularly Schïne Gold and 

Baskïn, which again elicited defensive responses fiom Goodblatt Goodblatt himseIf took 

to writing directly to A n o h ,  in an attempt to mediate. However, this only had the affect 

of postponing the eventual apology note. 

Having not received direct approvai for the apology note from the editorial board, 1 wrote 

to Anonim informing him that the editoriai board's decision was to ask hÏm to write a 

rebuttal, rather than receive a formai apology letter. He did not accept that And, 

ironically, he attempted to post another long note on another topic on May 27, nght in the 

midst of the on-going crisis; hÏs note was rejected by the board. And thus it went for more 

than a week without resolution. Then on June 10, Sarah Anonim wrote on ber husband's 
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behalfto cornplain that 1 had aiiowed other lengthy posts out on to the Iist. To Sarah 1 

wrote: 

And to 

y ou're right, Another example is one by Abe Anonim on Jamary 1 1, over 
200 hes (that's about 6 pages, right?) I recalI another in March that was 
about 3 pages long, Abe, if you detect a Little annoyance in xny tone, then 
you are correct; and it Ïs the flrst thne in all of our dialogue that 1 have 
been annoyed. Abe, 1 thought we decided mutuaiiy that we were setting up 
a system that was fair to both of us- Please write as many posts as you Iike 
about whatever topic you Like and send them to me via Avnun and we'li 
post them. 1 think this is fair, don't you? 

the editoriai board 1 pleaded: 

1 would iike to be nd of the problems ML Anonim keeps writing me about 
(and now our chair). He bas accepted the wording of the note below. 1 
believe this is acceptible to me, as it does not directly admit to slander on 
my or anyone else's part, PLEASE, 1 want to send this today or  tomorrow, 
please please let me know if it os ok?" 

That same day, June 14, 1996, Tzvee Zahavy announced his resignation as Chair of the 

editorial board, and within twenty-four hours, Zatzman had nominated Jonathan Sama to 

be the new Chair. The next day 1 posted d e  apology letter and on J m e  16 Anonim quit 

the list: 

Weil, 1 took m y  own advice - and ail of yours - and spent Shabbos re- 
appraising the situation, 1 believe that 1 have had my Say- There wili be no 
more messages fiom me- 1 hope you (ail) cm understand that Zahavy's 
evaluation of me leads me to believe, -reciprocaUy_, that your leader is a 
dangerous and unweil person, 1 am nevertheIess accepting Zahavy's 
invitation to leave you- 

You (all) by your ineptness (Avi Hyrnan), presumptiveness (Ms. Lesses), 
and arrogance (Zahavy) have injured me. You did it poiitely - as is the 
way of persons in power when deaiing with those out of power - but, 
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poIite or  not, you have caused me public Injury. The use of civility as a 
weapon to defarne is Nt as noxious as ÏnciviIity. The damage is the same, 
The o d y  difference is that the "poIiteW way enables the "poIite" persons to 
rationalize that they have not injured. 

Thank you (Avï) for hally posting your(Avi Hyman's) corrective 
statement to the List. Please also post it to the archives (Le-, make sure it is 
included in the archives of daily H-Judaic digests), That ends this matter 
as far as 1 am concerned- 

Now that you know my feelings, now that you are on notice that there is a 
direct challenge to intellectuaily dishonest and anti-semitic Judaic studies, 
now that I have leamed that you are not capable of understanding the 
damage your polite club does, 1 WU Ieave you aii done. 

1 am sorry that it was necessary for me to use loud and offensive language 
in order for the pain and damage your actions have caused to be heard, In 
the past, when 1 have shouted and then apologized, 1 have often regretted 
apologïzing. 1 have leamed that bureaucrats, iike politicians, usually 
accept an apology as a sign of weakness and often attack m e r  when 
given the chance. Nevertheless, 1 would like to apologize for my 
offensive behavior. It was intended to be measured and not a whit more 
than ceciprocal. But, it is done. 1 regret that it happened and 1 apologize 
for my part- 

These were far more serious matters than 1 think you ever considered- 1 
work for a tax-exempt educational non-profit that is legally (if not in fact) 
equivalent to the schools you attend and teach at. 1 could have sued for 
slander. 1 could have demanded administrative sanctions fkom your 
schools. (Even if no action wouid have been taken, the paperwork you 
would have had to have dealt with would have been daunting.) 1 could 
have filed cornplaints with the philanthropie and public organizations that 
provide you with fünds. (What do you suppose the chintzy Repubiican 
governor of N.J. would do to Judaic Studies funding at Rutgers if there 
were a public reaction? As all politicians know, it is much easier to 
poison waters than to clean them-) 



There are many avenues by which 1 could have 'rgotten even-" BUT 1 
DO NOT BELlEVE IN GEïTING EVEN. 1 may shont (in writing) when 
1 a m  kt, but I leave real action to HaShem- Nevertiieless it is fortunate 
and 1 am gratefid that Avi dïd post hÏs corrective note this mornlng- So, 
none of you have anything whatsoever to fear fiom me. 1 will not bother 
you M e r .  You (Lesses, Zahavy) win, 

You (ali) do have much to fear from my work- 1 have the data and when 1 
can present it in a sufficientiy robust manner, 1 WU- @ut 1 will not likeiy 
waste my efforts on Judaic Studies professionals again- "Once bitten, 
twice shy-") 

Over this Shabbos 1 reread a good deal of the pnblished writings of Moshe 
Ide1 and Yehuda LeiTbes and a few others. Their scholariy efforts are tnrly 
monumental and rightiy impressive. Unfortunately, their evaluations of 
the materials they themselves present are so wrong-headed as to be 
laughable. ..- And, eventudly, the publlc will laugh. Would that it were 
not SO- Would that those who have labored so long and lovingly would 
not have to see their efforts laughed at sirnply because their coiieagues 
would not pass on the data they needed to finish their works and crown 
their careers with honor. (1 know 1 may be wasting my words by 
suggesting it, but if any of you want to see the data, 1 wilI show it to you, 
Just ask. - 1 won? hold my breath,) 

Again, 1 apologize for my part in these unpleasaotries and 1 ask you (ail) 
for forgiveness for any negative aspersions on your good intentions and 
character(s) that niight have been iafen-ed ftom my statements. 1 meant to 
condemn only your actions, not your beings? 

As one member of the board summed up: 

Anonim's leaving ? Whatls the blessing ? BARUCH SHEP'TARANU ? :-) 

The first t h e  1 saw that Anonim tried to post a *paper*, 1 irnmediately 
sugested to other members of the board that it NOT be included- AU we 
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had to do is state that his message is slmply inappropriate to the aims and 
scope of a scholady list? 

In the end, the issues that overtook oiis Interactions with Abe Anonim were of the 

conventions of scholarship. Unfortunately Anonim did not operate within the standard or 

understood codes, rules and boundaries of Jewish Studies discourse. This, in and of itself 

did not make his scholarship ~ e g i t h a t e -  Nonethekss, as 1 sought to bring the 

organization into the Jewish Studies maùistream, 1 probably had littIe tolerance for what 1 

perceived to be the marginaiity of bis work, rightly or wrongiy- 

Jensen Revilsited - the Aboried Brandek Conîract 

While the Anonim Affair was unfolding, another confrontation with Richard Jensen was 

brewing, By the start of 1996, it had become apparent to me that in order for H-Judaic to 

succeed as an organization, it wouid need to secure an academic home, and eventudy, a 

funding source. On its own, it wouid not be able to raise fimds to pay a staff or produce 

proper newsletters. Having earlier faied to secure AJS endorsement, 1 raised the potential 

of a Brandeis University affiliation with Jonathan Sama. This was made even more 

urgent when, during the year, the Shamash Project began to experience serious 

administrative and technical difnculties that compromised the newsletter listserv. In 

March of 1996 1 approached Sarna for advice. He recommended 1 write a formal proposal 

which he would bnng forward to officids at Brandeis. 1 prepared the proposal and sent it 

to Sarna on March 26, asking to house the newsletter on a Brandeis cornputer; the 

proposal did not ask for funding. Over the course of the summeer, 1 exchanged a number 

of phone cails and faxes with Judith Sizer, associate general counsel of Brandeis 

regarding the preparation of a contract between H-Judaic and Brandeis. On September 9, 
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1996, Sizer sent me a copy of an agreement to amate H-Judaic with Brandeis 

University, signed by INing Epstein, senior provost and vice president of acadex.uk 

&airs, and Antony Polonsky, chair of the depamnent of near eastern and Judaïc studies 

at Brandeis?" 

Unfortunately and Ï n  a senous oversight, aIi of this was done without the consultation of 

the editoriai board or Richard Jensen. On September 19, Sama sent a memo to the 

editorïal board outhhg the proposal, The proposal was met with an unexpected, and 

verbose discussion by members of the editoriai board. And just as it seemed to pass the 

board's muster, Jensen interrupted the discussion, and flatly rejected the offer, thereby, 

once again, enforcing his personal wili on the evolution of H-ludaic?' 

Sama, September 19, 1996: 

FelIow Board Members, Shanah tovah, 
Not long ago we dealt with two administrative matters that 
were related- As a reminder, they were: 

(1) To nui two connected iïsts; one as an H-Net discussion 
group (H-Sudaic) and the other as a formal 
professional newsletter Cour Shamash kt) .  

(2) Given the recurrïng stability issues with the Shamash 
server, that we explore alternatives for the 
newsletter- 

Regardhg item 1,I believe we have begun to achieve a proper and 
effective synergy between the two iîsts, and our effectiveness will 
continue to grow as we move beyond our first seven years. 

Sizer, 1996 
What follows is a synthesis of the board's open conversation of the Brandeis issue. 1 

offer the string of discussion unlnterupted for two reasons, One, because it speaks for 
itself on the actuai topic, and two, because it serves as agood example of how this new 
conversational medium lends itseif to both scholariy and administrative discussions. 



It is dso  my pleasure to inforru the board that pertai-g to item 2, we 
have come up with a very realistic solution that not only solves our 
stability issues, but serves to provide us with a concrete academic sening 
for the newsletter. Brandeis University has offered to host the newsietter! 

Providing you approve, Avi will sign an agreement between himself and 
Brandeis, in which he agrees to continue his work, and in whïch Brandeis 
agrees to give its name and computer support to the publication- 
AdditionaUy, Brandeis would appoint the board chair, who would in tuni, 

set-up and maintain the board, which wouid oversee the publication in 
much the same way we do now- 

According to my records, the foiIowing people are members of the curent 
board: Henry Abramson, Josh Backon, Lewis Barth, Judith Baskin, Herb 
Basser, Bernard Cooperrnan, Nathan Ehrlich* Yossi Galron, Penny Schine 
Gold Avrum Goodblat, Joseph Haberer, Guy Haskeil, Howard Joseph, 
Yitzchak Kerem, Richard Menkis, J i .  Mo& Leslie Train, Tzvee Zahavy, 
Belarie Zatzman, and Reena Zeidman. Richard Jensen of H-Net servùig 
ex-offkio, 

Given the importance of this decision, 1 think that it would be 
appropnate if we heard fiom EACH ONE OF YOU. 1 look forward to the 
discussion-83' 

Ehrlich, September 19: 

Item 2 of Jonathan Sama's recent memo to the board pertains to stabiiïty 
issues with the Shamash server. 

1 wodd iike to begin the discussion by contrïbuting the foiiowing 
information. During the past few weeks Shamash itself has been in the 

process of moving to a new server and new management. Its new 
electronic home is Utopia, an international Intemet Company, with 
headquarters in Wdtham, MA. Its CE0 is David Solomont who has come 
forward with significant resources that will provide Shamash with a stable 
base of operations. Sharnash's administrative home wlll be Hebrew 
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Coliege, which is estabiishing a Center for Information Technology tha 
will underrake research and deveIopment for the project 

Shouid the group decide to stay with Shamash, Kebrew Coilege will be 
happy to provide an electronic and academïc setting for the newsletter? 

Baskin, September 19: 

Yes, it sounds like a great idea to move to Brandeis, but Iike some of my 
coiieagues, I donrt have enough information to evaluate the pros and cons 
of the decision, What wouid be long tenn implications, if any, after 
Jonathan's chairmanship? What role would Brandeis have in making 
appointments to the board? A presentation of the Iarger picture wouid be 
helpfid -- ie: need for and advantages and disadvantages of the proposed 
move vs, the alternatives? 

Menkis, September 19: 

1 very much support doing al1 to ensure that this enterprise survives- If it 
means gohg to Brandeis, let it so be- But 1 agree with Judith-we need to 
know the details of the contract with Brandeis, to make sure that we are 
getting a more secure deal. It does sound very promising? 

Haberer, September 19: 

Go ahead with turning over to Brandeis. Sounds like a good move. But let 
us see the details of the written agreement before such a deal is finalized,s 

Haskeii, September 19: 

Intersting proposal- 1 think we need a iittle clarification on "Brandeis 
wouid appoint the board chair." Who at Brandeis? Using what critena? 
Why wodddt the board choose its own chair? 1 think it is important that 
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these i s s u s  be speiled out specifically, and that a formal proposai be 
presented to the board? 

And Sarna again, September 19: 

1 am gratehrl to those who have cornmented on *the too-brïef message 
concemhg the proposed arrangement with Brandeis to serve as a locus for 
the Newsletter- Let me offer some m e r  details, 
Last May, Avi approached me with the concem that the Newsletter would 
not be abIe to continue under its then arrangement with Shamash, He felt 
that an academic affiliation would be good for the Newsletter and asked 
me if 1 would explore with Brandeis the possibility of its serving as 
"sponsor," Brandeis agreed to explore the question, and over the past kw 
months a proposal was hamrnered out, This is the proposal that the Board 
is now being asked to consider, 

1 cannot copy aU three pages and eleven points of the proposed 
agreement here, but the key points are as foilows: 
Brandeis agrees to serve as a locus for the Newsletter under condition 

that 
(1) Avi serves as managing editor, contïnuing to do what he has done 
before, 
(2) The Newsletter wiii appear regularly with the same features- 
Additional features are possible, but require board approvai. 
(3) The Board wiU be chaired by a Brandeis faculty member, designated 
by the University- Otherwise, the board has the same functions as at 
present- 
(4) Brandeis wilI arrange for electronic traasmission, computer storage, 
web pages and computer assistance. Brandeis will also absorb costs, 
Brandeis WU review the agreement every six months to assess level of its 
costs. 
(5) Brandeis policies with regard to publications and use of its logo must 
be adhered to- 
(6-9) Clauses that deal with the universityrs lack of liability; copyright and 
other legal matters designed to ensure an ann's length relationship and the 
independence of the Newsletter. 
10) Either party may tenninate on 30 days' notice, 
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The main benefit to the Newsletter is the use ofBrandeis cornputers for 
necessary technicd rnatters and the ass0ciOCiatïon w i ~  a majory ludaic 
Studies department In return, Brandeis has a ce& Say in the runtÜng of 
the Newsletter and the the Newsletter fas  under certain Brandeis niles 
(which we adhere to anyway; mostiy aimed at prevent Iibel suits.) 

I was very excited by this arrangement, because it seemed to offer the 
kind of securïty that we needed and also created a closer connection 
between the Newsletter and academy. 1 hope that the board is e q u d y  
excited, and I wiii be glad to leam of your responsesss 

Zahavy, September 19: 

Good work! 1 endorse the proposai? 

Kerem, September 20, eady Israel tirne: 

In general 1 agree, however i don't thnk that pres. of newsletter shouid be a 
Brandeis person forever. Whïle 1 sponsor (agree wholeheartedly) that 
Jonathan Sarna serve as president, diversity and rotation are important and 
healthy- Perhaps we can request that one of board members or liaison 
person be a brandeis facuity person. This point is not cardinal. but i dont 
iike hearing taht pres. has to be a Brandeis faculty meber. member. Excuse 
the typos?' 

Hyman, September 19: 

First - let me Say how pleased 1 am that Nathan and Hebrew Coilege have 
stepped in to work on Shamash; the Jewish intemet is FAR better for it. 

Second - from a technical standpoint, there would be no cornputer 
problems for the users. In fact, 1 have not used the Shamash List for a few 
months. Any requests for subscrïption are diverted to the H-Judaic List 
manuaiiy and the newsletter is sent to every H-Judaic participant via a 
Little Iist 1 rigged up on my home semer (which has no Jewish Studies 

program) - 
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Third - oor main support at Shamash has aLways k e n  Avnmi Goodblatt, 
who also happens to be a founder of this newsletter. Avnim has pledged to 
continue his support, an offer 1 am rnost happy to accept. 

Fourth - thank you thank you thank you to ail of you for your continued 
interest and effort in this projecf" 

Gairon, September 19: 

1 believe it is a good idea to tramfer the H-Judaic Newsletter to an 
academic institution that has the ability and the power to support the 
cornputer needs and maintenance of a listserver- 

1 a m  not familiar with other lis ts that are housed at Brandeis, but 1 
believe that Brandeis has the ability to support (that is technical support) 
of a listserver, 

As to tramferring a subscribers List fiom one host to the other - it was 
done in the past in severai occasions and the subscribers didn't need to re- 
subscribe: it can be done automatically.~ 

Kerem, September 20, again, early Israel tirne: 

As judth mentioned, we must cl- wahat Brandeis role will be in future, 
Wiii the diverse members of board have input and say and steer the 
direction or is list open to manipulation and conrol control by Brandeis at 
a certain point? 

It sounds as if the chair can disband and appt the board as he sees fit ... 
that already sets stage for potential manipualtion, The board reflects 
diversity and variou active peopel in filed of Jewish studies and e-mail 
publications in Judiac studies, too much weight given to Brandeis and 
chm.d3 

Zatzman, September 19: 

1, too, have a few questions- perhaps Jonathan could respond, 
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What are the implications of such a contract? ie. does this move mean a 
shift nom our hction as an independent body to an ui-house roIe 
(B randeis) ? 

What might happen when controversid issues arise? eg- when the Board 
decides that it might want to do a feature on homosexuality and Judaism - 
and Brandeis, as our host, does not wish to be represented by this content, 

1s there an intention to maintain an anns-Iength sensibility, or by insuring 
that the Chair is drawn fiom Brandeis faculty, to dictate policyfprocedure, 
etc- 

1 raise these issues in the spirit of discussion, and with the recognition that 
Brandeis would serve as a superb, permanent home for us? 

B asser. Sep tember 19: 

so they want to select their own board of distinguished scholars- 
sounds like we might be getting a pig in a poke, avi if you send me the 
contract iU scan it and send it out to everyone. Why should we Say yes to 
something that might not be what we want- were there any negotiations or 
did they Say-- take it or leave it?" 

And Sarna, for a third time, September 19: 

It is a tribute to the editorïal board that members take their responsibilities 
to carefbiiy. Let me respond to a couple of questions. First, Brandeis 
modelled the contract it sent Avi on numerous other arrangements it has 
with print publications that it sponsors, e.g. POLIN and PROOFEXTS. 
In both cases, the University acts as sponsor in recognition of the fact that 
a faculty member is editor aad in both cases the university reserves a 
variety of rights in order to protect itself, but in both cases it has, in fact, 
given its faculty member full autonomy- Were the faculty members 
involved to change their affiliation or resign their post, sponsorship would 
like shift to the home institution of the next editor (unless the person who 
succeeded likewise came from Brandeis,) So in this case: whenever the 
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term of the Brandeis "chair" ends, the board can either approve another 
Brandeis person or move the newsIetter. It would be unreasonable to 
expect the university to expend fiinds on any other bask 

There is no plan to change the composition of the editorial board at ail- 
Nor wiU Brandeis intervene to determine the composition of the board- If 
it does, the board will doubtIess serve notice and abrogate the 
arrangement- 

1 would, indeed, use the facilities of the Brandeis General Counsel to 
check on items that might (God forbid) result in a Iawsuit or otherwise be 
potentiaiiy damaging. Obviously, the board would have the final Say, but 
1 cannot imagine that we would want to take any action deemed so nsky, 
and if we did we would have to face the knowledge that Brandeis might 
abrogate the arrangement and we would need another home, Presumably, 
this will be true no matter who provides a home for us. 

1 want to make clear that neither 1 nor Brandeis have any desire to do 
anything that w i .  damage the newsletter or subvert the wishes of the 
board- Brandeis very generous offer came in response to an ove- fiom 
Avi and myself in an effort to ensure that the newsletter would continue 
and thrive, Should the board decide to twn the deal down, some of us wiU 
lament the the wasted, but there wiU be no hard feelings. For the good of 
the newsletter, 1 hope that the board embraces the Brandeis offer so that 
we can move expeditiously to Ïmplement it.% 

Goodblatt, September 20: 

As Avi noted, 1 am the co-founder (together with Yehiel Greenbaum, who 
was the editor) of the predecessor to this Est, as weil as the founder of 
Shamash. Being involved in the transition of Shamash to Hebrew College, 
1 have some knowledge of particulars of the situation which might be of 
use. 

The projected transition to Hebrew Coilege will be taking place upon the 

signing of an agreement by David Solomont, myseif and the acting 
chairman. The proposai was written by my lawyer, the chairman has 
signed, and David has stated that with minor wording changes he will be 
signïng on Frïday, If the signing does happen withui the next few days, as 
we ail hope it wiU, Shamash wiU be moving forward with Hebrew ColIege 
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its academic and administrative home, and Utopia providing technical 
guidance and support. 1 wiil be advishg Shamrrîh in a limited capacity, 
time pexnïtting [since I wiU be employed this year in the commercial 
sectorl- 

However, whüe the signinp is likely to occur, it is not certain. But we 
expect outstanding issues to be resoived in the next coupIe of days- 
Assuming there is a signlng, then there is a reasonable 
possibility that this new Sbamash could be a vÏabIe home for the project. 

Certaidy Brandeis has a competent computer facility, and a more than 
competent Judaic studies facility. 1 myseIfcannot Say which home wodd 
be the more usefUl for this project- There are pro's and con's to both, 
Whatever the home however, I wouid strongly recommend taking a 
serious look at how lists and other services are nui, by taLking with others 
who make intensive use of them Foiiowing are some separate points to 
keep in mind, no matter where the project ends up. 

Not aU iists serves are the same, and neither is the suppoe 1 
have never heard complaints about Brandeis, but in point of fact, 1 have 
heard fkom a good number of m y  fnends at various universities that in 
practise it is not easy to get sufficient technical handhoIding where funds 
are being cut back- 1 would strongly recornmend that Avi t ak  directiy with 
computer operations at Brandeis if he has not already done so, and find 
out: 

As Avi mentioned, wherever the project ends up 1 WU continue to offer 
my time to advise and assist Avi (mairily on the technical side - which is 
why 1 rarely post to this Est on editorial matters). 1 had envisioned Avi's 
Iist as the comerstone of a series of Judaica online projects, which include 
Yitzhak Kerem's Sefarad newsletter, and the Hebrew Ianguage discussion 
goup and hope that that idea stiU might bear f i t .  

In my opinion, the key value Hebrew ColIege or Brandeis has for this 
project is NOT tbe technical- It is possible that Utopiars capability is 
superior to Brandeis', with a i l  due respect. But that is not the point. The 
point is that without Dore resources Avi will NOT be able to continue to 
expand what he has done, and the most cost-effective way to add 



resources is of course student intems, TMHO whichever institution is 
willing to strongiy assist in locating students to spend time assisting Avi is 
the one to go with, ail other things being equai (Le. assuming Shamash 
does continue to exist and that there is equivalent autonomy in either 
c h ~ i c e ) ~ ~ ,  

Basser, September 20: 

1 have no doubt Brandeis means well and is king faU, that does not 
necessarily mean the deal is in our best interests until we know that it is. 1 
wiil try and get the deai on the screen if rny Little hand scanner c m  do it- 
it should if the fax is very clear and sharp? 

Baskin, September 20: 

Whiie 1 gratefidiy acknowledge Brandeis's generosity, like many of my 
colieagues 1 am concerned about the condition that the chair of the board 
must be a Brandeis NEJS faculty member, even after Jonathan's tenue. 1 
have always Liked the board's freedom fiom any institutionai comection. 1 
look forward to continued discussion of the pros and cons of this offer? 

Cooperman, September 20: 

1 apologize for not having been available lately; it seems that you have 
been discussing important stuff, and m y  next comments may weU be off 
the mark. Since 1 have not had time to log on the last week or more, and 
since I am now reading my mail backwards (i-e., most recent k t ) ,  1 am 
responding to the iatest stuff about moving the List to Brandeis without 
having fist checked out everything to make sure 1 understand. If this is 
useless, please feel fkee to disregard it. Third: 1 understand that Avi wants 
a new home for the list, that Brandeis has offered such a home, but that 
members of the board are womed about the implications which are not yet 
clear. 1 have checked with our systems people at the University of 
Maryland, Coliege Park. They tell me that we are quite able and wiIling to 
host the list here. The only condition would be that a member of the 
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UMCP facdty (me for exampIe) wouid have to be the official owner of 
the hest* This iis a administrative arrangemenf- it would not imply any 
control over content of the list nor even that I hold office on the board, If 
this arrangement would help, please feel fkee to let me know and 1 wil i  

begin the process of making it happedm 

Schine Gold, September 20: 

Can we slow down a bit? L'm not sure I see the advantage of pursuing a 
connection with U, of Maryland before we've fbily understood the 
situation at Brandeis. I think we maybe need a m e r  anaIysis f'iorn Avi of 
the advantages of a university over Shamash, and then an d y s i s  of the 
advantagesldisadvantages of the arrangement offered by Brandeis. Hem 
are another couple of concrete questions l find myself wondering: 

Jonathan mentioned that if the chair of the editorial board were to later be 
someone not at Brandeis, it would make sense to move the newsletter to 
that person's institution. Maybe so, but what then if there's a chair whose 
institution is unwilling to take on this sponsorship? Or is it no big deal? 

Avi, you asked Jonathan to Iook into this when the fiiture with Shamash 
was uncertain. Has the situation with Shamash changed sufnciently that 
we don't need to look elsewhere? Or should we wait another month or so 
before making a deci~ion?'~' 

Hyman, September 20: 

.... the real question at hand is: what do we. see as the future for this 
publication? 
Access to technical equipment is not the issue. A few months ago, when 
S hamash started to have trouble, 1 siiently moved the newsletter off the 
listserv and used my local resources to mail it out- We can use the "new" 
S hamas h, we can use Brandeis, we could use Maryland (thanks BC, by the 
way), we couid probably even sneak out the newsletter on H-Net's 
compter, although Richard Jensen likes discussion groups better than 
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newsIetters (poke -> Richard c-). But it does not change the 
newsIetter at aii- And 1 suppose that's fine too, ifthatrs what you aIl want- 

However, maybe we should consider some change. Why? Weil, let me ask 
you aii --- what is it that we actuaUy have now? 

1 collect some notes with items of a professional na-; compile them 
once in a while; and send them out, 'L'rue, it gïves me fodder for my thesis 
(whlcb 1 neglect too much), and it has given me expenence which I have 
used to secure a couple of employment oppominities- And really, that's it. 

But if we think about it for a moment, the newsletter (NOT the discussion 
group - this debate has nothing to do with H-JudaÎc) could r e d y  be more - 
it could be a pioneering effort in electronic publishing in Jewish Studies; it 
couideventually be a repository for unique things, iike syilabi, short book 
reviews and curricular matenals, and so on. Sure these might be big 
dreams, maybe far in the relative future, maybe beyond all  of our times 
with this project, but they are realistic, if we wanr them to be. How many 
Jewish S tudies newsletters are there in prïnt that publish the Iund of wide 
range of professionai materials we do? AJS? Twice a year? Queens 
Coliege had one, does it stiU corne out? We have a niche we can fd, this 
could be the "required non-peered periodical in Jewish Studies. Why not? 
It's your choice. 

But if we choose change, we need more help than we have received so far. 
We need more "yichus" than we get from a "Human Factors Specialist" 
working on hÏs doctoral thesis in Jewish Studies (at Ieast und 1 Fiish it 
and one of you hire me as faculty at your university <srnile>), A different 
editor? Maybe? (Aithough, there weren't many takers before 1 picked up 
the '3ob" a few years ago <grin>). Thus, some kind of institutional 
affiliation could help- With respect to Shamash, Avnim did/does a 
wonderful job, but Shamash was never a Jewish Studies institution. 
Hebrew ColIege is. Maryland has one. So does Brandeis. 1 had a chance 
to speak to the computer guys at Brandeis, and we can get a l l  we need, 
including a fidi access web site. 

Brandeis would also let me try and raise money, which 1 would have no 
hope of gettùig if 1 applied for grants with the project as it is now (opinion 



not fact <grin>), even with ail of you on board, 1 rhink 1 am be5ng realistic, 
but 1 could be wrong- Why do we need money? 1 couid use some, then my 
wife wouldn't be mad at me for spending so much time on this <grin>- But 
the tmth is, we couId use it to hire some kids to do some htmV- work, 
get some things scanned, promote it to more scholars; etc. And mostiy, 
move it towards the above mentioned dream. E w e  want toc 

1 want to, and that's why 1 worked on the contract tenns with Jonathan, the 
Brandeis attorneys, and computer people, But we are in this together, so 1 
need your support. Hope this clarines my position>02 

Zatzman, September 21: 

Thank you to both Jonathan and Avi for your thoughtful responses. 
As a consequence, 1 am much more cornfortable (even with the awareness 
that we s a  have some things to work out with our new host) with the 
notion of change you propose, Clearly, it is change undertaken with some 
reai vision and cornmitment, 1 also wish to thank my Board coileagues for 
jumping to protect and help shape this endeavour! My question, now, is: 
how do we proceed? Do we need to vote on our preference?'" 

Zahavy, September 2 1 : 

Cooperrnan's offer made me thïnk that there was something else to add to 
rny endorsement of the move to Brandeis. We are surely giving Brandeis a 
gift- The ejournal is a valuable resource that has developed over several 
egenerations- Most institutions are thirsty for some internet presence of 
substance, We are o f f e ~ g  a nice donation to a Jewish institution, 
Naturally, Cooperman would like to have it at Maryland and others on the 
board might consider having it at their institutions- 

Having said dl that--. should w e  perhaps hold an auction? 1 disagree with 
Avi's overd  h d t y .  We have a commodity here that is of value. Can we 
"sell" it to the highest bidder- Having said thac.. 1 do not know if any 
member of this board is adeptat business deals- 1 assume not, Thus m y  
conclusion that it makes much sense that we take the journal e t  ai, and 
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donate it to Brandeis, However--- if tEiere is some interest in taking these 
vehicles commercial, 1 do have one idea for a deai. 1 will not divuige much 
now- But think about the prospect and let us dlscuss it if there is some 
sympathy for the c o ~ c e p t , ' ~  

Goodblatt, September 22: 

Avi's point about computer resources not k i n g  the problem is reiatïvely 
correct. Le. what is more important is more and better information and 
resources oniine. ., 

However, even if it were true that Brandeis was not the best technical 
home for the newsletter, and that some other site wodd have more 
powemil technical resources and assitance, and even given that there rnay 
be unforseen dinnculties with moving, 1 believe that for the success of the 
newsletter there is NO choice but to have acadernica sponsorship. 3 
institutions have expressed interest - Brandeis, Hebrew College and 
UoM. Sùice my cousin David preceded Bernie at UM and since he has 
extended help to the Judaica Iist almost as long as Tzvee has, of course 1 
wouId take such an offer very seriously- In addition, fiom my own 
personal knowledge, UofM has an excellent computer capabiiity, probably 
exceeding that of Brandeis', 

BUT - Brandeis and Hebrew CoiIege are probably much ncher sources of 
possible student assistance, thanks to Boston. And after all, 

Jonathan has aiready taken on the job of chairman, so are links with 
Brandeis are already building. 

My o d y  concern however is the fact that this places too large a burden on 
Avi to fulfill. As 1 know fÏom personal experience, mnaiag a one-man 
project is one thing, fiding and managing personnel and fund raising are 
quite another, Thus, 1 would Say that whichever site offers a student NOW 
or  VERY SOON would be the most important factor? 

Ehrlich, September 22: 
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1 wish to reiterate the optimism expressed in rny 1 s t  posting on t h i ~  topic- 
We have every reason to believe that an agreement wilf be signed shody 
enabling the transition of Shamash to a stable home at Hebrew College 
and Utopia Inc- The newsletter will thereby be assured unulterrupted 
service, 

Perhaps we can approach tIie question of academïc sponsorship fiom a 
different perspective. The academk comrnunlty undoubtedly recognizes 
the signincance of an on-llne Jewish studies newsIetter, Why not explore 
the potentid for securhg multî-lastitutional support for this endeavor 
without compromisiag its independence? Brandeis and Hebrew College 
(and other Fie institutions such as the Meyerhoff Center for Jewish 
S W e s  at the University of MaryIand) have unique resources that c a .  

benefit the newsletter. 

Brandeis is blessed with a high concentration of professors and students 
with much to contribute in tenns of content, internships, etc- Hebrew 
Coilege, in assiiming responsibility for Shamash, has committed itself to 
haniessing evoiving information technology for the advancement of 
Jewish education- The newsletter has much to gain from the research and 
development to be undertaken by the Coilege's new Center for 
Information Technology in areas such as on-Iine conferencing, electronic 
publishing, etc. 

A significant focus of Shamash's mission, as envisioned by its fowder, 
Avmm Goodblatt, has been on faciIitating cooperative ventures by Jewish 
institutions fkom across the spectnim, The Jewish studies newsletter (of 
which Avnun was &O a founder) can be a prime beneficîary of this 
approach. 1 recommend that we explore the wilhgness of Brandeis and 
Hebrew Coiiege (and other institutions) to work together towards meeting 
the current and future needs of the newsletter, If this effort proves 
unsuccessful we can resume evaluating the pros and cons of a single 
institution adopting the newslettedm 

Hyman, September 22: 
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1 beiieve the offer f h n  Brandeis does NOT exclude "joint" ventures, in 
fact, it Ieaves it up to the board to decide. For example, Henry has secured 
a possible offer fkom monda for financiai sponsorship towards the book 
review project; 1 see no conflict between Brandeis as "pubiisher" and other 
institutional involvement; 1 t6ink it would be very nice if the Hebrew 
College ïï program provided support - intems or grad assistance to help it 
dong, for example --- Nathan's idea is wonderfid, and it fis 
perfectly with the proposa.LLm 

And then - Richard Jensen, September 22: 

Folks- 
there are W O  operations that people are confusing. 
The daily H-JUDAIC Ïs an H-Net operation suid it is not movlng to 
Brandeis, Brandeis does not waut it, 

What wiil move is the occasional newsletter that Avi also edits- 
Tt wiii becorne a totally separate operation fiom H-JUDAIC (aibeit with 
Avi editing both.) It wiil have a new and dLfferent editoriai board, NOT 
this one-'Op 

Hyman's response to Jensen, September 22: 

whde the board may be "officiaily" different, it is VEEW likely that 
anyone qualified enough to be on the H-ludaic board would be welcome 
on the newsletter board, if you get my drift ...Io9 

And Jensen's rebuttal, September 23: 

No, very "unlikely-" I'm not sure who posted the last message, but let's 
make it clear we're taking divorce here. Brandeis wants the Newsietter- 
OK, but it has to have an entkely different editoriai board. If they want a 
private list for theu new Newsletter board they wiu have to set that up too 
@-J-EDIT is exclusively for H-JUDAIC's board-and is not avaiiable.) 
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Plus 1 think we shodd make a "no crossposting" amangement as well- The 
Newsletter will not be amated wit6 H-Net and therefore wïli not make 
use of interna1 HNET materials that become available because of the dual 
roles Avi is playing (as editor of both H-JUDAIC and Newsletter). 

Mind you, H-Net didn't want this crazy divorce in the e t  place. We 
would much prefer to have Brandeis (or some school) cosponsor H- 
JUDAIC and the Newsletter both, Brandeis doesn't want H-JUDAIC, 
perhaps because it's &aid of legai Liability. Maybe some other school will 
take them both? 

Richard Jensen 
Executive Director of H-net 
which owns K-Judaic but not the ne~slet ter"~ 

And Hyman's September 24 counter-rebuttal: 

let's slow d o m  here, no one is taking divorce 
1 posted it - and 1 am not aware of any divorce k i n g  negotiated here at dl; 
aU we are reaüy taikïng about is changing the semer for the newsletter 
from Shamash to Brandeis - this in no way should affect the wonderhi 
working relationship we have developed between the discussion group 
portion (H-Judaic) and the newsletter portion (Shamash/Brandei~)!'~' 

Zahavy, September 24: 

If 1 am confused - then what about the rest of you? Richard's postings 
make some staternents about things that either 1 missed or have not been 
put before us. Was Brandeis asked to CO-sponsor the H-net side? Did they 
tum it down? What legal issues made them spum this offer? Why does 
Avi Say the boards can be the same? Why does Richard Say they carmot? 
Currently, are we ail on two boards? If so, should we now form two 
boards? Why not do that? 

Anyway: 1s this correct? H-Judaic stays with H-net. We are discussmg the 
e-journat, That is now with both Shamash and H-net, We wmt to move 

- 
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that to Brandeis. =chard wants to forbid cross posting on the Xist and the 
joumd- Cm Richard do that? Are there any such? 

Deunitely 1 ask for a moratorium on signùig any agreements until we can 
get chrystaI clarity on these questions. In fact 1 put that out as a formal 
motion- Ki t  is seconded, c m  we have a 

Hyman, September 24: 

1 am very sorry that this has become too confusing. It is a i l  very simple - I 
was simply looking for a nice replacement to Sharnash, 

As far as I know, no formai request was made of Brandeis vis-a-vis the 
discussion group. There are NOT cmntfy two boards. As a reminder, 
before EX-Net, there was a Jewish Studies Listserv, k t  on Tel Aviv's 
compter, then on Minnesota, and finally on Shamash- When &Net 
wanted to do a Jewish Studies discussion group, 1 volunteered to moderate 
H-Judaic too. For two years, the Shamash list and the H-Net List had 
identical matenal (a newsletter), Then we & d y  kicked off the discussion 
group, and saved the Shamash List for just the newsletter - the membership 
of each List is IDENTICAL!!! - for a l l  practicaI purposes, they are the 

same service - use one List for discussing, and one for the newsletter. 

The Jewish Studies situation is unique in H-Net - we are the o d y  ones that 
have a discussion group AND a newsletter - 1 think the members Like it 
iike that - nice and organized! (In fact, ï'li even ask them tonight). H-Net's 
mandate requires a discussion group, not a newsletter, however, our 
unique situation and history has proven successfid. It is NO-ONE'S 
intention to sever this working relationship - we just want a more stable 
server than Shamash. Thatk aii, 

Can Richard forbid us? Richard can do whatever he wants with H-Net, it's 
his project and he's worked very hard on it, so he bas earned that right. So 
let me be very clear here, for you ail and for Richard - we are in NO way 
going to compromise H-Judaic or H-Net, nor is there a divorce planned - 
we are SLMPLY looking for a better server than S hamash (has been). We 
are dedicated first and foremost to H-Net and Richard Jensen, and if push 
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comes to shove, we will use that Iïst oniy* but it is the intent of the 
B randeis proposal to find a new server ONLY for the Shamash Iist so as to 
conhue our h e  tradition of serving our ~ommunity."~ 

And then the final note on the matter, posted by Richard Jensen on September 24, after 

which the deal with Brandeis was dead: 

folks- 
let's nui the Newsletter off hnet's own server 
we just bought a nÏce one! 
and forget di about Brandeis- 
problem solved .... ????"4 

That was it- We oniy heard fiom Jensen one more time in relation to the anmininministration of 

the organization. In Jantaary of 1997 he again provoked concern among board members 

with the regard to the status of Susan Casper, a student of Abramson in Florida, who 

volunteered to do some copy editing of the newsletter. As one board member wrote, 

"Richard is behg quite obnoxious and unnecessarily intrusive." Later that year, after his 

electïon defeat as executive director of m e t ,  he quietiy slipped off the editonal k t  

without comment- As in earlier disputes, he held the position that Brandeis should 

sponsor the entire operation, including the discussion group, in association with H-Net. 

And just as defensïbly, Brandeis had no interest in assuming legal responsibility for the 

volatility of the discussion group format. Perhaps the worst aspect of the failed Brandeis 

contract was the disappointment it likely caused for Sarna. Or at least, tbis is what 1 

perceived. 1 would spend the next year and a half trying to re-build his trust by running a 

streamlined operation before handing over the reins to Aviva Ben-Ur, a recent graduate 

of Sarna's, in May of 1998. These feeliags were best expressed in a note 1 received 

during the height of the Brandeis contract crisis: 
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FrÎ., 20 Sep., 1996 
Dear Avi, 

1 am somewhat taken aback at the response to our memo re Brandeis. 1 
rhink that the balL now needs to move back to your court- 1 had understood 
that the newsIetter was in crisis and 1 went to a great ded of time and 
trouble to help out, Now it seems that there is no cnsis and there are lots 
of f o k  who would be pleased to help Obviously, 1 wouid be pleased if 
the newsletter came to Brandeis; moreover, 1 think it is very wise to have a 
contract of the kind that Brandeis created rather than some vague 
relatioaship without a contract, But 1 have no desire to make an issue of 
this. So 1 suggest that you take a stand- (1) Ifyou want to parsue the 
relationship with Brandeis, put the contract on the List, explain why YOU 
think it is desirable, ask for questions that we can both try and answer, and 
ask for an up or down vote. (2) If you want to pursue other options, set a 
deadLine (two weeks?) for other written propos& fkom institutions 
(Nathan's proposal should corne fkom Heb CoIlege, with David Gordis's 
assent) and let people vote- Be sure to let Judith Sizer know that she will 
hear then. (3) If on reflection you do not want to pursue Brandeis. write a 
VERY nice and apologetic Ietter to Sizer- Of course, the option of 
Brandeis will then disappear forever- 

In retrospect, we shouid either have kept the board informed of this or 
decided that the administrative issues of this kind are not the board's 
province, 1 had not realized that you planned to go to the board for a vote 
unti1 you wrote to me, and by then it was too Iate. Since it is so close to 
Yom Kippur, let me assure you that there are no hard feehgs here, and 1 
will be satisfied whatever happens- Shabbat Shaiom and g'mar tov - 
Jonathan"' 

1 planted JNF trees in Sizer's honour as thanks for aiI her work, and then 1 filed the 

contract away, not lookïng at it again uutil the writïng of this history, 
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From the end of September 1996 untïi Janrrary 1997, the ninrring of the iist returned to a 

fairly cairn, normal state- Most issues that arose dedt directly with the content of actual 

postings rather than any specifÏc over-arching administrative matters- In November the 

board discussed the practice of removing institutionai postai addresses and phone 

numbers fiom items submitted to the discussion group? It was resolved at the discretion 

of the moderator to continue the practice for s e c e  reasons, alrbough the majority of 

the editorial board was opposed to this practice. In and of itseIf, the issue was not ail that 

important, except for the fact that, in hindsight, it was the first indication of the coming 

end of my duties as List moderator. Among the first actions the board took when 1 stepped 

down some 19 months Iater was to overtum the policy and publish institutionai postai 

addresses and phone numbers included in discussion kt posts. 

In December, two-thirds of the editoriai board convened for a short face-to-face meeting 

at the annual Association for Jewish Studïes conference in Boston- Among the matters 

discussed were t h e  academic level of the discussion discourse and the need for additional 

staff assistance for the moderator. The issue of the academic level was raised in response 

to several comments made by list participants during Ïnf'ormal discussions at AJS with 

members of the editoriai board, In particular, it was felt non-academics had begun to 

hijack the discussion in the direction of personaï politicai and religious viewpoints and 

queries- It was resolved that the organization wodd officially adopt a policy to raise the 

academic level of the discourse by requesting iist members to indude reference to works 

aheady consulted in their research queries. On the other matter, it had become apparent 

that the duties of discussion moderator, newsletter editor and website manager were 

'16 This was not the practice for items contained in the newsletter. 



beyond the capabfith of one person. This was especiiiuy compomded by the fact t b t  1 

started a full-cime position with the University of Toronto in January 1997 and 1 was 

expecting my &t chiid at the end of March later mat year. 

As a result- in January 1997, Susan Casper, a student of Abramsods at monda Atlantic 

University, came on board as an associate newsletter editor. As a result, several smdi 

administrative policies were adopte4 including asking people postÏng apamnent notices 

to voluntanly donate one doïiar to provide an honorarïum for Casper. It was also resolved 

that the newsletter wouid no longer carry generalist job poshgs, and focus exclusively 

on Jewish studies positions. Also in January, Abramson began to distri%ute 

commissioned book reviews to members. Books were supplied fiom publishers through 

H-Net, and Abramson forwarded them for review by members of the iist who had 

volunteered to do the reviews.'" OrïginalIy, the reviews were distributed via the 

discussion group list; however, members found the length of the review disruptive, so, as 

of March 1997, the reviews began to appear as specid issues of the newsletter. 

In June of 1997, in response to rny declllùng ability to handle al l  responsibilities, the idea 

of Goodblatt servïng as the website manager again surfaced Although it would take more 

than a year of coaxing, Goodblatt eventualiy assnmed the responsibility, a role he 

continues in as of this wnting. In earIy July, I developed a Lingering colci, and the 

frequency of list activity declined- As a resuit, the idea of having a back-up moderator 

was raised by editoriai board members. On July 22,1997, Marsha Cohen joined the 

editorial board as a back-up moderator, although she did not fill that role in any 

significant way untiI the foilowing December and January. In the meantune, the 
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thneliness of the material Cor Iack thereof) was again raised by editonal board members, 

and in particular Sarna felt the situation had begun to be untenable by the end of October 

of 1997. 

February and March 1998 marks the start of the finai period of my tenure as moderator of 

what had become the Iargest professionai organization for academic lewish Studies in the 

world- In February, in a message to the editorial board, 1 admitted that 1 needed help, and 

was becoming bumed out as moderator. After some discussiofi, a letter was sent to 

members of the List the folIowing month asking for volunteers. Among the more than a 

dozen respondents were Aviva Ben-Ur and Lorenzo DiTommaso. both of whom would 

move into leadership positions with the organization. Peter Margolis also responded, but 

he did not join the editorial team untii a year later. Based on her past contributions to the 

Est and her connecrion to Jonathan S m a  it was decided that Ben-Ur was the most likely 

candidate for the next discussion group moderator. [18, DiTommaso, technicaiiy adept and 

savvy, was chosen the next editor of the new~letter.'~~ Ben-Ur joined the editorial board 

on ApnI 6, 1998, and DiTommaso on May 8. On May 25,1998,I announced my 

retirernent as the discussion group moderator to members of the editorial board who 

unanimously approved Ben-Ur as the next moderator. At the end of hiy, DiTommaso 

became the official editor of the newsletter, 1 wrote the board. 

my dear friends on the board, 
1 first want to thank Marsha for stepping in this weekend; it is wonderful 
to have her as a back-up when needed. 

' l7 Twenty-three reviews were published in 1997 and 1998. By August of 1999, and 
additional 17 reviews had been publisbed, 

She had recentiy defended her doctoral thesis at Brandeis with Sama as her supervisor. 
' I9 Dirommaso was given the opportunity to produce a mock newsletter, and then a real 
issue as a test of his skills. 



Second, 1 want to apologize for the fact that 1 have not publicalIy 
discussed thÏs matter with the board, but 1 am s t e p p e  down as moderator 
of H-ludaic after 5 and a haif years. 
Aviva Ben-Ur wiU be assuming the role, as the fourth moderator in our 
iist's nearly 10 year existence. 1 know you will extend to her the same 
courtesy and assistance you have extended to me during the last five years, 
In a few minutes, 1 wiU flip the switch making Aviva the moderator, and 
thereafter, al1 new posts to the List wili flow to her account, Marsha, 
Jonathan, Henry, and 1 wiU still have the ability to post directiy to the List, 
but Aviva w f l  be the maIn editor- 
In order to assist in the transition, II wilI continue to handle the tec6nicaI 
matters, such as new membership requests, and dealing with bounced 
messages. Marsha will, of course, continue as back-up moderator, When 
things are more settled for Aviva in her new role, 1 will solve our 
continuing Website problem and move to a more stable NewsIetter 
solution, 
Thank you for ail. the years- 1 hope to nnish my thesis soon (as you a l l  
should know, m y  thesis is about H-Judaic). 1 dso plan to do some behind 
the scenes work wïth H-Judaic.Im 

Although this marks the end of the formal period of this history, a number of items 

should be further noted. In February and March of 1998, the issue of an I U S  comection 

was again raised, and there was even an attempt to get some funds from H-Net so H- 

Judaic could sponsor a breakfast at the 1998 AIS conference. This idea passed without 

positive result. 

There was one later attempt at an kTS comection. In October 1998, Sama again 

attempted to make the comection. At that tirne Ben-Ur was looking for employment and 

was experiencing cornputer breakdowns that required a substantial amount of money to 

repair. Under the impression that AJS affiliation would aid the iist's ability to raise fûnds, 

Sama attended a meeting of the AJS publications cornmittee, at which he made a 

Hyman, Edboard-judaîc Archives, May 28 1998. 



presentation on behaif of H-Judaic. The AJS again. rejected the idea of affiliation, Some 

tirne ïater, an affiliaffiliation was forged between Hebrew CoIIege and H-Judaic, so that 

people making donatÏons to the Est could direct their moneys through the coilege. 

Hebrew Coiiege, it shouId be remembered took over the Shamash Project in 1997. 

Fmaily, mention should be made of the moderators who came after8en-Ur. While 

DiTommaso, a doctoral candidate at McMster University, continues to serve as 

newsletter editor, and even took over the roIe of book review editor fiom Ambramson, 

Ben-Ur's tenure as discussion group moderator lasted oniy about a year, In the summer of 

1999. she accepted an appointment as the Cole Feiiow at the University of Washington, 

and resigned her commission as moderator, 1 !ïîled in un@ three new moderators were 

found who could assume the responsibiIities on a rotating basis. They are: Charles Isbell, 

a professor at Louisiana S tate Universigr, Arma Urowïtz, a recent doctoral graduate of the 

Jewish Theologicai Seminary, and Faydra Shapko, a professor at Wilfrid Laurier 

University. 



Until now we have examined H-Judaïcr The Jewish Studied Network within. an 

organizationai history h e w o r k .  While documenthg this organizational history is 

vduable in understanding the creation and maintenance of its community, we need to 

look at the actuai content of the discussion group and the newsletter to see the nature of 

the cornmunity- It is a nature that often transcends the scholariy disciplines and reiigious 

backgrounds of the individuai members, IS. fact, 1 argue that it is most successfbl as a 

c o ~ n m ~ t y  structure when it does transcend these variables. This next section of the 

thesis will look at some samples of the conversations that have taken place within the K- 

Judaic discussion goup and that demonstrate the breadth of the field, and an examination 

of the kinds of articles that have appeared in its newsletter. The penod of investigation 

for this section of the thesis nuis from October 1995 until November 1998. This penod 

was chosen because it was a period of maturation in the organizationrs early history as 

reflected in the growth in membership, the commencement of the discussion group 

format, and the transition of moderator duties and newsletter editor to new staff mid-way 

through 1998. 

Membership and Newsletter Facts 

In 1994, in preparation for my paper on H-Judaic at the annual Association for Jewish 

Studies conference, 1 sent out an informal survey form to the list membership, in an 

attempt to put together some kind of profile of the constituency. At the time there were 

approximately 1200 members, and H-Judaic had not yet started the daily discussion 

group format, instead, only pubiishing the newsletter. 248 members responded, providing 

me with information about their levels of education, age, gender, employment, and areas 



of special~ation.~ A breakdown of these resuIts appeacs in chart form in the Iast chapter 

of the thesis. 

Table 4-1 

W-Judaic Membersh@ Breakdown 

Arnong the respondents, 7 1 percent were male, the majority between the ages of thirty 

and sixty (78 percent), and a majority had post-graduate education (87 percent), with 68 

1 A twenty percent response rate 

- 1 - - - ,  



percent reporthg themeIves at the doctorai Ievel (either compIeted or in process). More 

interestingiy, the 248 respondents reported twenty-nine differeat areas of academic 

specialization and research (I ailowed for multiple responses), with European history, 

ReligiodTheology/Rabbiaics, Holocaust, and BibIelBiblicai FXïstory Leading the way. 

Cornputer and Hard scientists were also signifïcantiy represented, Even without a narrow 

breakdown of the results by discipline, one fin& quite a diversity in specialization, with 

historians representhg 29 percent, religious studies representing 23 percent other 

humanities and social sciences representing 18 percent, Ianguages and fiterature 

representing 12 percent, and sciences and technology representing 18 percent, If one 

recalls the work done at the International Centre for the Teaching of Jewish Civilization 

referred to above, the range ofdiversity seen in the s w e y  results is not unexpected. 

When the survey was distn'butd, H-5udaic members were oniy receiving the newsletter, as 

the discussion group had not yet starteci At the time the newsletter was published eleven times 

a year with two to three parts per issue- On average over the course of the three years, 1995- 

1998, there were 225 articles per year, wirh job postings and cas-for-papers repfesenting the 

majonty (38 and 21 percent respectively). Other articles, incIuding items deaihg with the 

Intemet and technology, upcoming events, ~esearch opportuni*ties and feilowships, and 

publications, each represented less than ten percent of the content. 

Table 4.2 

Disîributi'n of Newstetter ArhrhcIes 

I 1 Jobs 1 CFPs 1 Tech 1 Fellows 1 Confs Rsrch 1 Pblctns 1 Events 1 Totals 1 hues  1 Parts I 



Di;scussion Group Facts 

For the three-year period fcom its initiation in October, 1995 until November 1998, the 

discussion group had 5375 submissions? Aside fkom an initial slight drop at the initiation 

of the discussion group format, membership in EX-Judaic rose from just over 14ûû 

individuals to just over 1800. 

Fig. 4.1 Growth in E-Judaic Membershïp fiom 1993 ihrough 1999 

The 5375 submissions were made by 1333 ciiffirent people during that penod. Of those 

1333 people, 618, or 46.4 percent of the contriiutors, posted a message only once. That 

Not inchding administrative notes posted by the on-duty moderator 
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means that neariy half of aIi contniors  accounted for only 1 1-5 percent of a i i  

contributions. If we include those who only contciiboted ~ w o  notes duMg the period, one 

sees (as predicted by other research on listserv-based communication) that a smaiier, 

active group tends to dominate the discussion over tirne. An examination of the records 

reveais that 223 members posted only twice. So combined, 8 14 individuals (63.1 percent) 

posted oniy twice or once for a total of 1064 of the 5375 notes, or, oniy 19.2 percent. 

On the other end of the vectrum, oniy 24 people posted 30 notes or more each during the 

three-year perÏod, with the most contributions by a single individual numbering 82. Those 

24 members combined to contriiute a total of 942 notes, so that a group representing Iess 

than two percent (1 -8) of aIi contnbutors accounted for 175 percent of ail contributions. 

If we include the 19 members who posted between twenty and thirty notes, then we find 

that over a quarter (25.8 percent) of a l i  notes were conaibuted by just over three percent 

(3.2) of the contributors. For the record, the top five contributors during the investigation 

period were: Arieh Lebowitz of the Jewish Labor Cornmittee in New York (82 notes); 

Rabbi Robert Tabak, director of the Philadelphia Board of Rabbis (58); A k a  Koiker, a 

professor of anthropology at George Mason University (53); Rabbi Arthur Waskow, a 

faculty member at the Reconstructionist Rabbinical Coiiege (49); and Samuel Heilman, a 

professor of sociology at Queens College of the City University of New York (46). Of the 

H-Judaic editoriai board members, six cootnbuted 20 or more notes: Sama, Baskin, 

Zahavy, Cohen, Ben-Ur (pnor to becoming moderator), and Train. 



A re-reading of the discussion group archives reveals that many differeat topics were 

addressed, and that among those, seven stood out as sirrnificant threadsL during the k t  

year of operation for the discussion group? Any judgement of what is most significant is 

higbly subjective and in this case, qualitative in nature. It is based on several factors, 

includiog the volume of posd in the thread, the Iength of ùidividual posts within the 

thread, and the duration of the thread over tirne, Other factors taken into consideration 

included how dominant the thread was in relation to other traffic on the list over the M e  

of the thread, and whether the topic of the thread was substantive, or simple, aiso a 

subjective consideratïoa For example, a thread consisting of a request for bibliographie 

citations on a particular subject and follow-up recommendations, are not included, Whde 

seven threads are descriid, it must be remembered that these seven threads do not nearly 

represent the total number of threads during the £irst year? 

Academ'cs, Rabbi& and Comrnuniîy 

The fist ssignincaot thread erupted on the list in late December 1995, shortly after the 

annual Association for Jewish Studies conference in Boston- The discussion started with 

a reflective piece fiom H-Judaic editorial board member and chair of Jewish Studies at 

Queen's University, Reena Zeidman- In her note, Zeidman wrote about a cornmon theme 

' A thread is the collective of messages on a related topic that usually emerges from a 
single message. is the computer-mediated equivalent to a conversation among two 
or more participants. 
' The actud transcripts of the threads appear in an appendix to this thesis. 
A post is an individual message to a discussion group. 
Listserv software does not automatically thread discussions in the way that other 

software does. Therefore, actuaüy assembhg ail threads would take a manual 
reconstruction effort that is out of the scope of this work The eighteen identined threads 
were reconstmcted manuaüy by tracking back through the archival record looking for 
trends, 



she saw emerge at the recentiy heId AIS conference, nameIyt "the need to talk about 

ourselves as Jewish studies professionaIs and our roles out of the classroom-" According 

to Zeidman, "1 think it is fascinating that the non-academic community has become the 

focus of our attentions. It appears as if community involvement has replaced the concerns 

for pedagogy in the classroom-"' Having been in the unique position as moderator to read 

Zeidman's note before all others, 1 took the liberty of contriïuting to the conversation 

imrnediately. 'We must be equalIy honest in our evduation of the growing symbiotïc 

relationship we are developing with the community. Do we really expect the commmity 

to want nothing for its money? Can we really expect fiiture funding ifwe ignore the 

community's desires?" 1 asked in relation to Zeidman's assertion that "communities must 

be educated to understand the perspective of the academic.'" 

In response to the fist  two notes, £ive more arrived withh a day, but only two £kom 

people with academic appointments- The main thrust of the second wave was the 

importance of inteIiectuai access to members of the coxnrnunity, particularly if the role of 

rabbi diminishes. This was best summed up by Linda Clifton, editor of the Crab Creek 

Review in Seattle, who wrote, "1 believe the Jewish community is Nrning to its academic 

scholars because we ourselves possess better secuiar educations and trust academics in a 

way that we do not trust traditional Jewish s~holarship."~ The following day, a schism 

began to emerge among participants in the discussion- While a number of notes still 

addressed the problems and benefits for academics engaged in community teaching? a 

new sub-thread emerged, nameIy, an attack on rabbis as educators. The undedying thmt 

of this discourse was that communities were airaing to academics to replace rabbis as 

' Zeidman, H-Judaic Archives, Dec- 29, 1995 
Hyman, H-Judaic Archives, Dec. 29,1995 
Clifton, H-Judaic Archives, Jan. 1,1996 
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primaty educators, As Robert Toren wrote. "rabbis are not expected to be academics, or 

scholars, nor are they trained as educators- Congregations are geared up to be We-cycle 

factories. Tbink about the badbat mltzvah as a rite of passage: emerging adults expected 

to IiteraiIy parrot nonsense syiiabIes- Gaesh parties and expensive gifts are lavished on 

the teenager for performing a ntttal that has no meaningfd echoes in the adnit Me of the 

comrnunity, Acadernics are the few easily identified individuals who possess some soa 

of knowiedge in depth, who WU not talk down to people, not preach at them, not have a 

solicihg agenda in the back of their mincis- Rabbis are concerned with the bottom Line of 

membership. Their salarÏes are tied to it. Congregations are membership otganizations 

with no standards other than membership dues. Rabbis, as the CE O."^ 

The reaction was swift. Wrote Flonda Atlantic University professor and rabbi, Hemy 

Abramson, "one aspect of the discussion troubles me deeply, and that is the disdain for 

rabbis and their scholarship - 1 am disturbed because, with one major caveat, 1 agree. But 

before we condemn them utterly, it's worth noting that (histoncally speaking if nothing 

else) rabbinical scholarship is much more Jewish than what most of US do for a living as 

Jewish academics- How many of [us] really know how to leam a simple blatr Gemore? 

How many of us know which side of the page T o s ~ o t  is on, or how to look up an 

ordinary halakha in the Shulhan Ar&? Forget about real learning with Rishonim and 

Aharonim! We have to face facts - despite our Ianguages, our endess publications and 

our high-falutin titles, if we were dropped in the smaüest shtetl of 19th century eastem 

Europe we wodd be regarded as quaint, charming amei ha-arets - ignoramuses. And 

like it or not, for centuries mastery of traditionai texts was the sine qua non of Jewish 

scholarship. So here's my major caveat - obviously we are hanging around the wrong 

Toren, H-Judaic Archives, Jan- 2,1996 
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bunch of rabbis, Thek function should not be to officiate at the 'sweet sixteens' of our 

American [ives, but to stay in touch with our tradition and let us know what it has to say. 

Espechlly because we are Jewish academics and intefigent, Iaypersons look to us to teil 

them something about our heritage, we have have a responsibility to Ieam with the 

 rabbi^."^ Likewise, added Philadelphia rabbi Robert Tabak, a PhD. in Amencan Jewish 

history, "1 wouid iïke to propose a mode1 that sees rabbis as allies, who often reach a fat 

larger audience than most academics. There should be a recognition as weil that rabbis 

represent potential colieagues for dialogue and popdarizers (in the best sense) of 

specialized research to wider audiences. Rabbis may be the 'General Practitioners' or 

'Family Doctorsr who cari leam a great deai fiom specialized re~earchers."'~ 

For Nadav Caine, a doctoral candidate at Stanford University, the issue was less about the 

quality of rabbis and more about the quallty of the training and oppoaunity. "For my 

generation, 1 have found the option of the rabbinate rather invisible -and this disturbs 

me. Unlike in past generations, I have never heard the clergy discussed as a possible, let 

alone admirable, profession at any of the Ivy League schools I've passed through. And 

the abysmal quality of most Jewish educatioa in this country wili never present itself as 

an option to an undergrad with an interest in Jewish studies and teaching (or is the 

profession already saturated with giorified camp co~nselors?)."~' 

Just ten days into the thread, acertain ironic twist became apparent, Wrote Rabbi Dow 

Marmur of Toronto, "my question to the academics who look down on the rabbis is: 

What scholarly/scientific/objective evidence is there for these assertions? Since when has 

Abramson, H-Judaic Archives, Jan, 6, 1996 
'O Tabak, H-Judaic Archives, Jan, 6, 1996 
" Caine, H-Judaic Archives, Jan- 8, 1996 



sour grapes become a respectable academk dÏsclpline?"" What was the irony in 

Mannurls note? The irony was that the bulk of the attack on rabbis had been launched by 

non-academic members of the list. The "fascinating texture" of the change in the 

conversation was even noted in a second note from Zeidman- Severai negative letters 

foUowed, as weii as letters supportive of the rabbinate, For example, Abe Anonim wrote, 

"in my opinion and fiom my perspective both the rabbinic and academic schoIarly 

communities are wodcùig with half a de~k." '~ Wrote rabbi and Reconstructionist 

S e m i n q  professor, Arthur Waskow, "is [the Jewish Studies profession] a branch of 

~e~eaistic; Modemistic social science in which knowledge is denned by analysis and 

mechanical models of the universe. Or is [it] rooted in a Jewish understanding of the 

nature of knowledge, crystallized in the Hebrew fusion of 'knowing' and 'making love' 

and 'being intimate' in Yodaya- That is, what would a university be like in which Iearning 

was a lot more like making love?"'4 

For the most part, this thread remained an exchange between Iaypesons attacking the 

rabbinate and rabbis defending it against an onslaught they perceived to be coming from 

academics, but in fact was not- If anything, those academics who entered the debate tried 

to steer a neutrai, anaiytical course. Of the 37 notes contributed to this thread, 18 came 

from members situated in academic institutions, 12 from laypersons, and 7 from 

individuais who self-ideatified themselves as having rabbinical positions. However, only 

about twenty-five percent of the messages ftom the academics could be judged as critical 

of rabbis, where as fully seventy-five percent of the notes from laypersons were highiy 

critical of rabbis, academics, or both. Finally, notes fiom rabbis were about evenly split 

" Marmur, H-Judaic Archives, Jan, 8, 1996 
'3 Anonim, H-Judaic Archives, Jan. 10,1996 
l4 Waskow, H-Judaic Archives, Jan. 9,1996 



between defenses of the rabbinate and attack on academics- Less than a month after the 

initial Zeidman post, and as wïth most threads, the discussion ended just as quickiy as it 

began. However, this thread was not without spinoffs. A year after the thread ended, 

Penny Schine Gold, a member of H-Judak editorÏd board and at the time a participant in 

the on-line discussion, put together a panel to further explore the role of the academic in 

community-based leaming at the 1996 AJS coderence- 

GenesLr Ka66aZah 

The next significant thread began the last week of Febniary 1996. Jonathan Safken of Beit 

Berl College in Israel cross-posted an inquiry on the meaning of Genesis l:l fiom the B- 

Hebrew List, In fact, Safken posted three notes to the H-Judaic list, one to sllrnmarize the 

discussion, the second a copy of his response on the B-Hebrew list, and a third consisting 

of other responses sent to the other List.'* Abe Anonim was the fust to respond with a 

very long note explainhg the verse using his geometric letter patterns, 1 did not post it. 

Instead I placed Anonim's article on the H-Judaic website and informed members they 

couid fïnd it there? Setting aside Anonim's piece, two tracks emerged initidy in the 

thread, Whïle some correspondents provided references and citations to various studies 

on the interpretation of Genesis 111, others picked up on an aside in Safren's notes. 

Specificaiiy, Safren contended that there were two main theses on the d e f ~ t i o n  of the 

Fint Verse; one approach was that God had created the heavens and earth fÏom nothing, 

and the other approach was that order upon chaos was created. The philosophicd sub- 

thread was exemplified by the University of Chicago's Nancy Nield who wrote, "1 

wonder if this notion of YHWH smicniring the primordial undifferentiated-but pre- 

existent-matrix of matter cm be reconciled with Luria's notion of rzim-tzm, which 

l5 Safien, H-Judaic Archives, Feb. 23, 1996 



presents the process of creation as exactiy a radicd contracture of the E h  Sof which 

pennits absenceflmmaterialityfnoingness/infinity to suddenly become presence-exactly 

creation out of nothing."" 

Among the contributors to the philosophical discussion was Abe Anonün. As indicated 

above, 1 allowed this note to make it out to the iist, which immediately sparked a new 

debate on both the main Est and the editonal board List- Essenti@, Anonim's note 

expIained creation through the sequence of lette- fonnd in Genesis. The Cohen Ietter that 

followed sparked a discussion on the me& of a wissenschajt or scientific study of 

Judaism versus a study infused with religions doctrine, As Haim Beliak asked, "why are 

we fighting the battles of the 19th Century now?" '' Essentially, the question at hand was 

whether Kabbalah was an appropriate tool for the proper study of Jews, or should it 

simply be confined to the reIigious sphere and treated as a subject of study- The exchange 

between Judith Seid and Rivkah Lambert embodied the debate. Wrote Seid: 

Several messages have asked why we seem to be fighting the battles of the 
last century. We are fighting the battles because they are SM relevant, 
There are still those among us who believe that text is more impottant than 
tmth and that text, not truth, is the proper subject of religious study. There 
are still those among us who do not view the Jews as a kstoric people, but 
as a religious people. There are still those among us who believe that 
ludaism was created by YHVH and not by the Jewish people. It's okay 
with me that people believe these things, but it is not okay with me when 
they insert their personal religious bel* into academic study and claim 
that religious and scientinc huths are comparable. Religion and science 
ans wer different questions; their truths are not comparable. Scientifïc 

l6 See eariier section on Abe Anonim for more details. 
l7 Nield, H-Judaic Archives, Feb. 29, 1996 
'' BeLiak, H-Judaic Archives, Mar. 11, 1996 



truths do not belong in a home ofmourning_ ReZigious tniths do not 
belons in a classroom or in an academic jo~mal. '~ 

To which Lambert, of the University of MaryIand, responded: 

1 find this a fim.kIy distresshg aspect of Jewish scholarship in academe, as 
if Jews who believe in "reIigious truths" do not belong, and ought not 
participate, in the "academic" discussions of text- 1 think Judaîc studies 
has aiways had this tension, between those who view "text as more 
important than truth'' and those who view "tmth as more important than 
text". For a reiïgious Jew, of course, there is no contradiction, since text 
1s tnith. The tension is difncuIt to manage, 1 agree- But to claim that 
religious tniths do not belong in a classroom or in an academic journal 
reiegates the whole area of JudaÏc studies to one kind of thought, to one 
group of thinkers. 1 believe the nchness of Judaic studies exists, in part, 
from the very diversis. of thought that also, adrnïttedly, confounds me at 
times? 

Meanwhile, in a query completely melated to the ongoing thread, Alan Jackson asked 

for the etymology of the Hebrew word for me, including Gematric or Kabbalistic 

etymo~o~ies." The unique perspective in Abe Anonubs earlier contribution to the 

Genesis thread had not been well received, even if it did create a significant conversation 

about Kabbalah and the its role wiihin Jewish studies scholarship. Nonetheless, its poor 

reception did not deter Anonh from again contrîbuting, t6is t h e  using bis methodology 

to account for the etymology of the Hebrew word for tree. "Torah Hebrew was originaliy 

a fornial acronym language. Each root word's operational meaning is precisely set by the 

formal operational meaning of each of the letters chosen to speii the word. Only when 

Torah Hebrew is viewed exclusively at the Pshat (word and narrative) Ievel does the 

phonetic and not the operational meaning of the word become more important. At the 
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Sod (fomdation. letter-sequence) level of Torah, the meanîng of each word Îs detennined 

by the process defined by the sequence of meanings of the Ietters," wrote ~ n o n i . 5  

There was no reaction. so Anonim posted again, thÏs the ,  by the use of his subject he, 

in response to the on-going discussion of Kabbalah in Jewish studies. 

[Once, when] 1 happened to look at a copy of the Hebrew text of Genesis..- 
Because 1 couid not read the words, my eyes felL on the more familiar 
letters, 1 noticed what seemed to be a pattern in the sequence of Hebrew 
Ietters. (If 1 could have read Hebrew 1 wonder $1 would have noticed the 
Ietter pattern).., The sequence of letters in B'Reshit is ordered- (This is 
not a statistical statement. We have found a specinc set of soIutions-) The 
letter text string of B'Reshit 1 : 1, for example, c m  be shown to be 
geometrically structured- It forms a riibon, which is wound into a serious 
of forms represeatïng a series of relationshïps. 1 hope those reading this 
notice a problem here. If a scholar is not familramilrar with geometry, they wiU 
not be able to recognize geometrîc metaphor. That, in my opinion, is one 
of the most important reasons why kabbdah and related studies of the 
"sod (foundation) level of Torah are so lacking in credibili~. This is why 
1, like Jeff Cohen, felt that there was no content to kabbalah? 

Again, there was Iittle reaction. Wrote Safren, the onginator of the thcead, "every time 1 

read an attempt to build a house of cards on the wordfletter sequence, fiequency or 

structure of the Biblicai text, 1 let out an involuntary groan. Haven't such people ever 

heard of Bibiical textual criticism? Of the Septuagint? The Judaean Desert Scrolls? The 

Samaritan Pentateuch? Building mysticai theories on the Masoretic consonantal text is 

like leaning on Isaiah's 'broken reed'."24 Haim BeLiak was even more poignant with his 

comment, "regarding Ietter skipping and other secret codes in the Torah,., Nechama 

Leibowitz once cailed it Avodah ~arah. There would be no M e r  attempts by 
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Anonim to co-opt the discussion. Over the last five days of the thread, the issues of 

Kabbalah's roIe in Jewish snidîes, and whether "a good scholar shodd engage in some 

self-cnticism in order to iden- biases and personaI intenecaiai prociivities," as Fred 

Astren wrote, contuiued to be the focus of the conversation? In the end, there were 39 

messages by 23 different authors over a 32 -day period (16 dlfferent days with posts) in 

the Genesis Kabbdah thread. 

Word Processors 

At roughly the same time that the Genesis Kabbalah thread erupted and dominated the 

List, another, less divisive thread emerged as welI. Started on Febmary 1 1,1996 by the 

University of Callomîds Howard Wettstein, the theme of the thread was non-English 

word processing. Wettstein asked for recommendations about word processors that would 

aiiow him to move between English and Hebrew. For the most part, the 21 people who 

paaicipated in the 24-note thread gave their opinions on various products. As Lafayette's 

Howard Marblestone Iater wrote, "the basic issue is whether or not you want fully 

forrnatted R-> L Hebrew in, or comected to, your text in Roman letters. If you wish to 

use only Hebrew words or phrases, and are not, therefore, concemed wit6 theîr 

formatting, then one of the insertion utilities is for you."n The conversation grew to 

encompass Yiddish word-processing as weli as Greek and Poiïsh. A few of the posts 

dealt with Macintosh computers, and even featured a posMg by Mark Hunria of Nisus 

Corporation, the leading manufacturer of Hebrew word-processuig for Macintosh 

computers. One post, by Leonard Berkowitz, remuided people about their responsibility 

to not illegaiiy copy commercial software- And the last post, 33 days d e r  the thread had 

begun, was a typical academic response to the topic at hand "On the question of word 

16 Astren, H-Judaic Archives, Mar. 20, 1996 



processors in Hebrew and Engiïshr you may want to consuit severai of my articles 

published in ...," wrote Moshe Peilï of University of Central F l ~ n ' d a - ~ ~  The dialogue of 

the thread was unremarkable, except for one thing- Whüe it was temporally concurrent 

with the Genesis KabbaIah thread, there was zero overlap in the participants. Not one 

person among 23 authors in the other thread participated in the word processing thread, 

and not one of the 21 authors in the word processing thread participated in the 

conversation about the first verse of Genesis or the role of Kabbaiah in Jewish studies- 

Fagin 

In May, Belarie Zatunan of York University posted a query about ways of handling the 

apparent anti-semitism contained in Charles Dickens' pornyai of the character Fagin in 

the novel Oliver Twist. What emerged was a three-week long thread in which discussants 

debated how anti-Jewish the portrayal actuaUy was, how anti-semitic Dickens was, and 

the larger context of Jewish characters in Anglo and American literature. Specificaily, 

Zatzman wondered about the effect 'dejudaQing' Fagin would have on the reading of 

Oliver Twist, and if not, how one might handle such a negative portrayai in teaching the 

work ta young audiences. Early responses were generaiiy opposed to dejudaing Fagin. 

Some, like Carmel Cbiswick of the University of W o i s  felt that it would be "better to 

deal with the anti-Semitic portrayal of the character straight on rather than sweeping it 

under the mg. Make it clear that the invidious images were a product of anti-Semitism 

(by Dickens, by the London of that the) and not a teLIing portrait of either the individual 

or of a 'typical' Jewish type."" This was also picked up by Linda m o n ,  who saw the 

book as an opportunity to "explore the images that expressed anti-Semitism in 19th 

Marblestone, H-Judaic Archives, Feb. 21,1996 
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Century EngIaod and compare them to stereotypes OP other minority gr~ups . "~  For 

different reasons, Ted Steinberg of S U N Y  Fredonia, dso supported Ieaving Fagin Jewish. 

"We have to remernber that in a novel fdI of villalns and fools, only one is descn id  as a 

Jew- Do we want to deny that Jews might have been involved in iUegal acti~ities?'"~ 

On the issue of Dicken's own beliefs, two camps ernerged, One, as exemplifieci in a note 

fkom Daniel Breslauer of the University of Kansas, did not ambute personai anti-Semitic 

motivations to Dicken's creation of Fagin, Wrote Breslauer, "1 suspect that Dickens was 

using a stereotype as oId as Shakespeare's ShyIock and for the same purpose-to probe 

social ironies- "32 Several e t e r s  commented on Dicken's Our Mutual Friend as an 

apologetic for his eariier Fagin- Others were not so sure, Wrote Robert MichaeI of the 

University of Massachusetts, "1 dont want to believe that Dickens was autitiSemitic, but-., 

Dickens had inevitably to be idluenced by the anti-Jewish ideas carrïed into the 19th 

century by the Bible and religious education, popular myths and sayings, novels, plays, 

newspapers, magazines such as Punch, songs, Parliamentary debates and laws. Even in 

his early writings, where he did not treat Jews in any extensive fashion, Dickens still 

regarded them negatively. Dickens may or may not have k e n  anthemitic, but his eariy 

work surely caiis forth the possibiiity, perhaps probabfity. What should surprise us? 

That another famous Literature was consciously or  unconsciously hostile to Jews and 

fallen into anti-Jewish stereotype. What is surpnsing, is that a few of these writers were 

NOT anti-semitic."" A few days later, Michael sent a note with a summary of American 

literary attitudes towards Jews as a foUow up. Near the end of the thread, the 
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conversation was best summed up by Judith Baskin of the University of Abmy, who 

pointed out that the antisemitisrn harbored by Angio and Amencan wrïters and expressed 

in their iïterary works were certainly stereotypes, "But perhaps we should also admit that 

[the] depictions reflect some of the individuai Jews [the authors] encountered."" Over the 

three-week period of the &ad, 18 individuais contributed 21 messages- 

Thomas Bird: Do you have to be J h h  to 6e rir Jewilsh Sfudies? 

During the summer of 1996, two threads emerged, both with a very similar theme - do 

you have to be Jewish to be in Jewish Studles? The fust thread, which began in mid-June 

and ran for nearly three weeks, dealt with the issue theoreticaiiy, and sometlmes 

personally. The second thread, which began in mid-Juiy, and ran for two months, dealt 

with the appointment of Thomas Bird, a Cathoiic, to the head of Queens Coliege Jewish 

Studies, and the cloud of controversy that shrouded that appointment and his subsequent 

resignation- The two threads were directiy related in the historicd record, with the fïrst 

thread setting up the environment that gave rise to the second. In some ways, they may be 

considered one, 

It is hard to say where the first thread began- In many ways, it had its roots in an earlier 

conversation on determinhg 'who is Jewish' with reference to a social science study of 

Jews. sornethings in an earlier note posted by Patrick O'Brien of the University of 

Hawaii Led Jerry Blaz to write, in part, "1 have tended to agree that any individual can do 

scholarship in this area regardess of ethnic/religious origin. Not that I believe a common 

assumption that the distance between the researcher and the phenornenon is not of 

" Baskin, H-ludaic Archives, May 23,1996 
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consequence. There is a purpose to be served by presenting a good methodological reason 

that to have a researcher who is so familiar with the socializatïon of the subjects that the 

micro-moral reality-constructing methods of the subject are &O the researcher's is 

preferable. I do not anticipate such an investigation to present the same resuits as a 

similar investigation by a ~ e w . " ~  Nancy NieId of the University of Chicago was 

immediately troubled by what she saw in Blaz's position. 

Wouid our research prove to be invalicüless valid because we are not 
members of the communïty that we study? Why is it intrùisically or 
inherentiy better methodologically to be a participaot in the group that one 
studies? Doesn't this assumption uitimately result in a kind of academk 
censorship or disapprovd (which I've dennitely encountered and I'm sure 
wiil encounter throughout my career), which encourages white, straight, 
(especially male) Catholic or Protestant scholars to avoid iafringing on the 
territory of the Other. (Which of course includes not only Jews, but 
women, African Amencans, Latinos, Asians, and other people of color, 
gays and lesbians, the sick, the disabled, the poor). Or worse yet, be 
damned for daring to impose "the? hegemonic patriarchai discourse onto 
an already silenced and oppressed margia? Must the scholariy voice which 
speaks *of* the margins necessady always be *fiom* the margins as 
well? It greatly troubles me that as a non-Jew researching a Jewish artist, 
my writing, anight be conside~eb valid, but "different-" Does this 
"difference" not imply some type of inauthenticity or misunderstanding 
with ethical repercussions- 

Several other letters foiiowed with sh.ïiar themes. Andrea Pappas of the University of 

Southem California was particularly forcehi. ''The logical result of a position that rules 

out 'outsider' accounts is the impossibility of producïng anything other than 

autobiography. As a historian who also worked on 16th Century Catholic fresco painting, 

I am certainly not going to buy an argument, which, has as its conclusion, something to 
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the effect that, if 1 am not a member of 16th Century Cathoïic, Italian society, L cannot 

write historical accounts about that eratg The result was a defensive foilow-up note by 

BLaz several days later. "1 stated that 1 saw no particular objection to research by non- 

Jews regarding American Jews and then 1 discussed some micro-sociological approaches 

where it could be problematic, or prescnt a perspective that rnight m e r  from that of a 

rnember, Then 1 concluded that even this difference of perspective, however, wouid be 

of sociologicaL interest. 1 suppose that people are fiee to 'read in' any tone they wanted, 

but I can assure you alI that my intent was not 'censorio~s'."~~ 

1 am quite certain that Laurence Loeb of the University of Utah did not know that his 

note would be the 1 s t  of this thread, or that his summary observations would serve to 

foreshadow the next thread, but they did. "In sum, the greater the variety of perspectives 

brought to research, the better the possïbilïty that nuances and subtleties will not be Iost 

in the search for 'truthr."a 

The openness and welcome of the Loeb position stands in sharp contrast to events which 

unfolded at Queen's CoUege in New York during the same period- Thomas Bird, a 

specialist in Yiddish, and a member of the JewÏsh Studies program at Queens Coilege in 

New York for 25 years was appointed director of the program in the summer of 1996- His 

appointment was not without controversy, most vocaily fiom a coiieague of his in his 

own depariment and a previous program director, Samuel Heiiman. When the £ht two 

notes on this topic, one from Zachary Baker of YIVO, and the other fiom Eve Jochnowitz 

of New York University, arrïved in the moderator's inbox, 1 knew there would be trouble, 
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As a result, the k t  note in the thread was acmaüy an editorÏal appeal. "Later, there wiU 

be two notes about the appointment of Prof. Bird at Queens CoIlege. I'd like to take this 

opportunity to reniind people that we do have acommunity policy that actively 

discourages notes which contain personai attacks on others. 1 am not making this 

comment in relation to the two upcoming notes themselves, but 1 can see where this 

thread could get out of hand."4' 

Baker's note, as a point of information for other members, essentially quoted Heilman as 

reported in various media sources coverïng the controversy - "he's not Jewish, he  does not 

have a Ph.D. in Jewish studies and he doesnrt speak or understand Hebrew, Jewish studies 

exists to give Jewish students a role model, just like any other ethnic studies program. 

It's not that you have to be Jewish to teach Jewish studies - you don't. However, there is 

a role-mode1 aspect of it, in the same way there is with women's studies, with black 

studies. No one would dare break this mold with other programs.'" Jochnowitz's note 

responded by condemning unnamed critics of Bird as k i n g  "unwise and 

counterproduc tive" and "an embarrassrnent to our field."" 

The next post was another administrative note informing rnembers that the next set of 

letters on the Bird Affair would be delayed so 1 could have enough time to check them 

for content first. Meanwhile, on nothing more than a whim, 1 looked up Samuel 

Heilman's e-mail address on the Internet, m d e d  him a copy of the fint two notes and 

subscribed him to the list without t e h g  him- He responded in the way 1 had hoped. He 

immediateiy began to participate in the thread- However, in an attempt to make the 
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reading more exciting, 1 held back Heilman's nIst two posts, saving them for last arnong 

the seven that EolIowed the next day- And as could be expected, the k t  five notes 

decried the treatment of Bird and cited many exampIes of non-Jews leading Jewish 

studies departments. For example, University of Texas professor Seth Wolitz was 

indignant: "the forced resignation of Prof, Thomas E. BÏrd is a damagïng display of 

communal provinciaiism and university cowardice."" Aibanyrs Judith Baskin was 

philos op hic ai^ "uniess Jewish/Judaic Studies Programs and Departments define their 

purposes in the widest tenns possible, Jewish Studies wiii continue to be seen as marginal 

and nothing more than a sop to Jewish students and donors." And then came Heilman: 

Unfoctunately, the press seIec tively quoted fiom my statements and 
remarksc 1 too agree that one does not have to be M s h  to head Jewish 
Studies. My objections to Bird were: he has no doctorate, few 
qualifications beyond a knowledge of Yiddish, was appoiated without 
consultation of the facuity - even though his predecessor had served only 
2 years. Bird had no record of involvement in Jewish studies 
professionaily, beyond his sitting at some meetings of the faculty in 
Jewish studies. 1 also pointed out that in aU our ethnic studies programs, 
this would be the only appointment of a person who was NOT fiom the 
ethnic group. When asked why it was important that there be someone 
from the ethnic group, 1 replied that that the director serves as, among 
other thuigs, a role mode1 in the cornmunity and for students of what it 
means to be serious about Jewish studies and what the campus believes 
Jewish studies should be. That, alas is what the press found most 
"newsworthy~" And though 1 sent a full statement, they never published 
it?' 

He followed his post with a copy of the fidi text of his formal statement. L foilowed his 

notes with two more administrative notes remindïng members of the organization's policy 

against personal attacks (known in CMC parlance as "flmes"). 1 also threatened to start 
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actively editing notes that contained personai attacks, Despite Hehan's  atternpts at 

defending his positions, the attacks continueh Attacks on HeiIman, attacks on the idea 

that an ethnic studïes professor should serve as a role as a mode1 for students fiom that 

ethnic group, and attacks on the concept that only Jews can teach Jewish studies. Of the 

eight posts that appeared the next day, only one sought to question the onginai Bird 

appointment, But a week into the discussion, a small shift in direction of the thread 

became discemible- Thece were two reasons for this- One, Heilman continued to argue 

that his reai compla.int with Bird's appointment had to do with academic credentials and 

institutionai procedures, and the issue of Bird's religion played only a minor part Second, 

members began to cornplain that I was too hierai in the use of my editorial knife, cuning 

and snipping sections of messages that 1 deemed were attacking in nature- As the 

conversation progressed, several people began to pick up on the themes Heilman had 

been presenting, Furthemore, a few even began to propose that the head of the program 

shouid be Jewish. "Now some are ready to acknowledge there is a Jewish stake in the 

future of Jewish studies. Yes, most are worried about the legitimacy of Jewish studies as 

if that were the main issue. That is a joke since it wili aiways have suspect roots and no 

atternpts to 'universalizet or suspend the comection between people and culture wÏU make 

it easy for people who seek those types of legiamacy," wrote Haim BeliakQ 

But it was the issue of my editorial control, which eventuaiiy brought an end to the 

thread. Paul Rose of PennsyIvania State wrote to Say "1 am most concerned about your 

practice of insertïng SNIPS in the B W postings. This makes it appear as though abusive 

language is being used and darnages correspondents in the eyes of general readers of the 

List. 1 know that in the cases where 1 am aware of the original wording, the words 
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snipped have been perfectly proper, I believe that you owe it to your contributors and 

recipients to stop this procedure at once. 1 wouId be grateful if you would place this 

posting on the List in an unedited form'"" 1 dÏd. And then 1 invited others to share their 

opinions on my editing style. The next day 1 wrote to the list, "1 have receiveed several 

pnvate responses so far, And there is a wide spectnun of opinion, (of course). ranging 

fkom the sentiment that the list is too edited compared to other lists, that there shouId be 

no editing at all, on the one hand, and that the h t  should continue to be edited to retain 

its civiLity on the other. If one particular sentiment seems to ernerge with some consensus, 

then 1 am happy to oblige."* One day later, Sigrid Peterson wrote what turned out to be 

the last note of the main part of the thead: 

1 a m  perturbed that cornments about Bird, Heilman, and the situation in 
general at Queens CoiLege that were speculations without knowledge, or 
specinc suppositions based on experience with other University systems 
and programs were passed through unedited, while a comment 
representing some critical thought, that was not <hebrew>lashon ha-rad> 
and not c l a t b a d  homine rne  was csnipped>. If my career were ended 
by one email post that leaves the reader confused and wonderhg what 1 
said, it would surely have ended before now. Given the volume of stuff 1 
have posted over the years in various forums, not everything has been 
totally clear, even without c sn ippp  editors. However. 1 am *very* 
concemed over the state of Iewrsh Studies if Its major electroniç forum 
seeks harmonization and announcements, rather than the critical 
discussion of what constitutes schoIarship in the field, and the 
encouragement of cntical perspectives on the pIace of Jewish Studies in 
the modem secular university, Perhaps the £îrst debate needs to be on the 
topic "Where should the discussion o c c ~ r ? " ~ ~  
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Near the end of the mon* Beth Berkowitz of Columbia University revived the thread 

slighdy, by asking for information on accessing an article wrîtten by Lawrence Schifnnan 

on the Bird &air stored on the H-Judaic website. As a postscript, about a week after the 

Berkowitz note, Julia Graham wrote to the 15% asking for an update on the Bird situation 

and advice on deahg with lewish students in a Iudaism course at the University of 

Colorado, Graham had been appointed as a non-kwish teachhg assistant for the course, 

and she was anticipating potentïai ciifficulties as a result She received two suggestions 

via the List, and one fiom University of Washington professor Martin Jaffee proved to be 

a poignant summary for both threads- 

The most important source of Iegitimation of your roIe is the professor 
who teaches the course. She owes you and the students an întroductory 
lecture on the role of the informed observer in the study of religions, and 
the ciifference between representing a religion and inquiring into its 
history, structure, and fonn. These basic ground rules of religious studies 
have to be woven into the discourse of the course at every juncture. If they 
are not, the course is an academic charade and you are a victim of 
incompetent teaching? 

In the end, the first thread had fifteen posts by thiaeen different people, while the second, 

Bird thread had 46 notes fÎom 29 different people, including three ftom Heilman himself, 

who would go on to be one of the top five contributors to the List over the next two years. 

Queer Jews 

The previous threads had highlighted the issue of marginality, particularly the marginality 

of non-Jews in Jewish Studies. But professional marginality in Jewish studies is not 

confimed to non-kws. Many scholars feel marginalized when it cornes to their topics of 

research, For exarnple, 1 sometimes feel marginalized witbin Jewish Studies because of 
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rny emphasis on technology. One look at a srpical Association for Jewish Studies call- 

for-papers will indicate the accepted categories of discourse in the mainstream JewÏsh 

stuclies world, As a result, 1 was detennined not to Iet the H-Judalc list become another 

locus of marginalizatioa Thus, in eariy September 1996, when a message appeared on 

the Hasafian (Jewish iibranans) list asking for good hlms about gay and lesbian Jews, I 

irnmediately cross-posted it to H-ludaic. The response was a month-long thread of 16 

messages conrributed by thirteen people including two nom the National Center for 

Jewish Film in Boston and one from the director of the Lesbian and Gay Film Festival in 

Toronto. Ironically, the first response was h m  member Yoel Kahn who stated 

emphatically that, "there are no (mernorable) films specifically about gay and lesbian 

J e ~ s . " ~ '  Obviously, in the opinion of others, there were, as J-C. Keiner of the University 

of Reading wrote, "it is not true that there are no films on Iewish Iesbians and gays- 

Several have been shown at the London Jewish Film Festival and at the London Lesbian 

and Gay Film Festival recently? In the end, members responded with citations to 

journal artides, websites, and 25 actual film titles. And one calI for participants for a 

feature-Iength docurnentary about "Hasidim and Orthodox Jews who have Iefifnan 

(religious) communities to corne out as lesbian, gay, or bisexud, and those who choose to 

remain Orthodox and how they negotiate their sexuality and identity in religious 

co~l l~l lunit ies.~ 
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For the second year of the discussion grmprs existence (October 1996 through September 

1997), 1 have been able to iden- six significant threads, based on the same criteria 1 

applied earlier. Five of the six threads occurred doring the fint halfof the year. This was 

in part due to a slowhg of the List due the birth of my child in late March 1997. This 

slowing would have been consistent with Harasim and Whkeiman's research that 1 cited 

earlier, namely, that their analysis indicates that active discussion and interaction is 

significantiy related to the online presence of the moderatoc the more active the 

moderator, the higher the level of activity.' 

SchimmeZ's Unremonable Belief in Modern Orthodox Jews 

The second year in the life of the discussion group began seemingly inauspiciously, but 

in hindsight, controversially. On October 4, 1996, Solomon Schimmel, a professor of 

Psychology and Judaism at Hebrew Coiiege in Boston wrote to the List asking for 

participants for a smdy he was conducting in anticipation of a paper to be delivered at the 

upcoming AmerÏcan Academy of Religion confierence the following November. His goal 

was to analyze why modem Orthodox Jewish academics and scientists beiieved in a God- 

revealed bible, despite empirical data and Iogic to the contragr- There was no comment 

on the List. A few weeks later, Schunmel wrote again, at k t  thanking those who had 

responded privately, and then a s h g  for information on a particuiar reference to earlier 

work Naturdiy, Schimmel contextualized his note with a repetition of his research goals. 

Again, there was no m e r  comment. Then, on November 6, Schimmel wrote a third 

tirne- Arising fiom his research, Schimmel asked members to comment on "how 

essential, if at aU, is an orthodox belief system in maintainhg worthwhile Jewish 

Harasim and Winkelmans, 1989. P. 16 
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cornmunlties in the US that wÏIi perpetuate themselves?" As part of his note, Schimmel 

proposed a set of vague characteristics to define a worthwhile Jewish community, which 

elicited a small set of complaints. However, a few days later, Carmel Chiswick of the 

University of ILlinois, wrote to Say that instead of looking at what factors are needed to 

sustain a Jewish community, we should instead discuss what is the minimum 

requirement. To that end, Chiswick proposed that we look to the story of the Four Sons in 

the Passover Haggadah as a guide. Chiswick's hypothesis was that identification with the 

Jewish people was perhaps enough, as shown in the Four Sons stmy- Wickedness and a 

refusal to iden- with the community was worthy of rejection, even as ignorance and 

s impl ic i~ were notJ Over the course of the next week, the discussion moved to a smaU 

thread on the meaning of the Four Sons story and devolved away fkom Schimmel's 

onginal quest. But this was not the end of Schimmel, A month or so later, on the 1 s t  

Sunday of the year, Schimmel wrote to report on the reception of E s  paper at the AAR. 

Is it morally wrong for a Jewish academician to point to, and criticize in a 
public forum, in which non-Jews are present, (e.g. in a session of the 
American Academy of Religion. or a university classroom. or in an article 
or book), mord, ethicai or intellectual deficiencies (as he or she perceives 
them so to be) of some aspect of Jewish thought, values or behavior? What 
prompts me to ask this question? 

1 recently presented a paper at the Study of Judaism section of the 
American Academy of Religion. The overall theme of the session was 
Jewish F~nda rnen t~sm in the Contemporary World. My paper, titled 
"The Tenacity of Unreasonable BelXs In Modem Orthodox. Jews: A 
Psychological Analysis", was aitical of certain aspects of modem or 
centnst orthodox Judaism. 1 discussed and analyzed what 1 consider to an 
implausible orthodox belief or doctrine, and severai values that in my 
opinion are immoral or unethicd and which 1 think are related. at least in 
some instances, to the belief- 
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For the purpose of tbïs posting it is not necessaq for me to discuss the 
speciflc content of my paper and my arguments- What is relevant is that 
two a ~ a d e ~ c i a n s  who have read the paper have accused me of being 
moraliy reprehensibie for criticking Judaism, or in this case, orthodoxy, in 
a public forum- One compared me to a "malshin" or  "moser" (someone 
who reports to the gentile authonties a crime committed by a fellow Jew). 
The other compared me to Abner of Burgos and other Jewïsh apostates 
who were not content with merely converting to Christianity but who, 
after their apostasy mounted vigorous attacks on Jews and Judaism, 
accuslng Judaism of being an irrationai religion, and the TaImud of 
teaching immoral and unethical values- (For the record 1 am not an 
apostate, 1 was boni a Jew, have lived my M e  as a Jew, and expect to die 
as a Jew), My two critics aiso argued that Christian antisemitism is alive 
and weli and that Christians wiU use my words, or my paper, when 
published, to attack Iews and Judaism4 

1 am not sure if Schimmel anticipated the response he got- A number of the h t  notes 

were reasonably supportive, others chose to ignore the content issues of Schimmei's 

paper, and instead focused on both the specifics of critical analysis and the broader issue 

of the role of Jewish Studies in academia. However, a few writers, apparently not content 

to accept Schimmel's c l a h  of adherence to schoiariy canon at face value, asked for 

copies of Schimmel's paper, Even more extreme was the reaction of Marsha Cohen, 

"Schimmel seems to imply he was playiag by the d e s  of academia, while his critics are 

not, and that the primary issue was the presence of non-Jews in the setting in which he 

was delivering his paper. 1 would like to suggest that he reconsider these assumptions. 

Frankiy, 1 found the title of Professor Schimmel's paper, 'The Tenacity of Unreasonabb 

Beliefs in Modern Orthodox Jews: A Psychological Analysis', offensive fkom the 

Schimmel, H-Judaic Archives, Dec- 29, 1996 



moment 1 f is t  read it in the AAR program-bookws In an Ïronlc twist of what had been 

and what wouid come, Samuel Heilman wrote: 

1 would venture to suggest that the same voices that argue that non-Jews 
can and shouid have a voice in stud%g Jews critically (and 1 am one of 
them) cannot deny the same o p p ~ ~ t i e s  to Jews. Jews c m  and should 
study Jews cnticaiiy as weil, And in the university, there is no room for 
silencing those voices, What can be demanded, however, is that the 
highest standards of scholarship be maintained, whether the students are 
Jews or not- When the standards are maïntained, the issues remain 
academic in the best sense, and not parochial, Those who turn these 
matters into parochiai issues undo what the university is about and aims 
for - the fiee exchange of idead 

Lawrence Schiffrizan of New York University was the first to make the demand 

Resorting to hearsay, Schiffman wrote that he had heard fiom a non-Jewish student that 

the session was deeply offensive to religious people as it "was nothing more than an 

attack on Orthodoxy, which had no academic substance. This session was not 

academically acceptable as it was fa .  from the dispassionate study of religion which we 

scholars are cailed upon to engage in."7 On the other hand, Robert Goldenberg of SUNY 

Stony Brook did attend the session and wrote to report that "1 fuUy accepted his use of the 

word 'unreasonable' to describe the beliefs he was discussing. Soth in the context of his 

presentation, the term appeared descriptive and not merely judgmentai, and also 1 

considered it apt-'" 'The discussion of Sol's post has crossed the lines of the original 

query, and entered into the AAR presentation, its scienSc method and its propriety. 1 

think the tirne has come for Sol to share the AAR paper with List memben, at least a 
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synopsis of i t  We are curious by now," responded N o n  Goshen-Gottstein of the Hebrew 

University Î n  ~enisalem? 

MeanwhiIe, the growing divisiveness of the debate caused some members to be 

concerned about prïvacy. "One of our regular Iist members wrote to ask if there were any 

'meciid types on the k t -  The answer is yes, there are those in the media who read oui- 

posts daily- If that inauences the way you write, please make note of it, At 1 5 W  

members, we cannot be considered a private groirp in the least, and there is some 

Iikelihood that what you Say wïIi be qooted, although members of the media are required 

to give full attribution-"'O 

By this point in the discussion, the thread had developed into two streams; one devoted to 

the theoretical issues around academic fieedom and the role of criticai thought; the other 

Stream around the academic merits of Schïmmei's paper- "1 heard Sol Schimmel's paper at 

the AAR and thought that it was appropriate and in no way scurrilous. If it rankled some 

of the attendees, 1 would suggest that thin skins are not good equipment for the AAR, 

where the participants corne fiom ai i  walks of the academic world and the reiîgious scene 

that Lemy Bruce himself used to c d  'Religions, Inc-'," wrote Pinchas Giller of 

Washington University in St. Louis." "Should SOI Schirnmel have presented his paper? 

This seerns to me the basic question, the one avoided by those who have defended 

academic fkeedom most vociferously. The question is not whether or not he has a right to 

his opinion, but whether or not an opinion piece should be presented as objective fact. 

Without seeing the paper, there is no way to judge either the quality or nature of what 
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was presented- The tïtle, however, as someone eIse has pointed out, leads one to 

skepticism," wrote David Kaufinaan of Tulane university.12 ~ n d  again Schiffnian raised 

the stakes, "1 have had the opportunity to read one of the papers in the now notorious 

session at AAR in its written fom- 1 remah of the opinion that the aggregate session, as 

constmcted and as it played out at the meeting was inappropxïate for a scholarly meeting- 

1 thuik we have to bend over backwards to keep the contemporary polemics of our 

respective c o m m ~ t i e s  out of academic framewodcs, since on these matters our vlews 

are formulated based on non-academic considerations which cannot be tested by 

scholarly criteria. This is where the session raised serious questions in my view."" 

"1 did not intend m y  original posting on the propriety or Ïmpropriety of criticizing one or 

another aspect of Judaism in a public academic fonun to evolve into a discussion of my 

parlicular presentation at AAR- However, one thread of the discussion has developed 

dong those h e s ,  So, in response to [the] suggestion that 1 present a synopsis of the 

presentation, 1 wiii now do so," Schhmel finaily responded. " @?urthermore], the AAR 

session was part of the Study of Judaism section and 1 happen to be primarily interested 

in Judaism- The announced topic for the session was Jewish fundamentalism and the 

contemporary world. 1 think the theme of my paper was appropriate to that theme. As far 

as Larry Schiffman's point that a representatïve or defender of oahodoxy shouid have 

been included in the session, that is something which would have to be addressed to the 

organizers of the session. 1 simply responded to a calI for papers by submittùig a paper 

proposal, whick was accepted. 1 did not know who else woirld be presenting at the 

session and had no input into that decision. PersonaUy, L wodd have k e n  pleased to have 
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had the opportunïty to engage in scholady discussion and debate with representatives of 

the modern orthodox group whose views 1 crÏtiqued."14 Here is SchrmmeI's synopsis: 

L. The belief or daim that the entire Pentateuch, fiorn Genesis though 
Deuteronomy (except perhaps for a veq few verses) was reveaied by God 
to Moses at Mt. Sinai in the late 14th orearly 13th c e n w  BCE, (Torah 
Le'Moshe Mi'Sinai, TMS) is an unreasonable belief or claiin in light of 
overwhelming evidence against it fiom more than one hundred years of 
modem biblicai scholarship and comparative Ancient Near Eastern 
stuclies. 
In addition to those disciphes, the fields of anthropology, philosophy, 
biology (e-g. pdeontology) and psychology provide indirect support for 
the view that the TMS c l a h  or beiief is unreasonable. The reasonable 
view based upon the evidence fiom biblical schoIarship is that the 
Pentateuch is a work that in its f i a i  form is post- Mosaic and composed of 
eariier multiple sources (Multiple Source/Post Mosaic theory, or MSPM). 

2. Many oahodox Jews, including distinguished scientists, professionals 
and academicians in fieIds of Jewish Studies affm the TMS view and 
reject the MSPM view. Since these people apply rigorous cntena of a 
scientific and scholarly nature in their respective professional endeavors, 
why do they ignore the evidence and arguments in favor of MSPM and 
continue to afFirm TMS? 

3.1 suggest that belief systems are based on many factors. some of which 
have little to do with their plausibility. Among these are the positive 
moral, emotional, social and existentid consequences of the belief system 
for the individual and bis or her community. Other factors that can 
maintain unreasonable beiiefs the sense of the belief king strongly 
contradicted by evidence or logical argument) are the fears or anxieties 
that people have about the implications of their rejecting thek beiiefs, such 
as the adverse effects of such rejection on the individual's sense of 
meaning and purpose in me, on hidher identity, on his or her relationships 
with family members, or on the cohesiveness of the community to which 
he or she is bonded and whose values hekhe wants to sustain. In the case 
of orthodox Judaism, in particular, there is a fear for the survival of the 
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Jewish peopIe based upon the assumption that its survivd depends upon 
the Survrvai of orthodoxy and the survival oforthodoxy, in turn, depends 
upon afnnning the beiîef in TMS and the hdakhic authonty which it 
confers. 1 suggest that in addition to rationai arguments presented in favor 
of TMS (which 1 personaily End unconvincing, as do most scholarly 
students of the Pentateuch) the so-cailed "compartmentaluation" that one 
finds among many modem orthodox scientists and scholars (in that they 
do not apply the same standards and cntena for assessing the plausibility 
and validity of their reIigious committment to the doctrine [dogrna, belief 
or theory] of TMS, as they do to theones or assertions about other 
phenornena or Literary works which they study in their respective 
intellectual endeavors), is sustained by emotional and social factors, 
hcluding fear of the effects of givïng up, or IettÏng go of, the belief. 

4.1 suggest that the belief in TMS and what is inferred from that beiïef, 
sometimes resuits in what 1 consider to be unethicai or immoral attitudes, 
values and behavior, such as that, in principle, (and not necessarily in ail 
cases, in practice) women have fewer legd rights in mariage and divorce 
than men (which still has consequences in the modern orthodox world 
today, as with the agunah problem), or that, in p ~ c i p l e  (not in practice 
today), Jews who engage in homosexuai behavior, blasphemy or 
Sabbath violation in knowing and dehierate disregard for Pentateuchal 
law, should be put to death, following due process. In extreme and rare 
cases the belieffclaim that the Pentateuch was reveaied by God to Moses, 
and that one is absolutely certain that this is the case, can and has led to 
religious fanaticism, such as with Baruch Goldstein and Yigal Amir. In 
addition to several unethical or immoral (from my point of view) 
implications of a belief in TMS, there are negative educational and 
intellectual consequences of it as well. 1 point out that there are dso many 
positive ethicai and mord values (in my view) in modem orthodoxy,(sorne 
of which are related to the b e M  in TMS). 

5.1 point out that it is important for those who afnnn a belief in, or make a 
clairn for the theory of TMS, to cl- for themselves whether their b e M  
or claim is made on the basis of its presumed demonstrable and verifTable 
nature, with evidence or logical argument, or whether it is based upon a 
subjective existential "Ieap of faith, If it is the former, then the belief or 
claim should be subject to the same kind of cntena and standards for 



connrming or verïQhg claims in scientÏfÏc and academic discome as are 
other claims or theorïes in scîence and scholarshlp. In m y  opinion, the 
TMS belief, (claim, theory, dogma or doctrine) fails the test of 
reasonableness, If, on the other hand, the TMS beiïef is a subjective, 
existentid one, then how can the modern orthodox malntah that their 
beIief is the o d y  tme and "authentic" one, which In principle aIl Jews @nd 
indeed, aiI humaris) are obligated to afïïrm, and that those who do not 
affirm TMS and the mitzvot that foIIow from it, should, at Ieast, in 
principle? be punished? After aIl, what may be subjectively meanùigful to 
modem oahodox k w s  rnay not be so to others, who may have their own 
subjectÏveIy meariingfd belief systems, or even none at alI.15 

In many ways, Schimmel's synopsis took some of the steam out of the discussion. Until 

bis synopsis, there had been 38 messages in the thread coninbuted by 27 individuais. In 

the days that followed the synopsis, there were only ten more posts. Of those ten notes, 

only two dealt directly with the synopsis, while the rest were final comnients on the 

theoretical aspects of the thread- One of the contributors of the two notes that deak with 

the synopsis chose to Mt his comments only to one aspect of the issue, "namely that an 

assumption that TMS is scientifically disproved is brought as a fact, rather as the subject 

of discussion." Quotuig from an article in a recent issue of Nature, GGid Gevaryahu 

continued, "although this article does not ded directly with the subject matter, it deals 

with one aspect of Jewish historicity, but it put the aiieged fact into question."" 

(Apparently, according to the sections of the Naîure article Gevaryahu quoted, scientists 

had discovered ciifferences in the fiequency of Y-chromosome haplotypes between 

Jewish priests and their lay counterparts that antedate the division of world Iewry into 

Ashkenazic and Sephardic comunities and confïrm a distinct patemal genealogy for 

Jewish priests). For Gevaryahu, this was scientific proof of the Bible's story, and, the start 

of another significant thread on H-JudaÏc. 
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Meanwhiie, Samuel Heiùnds response to Schimmel's synopsis represented the best 

conclusion to the main part of the thcead- Wrote HeiLman, "having read Schimmek 

synopsis, 1 am moved to point out that bis c d  to beiievers to jus- their beiief In divine 

revelation at Sinai on rational or ceasonable grounds misses the basic element of belief. 

As in the old maxim: Believe not what is, believe what is abswrd, Beiiefs of this sort are 

by their very nature beyond the rational."" In the end, 32 individuals contriïuted 48 

messages, the bulk in less than a month, 

Naming Girk 

1 stated fiom the outset that this section of the thesis wouid not include threads that 

consisted of prhanly bïbliographic citations, NonetheIess, 1 make bnef mention here of 

a thread started by Stephen Fruitman of Umea University in Sweden on naming 

ceremonies for girls. 1 mention it because it was rather extensive at 17 messages in just 

over a week- Most of the messages cited various books and publications that contained 

information about naming ceremonies. However, several notes mentioned two cuitural 

variations of a female naming ceremony, the Sephardic Zeved Habat, and the Alsacian 

Hoole GrasMol KreisWHaut la Creche18 cerernonies. Unfortunately, despite the volume 

of correspondence, this thread did not evolve into any kind of scholarly examination of 

naming ceremonies in Jewish tradition. 

me Epistomology of the Lafke (wüh Ketchup) 

The same cannot be said of the Latke thread, which began in early December, 1996. 

" Gevaryahu, H-Judaic Archives, Jan. 15, 1997 
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Many long-time members of the list stili fondy recall the thread on Latkes that lasted just 

ten days, but was one of the largest threads by volumes of messages. Those that do reca 

the thread often attribute its initiation to a professor of sociology at McGilI University, 

Morton Weinféid- The thread, however, was staaed by ELiezer Abrahamson, who sent a 

note to the List asking for historicai information on the custom of eating latkes on 

Hanukab. In fact, Weinfeld probably never intended to even participate in a discussion on 

latkes on H-Judaic. At around the same t h e  that Abrahamson was sending his note to H- 

Judaic, Weinfeld was senduig a hmorous note to the smaiI list m by the Association for 

Canadian Jewish Snidies, In his A U S  note, WeInfeld wrote, '1 would Iike to raise a 

crucial question facing the Jewish people at this point in tirne- How best to eat latkes? 

There are three obvious possible choices. With Sour cream, with applesauce, [and], 

believe it or not, with ketchup. It wodd be important to see what the rank ordering 

among Jewish scholars might be on this crucial question, The consequences for Jewish 

continuity are self-evident and need not be elaborated here."lg A day after Abrahamson's 

note, 1 cross-posted Weinfeld's query fiom the ACJS list to K-Judaic. 

The deed was done. "In the spirit of postmodern, postcolonial political correctism, 1 

would feel cailed upon to protest the eurocenmst tenor of the latke discussion except that 

the prospect of sorrfganiot with ketchup (or mayonnaise) is even less appeaLing than that 

of latkes with same," wrote McMaster University Associate Dean Adele ~e inhartz .  "1 

believe there is a passage in Leviticus that specificaliy prohibits the application of 

ketchup to latkes- If there is not, 1 propose that we add one," added Andy Buckser of 

Purdue University? Nonetheless, Scott Leonard of Youagstown State University 

'' Weinfeld, H-Judaic Archives, Dec- 4, 1996 
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understood Weinfed's ketchup usage: "many sages agree that the oniy proper way to eat 

them is with applesauce-thus commemorating the way the Macabees dashed out the 

brains of the Seleucids. (Of course the symbolism of ketchup is s M a r  and obvious.)"" 

Others were not so kind. "Ketchup? 1 shudder a t  the mere thought 1s this a pecuIiarly 

Canadian heresy?" asked Staaford's Edward JajkoZ. "Ketchup is suitabie only for people 

who confuse latkes with hashbrowns-in which case we don't discuss anything at ail with 

them," added the University of Washington's Martin laffee? " ~ e ]  indusion of ketchup 

on his List 1 wonrt take serÏously - presumably it's some local perversion to which there 

c m  be no response but to bracket it, then seal it in an oubliette," wrote Bert Stem of 

Wabash College? And that was just the first day! 

The craziness continued, "My husband eats them with mustard," declared Marsha 

Cohed6 "1 fear the heresy of Mort Weinfeld wiU besmirch the good name of Canadian 

Jewry. No, we do not eat latkes with ketchup in igloos. One might expect us to foilow 

his lead and propose vinegar as a dip in Quebec. Latkes obviousiy go with sow cream; 

we in Canada know t h .  And never yogurt, Oy vey, that my people have f d e n  so far," 

bemoaned Concordia University's Norma Baume1 Joseph? "1 won't even discuss the 

ketchup question which offends even my Southern Episcopaiian roots !" exclaimed 

Kristin Zapaiac of Washington ~nivenity? And it wasnrt just ketchup that was the 

source of derision. "1 speak on behalf of the seventy percent of the Jewish people who are 
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lactose intolerant to some degree. Latkes with sour cream is an antisemitic plot originally 

promoted by the Tsar's secret police in the late 19th cenhxy, a tirne of numerous plots 

against the Jewsc Its purpose was to subtly destroy the link between the Jews and the 

secret of our &val: the Iatke. With sour cream the latkes wouId cause discodort to 

most Jews and gradualiy they would give them up, losing their vitality and future," 

CO mpl ained Howard Joseph, senior rabbi of Montreal's oldest synagogue.29 But no O ther 

note better characterized the growing debate than Alex Sagan's essay on the latke and 

continuity. Sagan of Harvard University, composed his note in the form of an open letter 

to Weinfeld, and is r e p ~ t e d  here in its entiregr? 

Dear Professor Weinfeld: 
1 believe, contrary to what you suggest, that the consequences for 

Jewish contuiuity are not entidy self-evident, but 1 am feficitously 
provoked by your "intemettish opinion survey (however unscientilic it 
may turn out to be). 

To begin with, 1 beïieve we must distinguish between Jewish 
continuity and Jewish survival. These two notions are related, and they 
may overlap, but they must be dis~guished if we are to think clearly 
about the issues you raise. Let us begin with continuity and soon enough 
we wiIl corne to the question of survivd. 

Continuity means, in the first instance, the absence of rupture or 
discontinuity- Its expected fonn wouId be the continuation of the 
traditional practice, whatever it may be. 1 believe the traditional practice 
is to eat pan-fried potato pancakes with either applesauce or Sour cream. 
Continuity would, therefore, consist in the preservation of this custom. 

Joseph, H-, H-Judaic Archives, Dec. 9, 1996 
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The cholce between sour cream and applesauce stnkes me as the sort 
of dilemma which we need not solve definiiively- GivLng no particular 
priority to either applesauce or sour cream, 1 beîieve that both are part of 
the texture ofkwish custom in North AmerÏca (among whom Ashkenazic 
praxis predomüiates). This is a case In which we shouid invoke the 
Talmudic term "teku" ("Iet it stand) to descn i  a matter which cannot or 
need not be resolved. (I shouid say, parenthetically, that there is some 
etymo1ogicaL disagreement over the meaning of "teku", and we may 
debate whether its usage denotes a matter that is utterly insoluble by 
anyone, or whether it refers to disputes that only the wisdom of a retumed 
Elijah the Prophet can resolve, In elther case, the two alternatives-in this 
case sour cream and applesauce-remain as Iegïtimate atternatives for the 
foreseeable future.) 

The sour-cream-or-apple-sauce query, 1 wodd argue, e ~ c h e s  more 
than it perplexes. B gives Jewisb culture a variety and dynamism which 
makes it attractive and might actudy promote its survival, The objective 
of latke-hamentashen debates, aher aU, is only superficiaiIy to establish 
which food is superior. The deeper purpose is to infiise both symbolic 
foods with the rÏcher meaning. 

But what meaning do these condiments possess? As far as 1 know, 
they are simply eaten to enhance the delectation. They do not even rise to 
the level of syrnbolism comoted by white foodstuffs on Shavuot, when 
notions of purity are central. It goes without saying, therefore (kd 
v'homer), that they have none of the symbolic force or halachic 
requirements that obtain in the case of matzah. In other worùs, there is no 
halachic or symbolic reason to eat either-or any-thing with our Iatkes. 
What we are dealing with is custom, 

Custom is not law, but Judaism accords great respect to custom. It 
has often been suggested that, in Jewish life, law changes more easily than 
custom. Communal and familial "minhagim" are treated with the greatest 
respect and are not to be discarded. The very familiarity of the revisited 
custom is compe1Iing; it is evocative, soothing, and emphasizes the etemal 
repetition of cheris hed rituals. 

So, we have a custom, a tradition, of two coexisting alternatives. And 
this dyad serves us weL Sour cream for those who enjoy a tnily nch 
experience, almost a meai in itseK Apple sauce for those who prefer a 
sweeter taste, for kosher meals feataeng mear, and for those who are 
watchfüi of their cholesterol level or similar maners. PersonaiIy, 1 like 



applesauce. 1 nsed to enjoy sour cream, too, but 1 can no longer eat miLk 
products; lactose hassles are, ammg the popdations of northem Europe, a 
special curse of the kws  (and not our only one)- 

What, then, should we thZnk of ketchup? The unprecedented use of 
this bottied beast is the very opposite of continuity. Or is it? Here the 
question of survivai arïses, for we must ask if thïs uncustomary innovation 
furthers or undennines what is vaIuabie in Jewish culture- 

This would seem to present a microcosm of the Jewish encounter 
with modernity, in whkh we may have trouble agreeing on which 
innovations are beneficiai and which are destructive. For some, Reform 
Judaism and secdar Zionism are profound sins which promote the 
destruction of the Jewish people, for others they epitomize the Jews' very 
ability to survive by refashioning their cultare in response to changing 
circumstances, 1s ketchup on Iatkes an example of Jewish vitality and 
adaptability, or is it another instance of being too open to secular or non- 
Jewish inauences that might winnow away the precious remnants of a 
dwindllng hentage? We do not now have the answer to this question, and 
we must leave it unresoIved for the moment, "teku". Perhaps firme 
historiaas wiil reach a consensus on the subject, 

To state the situation plainly, there are those who like ketchup on 
latkes. I count myself among them (though 1 admit to doubts about the 
appropriateness of this prediIection)- This is ody to be expected in 
countries, such as the United States, where fned potatoes are regularly 
eaten with a doIIop or splatter of this red sauce- In the Low Countries, 
where mayonnaise (whïch is said to be of Balearic ongin) is the preferred 
topping for "fries", the situation is entirely different- 

And while we have the transatlantic comparison on the tabie (so to 
speak), we should consider the fact that Chanukah celebrations at Dutch 
synagogues do not include latkes at ali, but rather b d s  of nied dough. 
This, like many Jewish practices, seems to have multiple causes: on the 
one hand, there is the fact that such fried dough is part of the Dutch 
cuLinary repertoire; on the other hand, there is the growing influence of 
Israeli culture (which prefers doughnuts to latkes). These doughnuts now 
have a Dutch name and a Hebrew one, though one can note ciifferences 
between the treats made by Dutch Jews and by Amsterdam's Israeli 
bakeries - 

What does one think about the increasing prevdence of this same 
Israeli fare in America? Such "sufganiyot" are more and more common 



here- At our Chanukah party d-s year, we will serve both latkes and 
sufganiyot WX we conhue indefinitely to serve two different nieb 
Filling, fatten2ng foods? Perhaps. but there can be Iittïe doubt that Israelï 
customs (often based on the gastronornic pranices of Iewish immigrants 
from the Middle East and North Afnca) wîII exert încreasing iduence in 
Jewish commuaities worldwide- Thinkof faiafel (but do not nin out and 
get some). 

Wïii the latke itself be forgotten in the process? Does this matter if 
the uaderIying prachce of eating something fned in oïl is preserved? 
Religiously speakïng, Jews eat fned foods at Chanukah to remember the 
"miracle of the oil". Though historÏans of Antiquity might tell it 
differentiy, Chanukah is supposed to cornmernorate how one dayrs worth 
of pure oÎI bumed for eight days, aIlowing the sancniary of the ancient 
Temple to be rededicated after the Assyrians were driven out by the 
Maccabian revoIt (see Tractate Shabbat, 21b). This whole story, 1 dare 
Say, has undergone more changes than the condiment menu for latkes, 
especially as secuiarism and Zionism have teamed up to eciipse the 
Talmudic story about the oil with a hagiography of the muscular Jew in 
which hdah Maccabi appears as the Moshe Dayan of ancient times- 

Despite our attachent to latke making and latke Çessing, we might 
agree that it wouid better to replace it with the sufganiyah than to 
compietely lose the treasured custom of eating something fiied in 
observance of Chanukah, What is one to think about the baked latkes 1 
was sewed at the home of a hospital nutritionist? The potato, after ail, is 
less essential than the oil, at kast for one kïnd of traditionalist. (The 
potato, for what it is worth, is American in origÏn. 1s that a" New-World" 
reason to maintain its consumption at Chanukah?) 

But let us not get ahead of the curve, for the latke's days are far fkom 
over. And if we value the iatke. we must think long and hard about what 
exactly we valorize? Do we just want people to keep eating latkes (in 
which case ketchup is to be welcomed if it keeps the latke alive and 
rejected if it does the opposite)? Or do we want people to eat latkes the 
way they have been eaten in our families, the way they were eaten in the 
cities and shtetls where our immigrant forebears were boni? How is our 
attitude affected by the thought that those distant comm1111ities were 
destroyed, and what do we make of the fact that neither assimilation 
(ketchup?) nor the dogged adherence to custom and Law prevented-that 
destruction? 



The cdtural topography of Jewish H e  has been utterly reonented- Its 
magnetîc poIes are not Poland or Pnissia but IsraeI and America. How, 
then, should we view changes in how Jews are Jewish? A comparative 
study recommends itself here- How does the state of Iatke fressing 
compare with the fate of the now omnipresent bagel, with the disappearing 
bIintz, with matzah (machine-made and shrnurah), with hamentashen, with 
kashmt? 1 befieve the existing iiterature has ody scratched the surface of 
such subjects. 

We fïnd ourselves, as usud, on the homs of a dilemma- Jews may 
disappear if they do not adapt to changing conditions. They may aiso 
disappear ifthey adopt c e 6  practices too readiiy- W e  cannot entirely 
solve this dilemma, but we must try nonethdess. But first yodU eat, 

Alex Sagan, Center for European S tudies, Harvard University" 

M e r  Sagan's essay, the thread began to wane. How could anyone possibly have 

competed? Wrote Rita Bauer, "1 think that Latkes were onginally eaten with Sour cream. 

There is mention of eating dairy products on Hannukka to remember the brave act of 

Yehudit, (Juda Maccabbee's sister). When forced to sleep with the Greek leader of the 

region, [she] fed him cheese to make him thirsty, and a lot of wine until he fell asieep and 

then cut off his t~ead."'~ Lydia Ga, of the University of Texas, wrote to suggest a 

compilation of aiI the notes Ïnto a study called "The Epistemology of the ~ a t k e . " ~ ~  But 

perhaps it was Rice University's Stephen Larent Hood's one-line pIay entitled 'Chanukah 

and the Posmiodem Condition' which best surnmed up the thread? 

ML Potato Head: "These pancakes are to die for- What's in 'em?" 

In the end, 37 different people posted 41 notes in just a coupIe of weeks. In addition to 

Weinfeld's onginal suggestion of apple sauce, s o u  cream, and ketchup, severai other 

" Sagan, H-Judaic Archives, Dec. 9, 1996 
" Bauer, H-Judaic Archives, Dec- 10, 1996 
33 Gil, H-Judaic Archives, Dec. 11, 1996 
34 Hood, H-Judaic Archives, Dec, 11, 1996 



dressings were offered, including: mayomaise, sait, cheese, cottage cheese, yogua, 

mushrooms, Cajun spices, sugar. mustara vinegar, in chicken soup, jam, onions. gravy, 

mannalade, black beans, and dates, Also of note, academics out-contn'buted non- 

academics by more than three-to-one in this thread- FhaUy, and Fronicaliy, no one ever 

answered Abrahamson's original query, as to how potato latkes came to be the 

Ashkenazïc food of choice for Hannukah, given the North American origins of the 

potato- Alas- 

Genetic Cohens mul the Eàwai'ian Khazars 

The Genetic Cohen thread was perhaps the most complex and multifaceted thread of the 

period in question- It began in the miclst of a discussion on the academic rnerits of 

challenging belief, moved on to genetics, progressed through contemporary Middle East 

politics, into Semitic Linguistics and finally back to genetics- As mentioned above, in the 

mids t of the debate around Solomon Schimmei's paper, Giiad Gevaryahu posted a note, 

which quoted an artide in Nature as scientific proof for TMS (Torah fkom Moshe at 

Sinai). Gevaryahu claimed that the scientifÏc discovery of a unique patemai genetic 

makeup among the Jewish pnestly class regardess of ethnic origin, was proof of the 

existence of the biblicd figure Ahron, the brother of Moses and the fist Jewish priest- 

Aryeh Cohen wrote next to contest Gevqahu's conclusion, stathg instead that, at ba t ,  

the research might prove there was a priestly clan prior to the destruction of the Second 

Temple in ~erusalem? Murray Freedman then cited severaI other populist examples of 

sciennfic 'evidencer for aspects of TMS, including Creation. Among his proofs were the 

'statisticd sibpZïcantr Torah codes, as he descnied them, and the passing on of 

" Cohen, A., H-Judaic Archives. Jan. 18, 1997 
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mitochondeal DNA Aough the matrimonid descent of ludaism? Freedmads theory 

was immediately shot down. Wrote Michael Cafasik of Brandeis University, somewhat 

sarcasticaiiy, "Dave you] been able to establish how mitochondrïal DNA was passed 

dong during the paaiarchal age, when Jewishness was inherited £kom the father?"n 

Freedman responded with a neariy incoherent message that attempted to fiiaher his point 

by showing that the transmission of Jewishness as matrilineai is universally accepted 

because prayers for the sick always reference the mother and not the father? Whether or 

not he intended it, Freedrnan referred to matdineal descent as "banal and mundane." 

This did not sit well with the University of Michigan's Judith Elkin, who excIaimed in 

response, "Only someone who has never given bïrth couid refer to the process as band 

and mundane. Hey! wake up and taste reality!'" Undetened, Freedman wrote again, this 

Urne invoking the scientific evidence of genetic Cohens in an attempt to debunk Arthur 

Koestler and his theory that Ashkenazic Jews were not Hebrews, but were descendants of 

converted Khazars h m  the 8th Century, and therefore not entitied to any claim on 

Pale~tine,~ The thread had taken another turn, 

While a few people wrote to comment on the ramification of the Khazar theory on 

contemporary Middle East politics, K-Judaic board member, Judaic languages hguist, 

and University of Toronto Yiddish professor, Leslie Train wondered out loud about the 

etyrnology of the Jewish sumames Kagan and Kahane. Specifically, he wondered, could 

they have originated in the Altaic Kaghan among the Turkic speaking Khazars, and then 

been msposed under the influence of Russian pronunciatïon. "Could the name Kagan be 

36 Freedman, H-Judaic Archives, Jan. 20, 1997 
37 Carasik, H-Judaic Archives, Jan, 21, 1997 
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fiom Khazar influence? Are as high a percentage of Kagans genetic cohanim as Cohens, 

Katzes etc?" T& asked? 

Freedman rejected Train's attempt to give credence to Koestler's theory and wrote again, 

this t h e  with a foik etymology of his own- "Would not the Kh in Khan, like ghazar be 

pronounced as the ch in Loch unlike the initial consonant of Kohen?" retorted 

~reedman? In his note, Train had posnilated that "the oniy other source would be 

Ararnaic, but 1 dont know of any other simllarly-profound influence of Aramaic, 

especially where it wouid be displacing a Hebrew word."" Nonetheless, University of 

Michigan Semitics Linguist Gene Schramm responded that the names "are shply the 

Aramaic equivalents of Hebrew Kohen, The Turkic items are as related to the Hebrew as 

the Hawaiïan Big Kahua"" (At this point, Valene Weinstein of Corneu University 

wrote to give members of bnef history of the Hawaüan priestly class). "Obviously 1 did 

not make myself clear as to my dilemma, vis-a-vis the SIavïc form kagan/kahan for 

kohen (Hebrew) or koien (Yiddish). L can think of no other instance where Old Church 

Slavonie, Old Russian or modern Russian change a long O (in cohen) for a, or an accented 

long e for a This is problem number one. Number two: If kagan is from Aramaic, the 

question remains - Why? Why from Aramak and not ftom Hebrew or Yiddish? And 

aren't surnames relatively recent in Easter Europe? If so, explain the Ararnaic influence," 

rebutted 

Freedman, H-Judaic Archives, Jan- 24, 1997 
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Schramm did not respond, nor did any other linguïst, although a few non-linguists wrote 

to Say that Russian had no letter H so that an H sound was often replaced by a G sound, 

and one person wondered out Ioud whether there was any relationship to the Mongolian 

name Khan. (Tnterestingly enough, Dr- Train is also trained in Mongolian, although he 

did not respond to the assertion). 

Meanwhile, the other two sub-threads continued on- Ruth Abrams at the University of 

Massachusetts asked for secondary fiterature on the Jewishness of the Khazars- She 

received several references, inchding a number fiom Igor Zlochevsky of the Jewish 

Heritage Society in Russia Simultaneously, a number of members continued to debate 

the implications and veracity of the scientific issues raised around the genetic make-up of 

the priestly clan. Most of the comments were made by members who had not read the 

original article. They were merely speculating on whether Ahron was the original 

phenotypc or whether there had been a mutation in some iater priest. One even suggested 

that the original phenotype was Levi, one of Jacob's sons, and the ancestor of the tribe to 

whkh Ahron and Moses beloaged- Notwithstanding the 'noise', two notes stand out in the 

final days of the thread- University of Utah anthropologist, Laurence Loeb, "did carefblly 

examine the original, one page, report by Skorecki in Nature ," 

There is a lot less here than meets the eye. The sample sÏze is very small- 
The marker with the largest distinction between kohen and Yisrael wAP+ 
DYS 191 purporthg to show a presence of 1.55 percent in priests and 18.4 
in lay Jews, becomes even more interesting when comparing Ashkenazic 
and Sefardic Kohanim. Among Ashkenazic priests 2.4% show this rnarker 
wWe among Sfardim there are no cases whatsover- d o n g  the rest of the 
markers, there are many other such inconsistencies, m- DYS 19A 20% 
vs 896, B 45% vs 7 1 %, C 23% vs- 4%, E O vs 8%]. Interestingly, the 
oveAl difference between Ashkenazic and Sfardic Israelites is 
consistently of a srnailer order reflecting the heterogeneity of ancestry. 



One *ght suggest that whüe there is an obvious genetic drift in these 
markers when comparing Kohen and Yisrael, there is at leas as great a 
drift, perhaps greater, when contrasting Ashkenazic and Sfaraic kohanïm. 
In sum, the discrepancy between these two groups of kohanim, who are 
ostensïbly of similar ongin and share similx claims, needs some serious 
explanation before we try to make too much of the possible heal  
impiications of priestly descent? 

And a week later, in a folIow-up note, Loeb wrote again. "What is remarkable, is that 

despite incidents of intennarriage and occasional Iarge scde conversions, to Say nothing 

of genetic drift by isolated Jewish communities, the genetic evidence suggests that the 

overail contribution of genetic content fkom outside the Jewish population pool of some 

2000 years ago, is remarkably low-" 

The general reaction to genetic-based material suggesting "racial" ties 
among Jews generally receives a viscerd negative response because of our 
social experience with the popular usage of the term. My great forebear 
Franz Boas and my teacher Harry Shapiro stniggled against racist 
concepts especially with thei. own Jewishness at Üsk In any case, we 
Jews appear to be as much a biologicaily distinctive group as many other 
societies, small and large, As open-rninded scholars, we need to be 
constantly reviewing and rethuiking these materials to consider their 
implications. Scholars of Judaica need to become aware of the broader 
world of research which aiready takes such matters as appropriate and 
whose consequences will inevitably impinge on their work? 

In the end, there were 34 posts contributed by 27 people berneen the second week of 

January through the k t  week of March. 

a Loeb, H-Judaic Archives, Feb- 17,1997 
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J ' h  Women, Jeny Seùrfeedd, and Betty Boop 

As the discussion around the genetic makeup of Jewish prîests was winding dom,  

another thread was just starting- On February 20,1997, RIvkah Lambert of the University 

of Maryland asked for assistance in identifling American hlms that contained expllicit 

cuLtural representations and icons of Jewish women for a course she was going to teach 

on 'Images of Jewish Women'. In the days that foilowed, Lambert received several titIe 

suggestions fiom colieagues, and various pieces of advice on how to treat the matter in a 

classroom. For example, Carol Zemel in S U N Y  Buffalo's Art History department wmte 

that "my own feeling is that both the Jewish mother and prùicess are antisemitic 

stereotypes premised on inversions of Cfiristian/bourgeois icons of femininity - the 

Virgin mother and virgin bride-"" Andrea Lieber of Vassar Coiiege noted that "there are 

not nearly as many clear-cut depictions of Jewish women in Wtelevisionlmagazines as 

there are of Jewish men. Indeed, the archtypical 'JEW in the popular media is usualiy 

male. This phenornenon makes the study of Jewish women in the media particdarly 

fascinating, yet also difficult in that examples are harder to corne by."" Ellen Flanders, 

the dùector of Toronto's Lesbian and Gay Film Festival, urged Lambert to look for 

independent films beyond Hollywood-s And Judith Seid wondered aloud about 

accounting for "the radical change in the Image of Jewish women fiom the overly sexed 

image of earlier this century and kfore, to the current sexiess princess?"" Later, Beth 

Kissileff asked "wbile 1 realize that the media is a large part of Amencan culture and has 

a certain role in shaping perceptions of ourselves, 1 am not sure why that structure needs 

to be replicated in a course- Why not focus more on ways Jewlsh women have chosen to 

Zemel, H-Judaic Archives, Feb. 21, 1997 
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perceive themselves and not worry so much about the ways others perceive us?"R 

Likewise, Jeffiey Shander of the University of Pennsylvania recommended a conceptual 

shift, 

1 wouid like to encourage readers of the List that, when they deal with this 
material in their classes, they expand the discussion beyond the usual 
discussion of "positivefnegative" images of Jews- 1 find that this 
paradigm, which has its roots in media "watchdog" groups and "thumbs 
up/down" media cnclcs, doesn't enable the W e s t  and must insightfbl 
discussions of these media works and their place in modern Jewish He. 
Students should be encouraged to consider the complexÎties inherent in the 
relationships among the creators, disseminators, critics and audiences vis- 
a-vis Jewish (or other) subjects. The role of genre is aIso important and 
often neglected? 

In a month's period, 35 members responded with over 40 posts to Lambert's request with 

a rich assortment of Nm and television tities and suggested resources, both in print and 

archival. Not only was the thread substantive in its content, but aiso in its conttibutors- 

These included three widely published scholars on the study of Jewish women in film, 

Riv-EUen Prell, Sharon Pucker Rivo, and Eve Sicular- 

The effect of the high levei discourse also painted some light-hearted contributions and 

sub-tbreads with the brush of scholarship. Adam Fuerstenberg of Ryerson Polytechincal 

University wrote to ask, "what about the many Seideid episodes where the parents of his 

fnend (George?) are shown in a very unflattering form, especiaüy the woman, in fact aLl 

the 'Jewish' ~ o m e n . " ~  A number of people pointed out that the Costanza characters were 

Italian, not Jewish. "@ut] what's intereshg about this is how conflated the 'New 

Kissileff, H-Judaic, Mar. 3,1997 
Shandler, H-Judaic Archives, Mar. 5,1997 
Fuerstenberg, H-ludaic Archives, Feb. 26,1997 



Yorkishness' of the show has become not only with a vague sense of Jewishness, but with 

an even vaguer sense of generïc ethnicity in which the detaiis are not realIy importantv" 

wrote Daniel Soyer? E s  sentiments echoed an eariiercomment I had made: "it does 

raise the interesthg point of how the image oflewish women converges with the Ïrnage 

of New York women, iewish or not. k it possible that the portrayals cited on the Iist 

recently are actuaüy images of New York women, and only because of the focus of this 

List, do they also happen to be Jewish women? How often does this happen in our 

analysis of the Jewish experience - assigning culturai attributes to Jews, which might in 

fact be unique to the larger CO-temtorial community in question?"" Likewise, when 

YIVO's Zachary Baker asked whether or not Betty Boop was Jewish?', Eve Jochnowitz of 

New York University, among others, treated the question seriously. "k Ms Boop Jewish? 

1 have begun to think that she ahos t  certainly is. She is one of a venerable line of sultry 

Jewesses in Amencan popular entertainments from Little Egypt at the Chicago World's 

Colurnbian Exposition in 1893 to Anel, the Hasidic babe fiom the recent episode of the 

X-Files."" Incidentally, Jochnowitz and others pointed out that the voice of the Jewish 

mother who taunts Woody Men fkom heaven in bis nIm New York Stories is that of Mae 

Questel, who was eadier the voice of Betty Boop! In the end, between the main part of 

the thread and the Seinfeld/Boop sub-threads, 45 people contributed 52 messages to the 

exploration of image of the Jewish woman in Amencan Nm. 

" Soyer, H-Judaic Archives, Mar. 5, 1997 
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The Yale Five 

As theL997-98 academic year approached, five Orthodox Jewish students at Yale 

University requested they be exempted fiom the requirement that they live in the 

university's CO-educational dormitories- Tii early September, the now fiequent contn'butor, 

Samue1 Heilman, raised the issue of the Yaie Five, as they came to be known on H- 

ludaic? The conversation was unfocused Princeton University's Froma Zeitiïn was 

angry. "The orthodox students at Yaie who are demanding separate accommodations 

knew perfectiy welE what the policies of the university were before applying (and 

accepting offers of admission),'' she wrote?' Haim Beliak saw it as "a challenge to the 

authority of residential universities to control the socialization of students [and] a 

challenge to the notion that students l e m  fiom each other by living together in al l  their 

diversity and make their own s ~ c i e t ~ . " ~ '  In Tzvee Zahavy's opinion, "a Iawsuit is an 

extreme measure. We can be assured that Yale will dig in its heels and fight the students 

m e ]  they have made a valid point against campus mord laxity, the students have 

blown a situation out of proportion when other remedies might have k e n  tried-"62 

MeanwhiIe. Morton Weinfdd sought to compare the Yale request to a memo sent to 

McGill facdty from the university's anminrnminrstration asking for accommodation for 

religious holidays for students with an attached List of holidays for every religion. "I'd like 

to think of the Yale Five's very real concern under the general issue of reasonable 

accommodation, and see if general p ~ c i p l e s  c a .  apply. Though it is not clear-cut, 1 

would like to see Yale make some effort to accommodate the Five," wrote Weinfeld? In 

a second note, Heilman added, "there is no doubt that a trend on today's campuses that 

" Heilman, H-Judaic Archives, Sep. 7, 1997 
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a o w s  and even encourages ethnïc and racial separation is very much alive. Indeed 1 

believe it fair to say that it is precisefy because this trend DOES exist that the YaIe 

students felt it conceivable to make their case public- One may agree or disagree with 

their position (and 1 am not at ail certain where 1 stand on the matter), but there is no 

doubt that they are not setting a precedent with their request- They are rather putting a 

Jewish twist on requests and arrangements that women's groups, Afncan-Arnerican 

groups and others and a vke ty  of campuses have already made."& AIex Sagan of 

Harvard asked whether single-sex donnitory haiis would sa&@ the Orthodox students' 

demands?" To which Shaiom Carmy of Yeshiva University replied that they wodd not 

be satisfactory "because there would stili be the possibility of loose sexual behavior when 

a student's sexud partner cornes to visit, casual unplanned encouaters in the shower 

room, etc."66 Wrote Beth Rissileff, "in a way, 1 see this as a measure of our comfoa level 

as fews in America- We dont need to try as hard a possible to assimilate when enterhg 

the upper echelons of the educational system. 1 feel pleased, in part, that even at Yale 

with its well-documented quotas in the earlier part of the cenniry, Jews now are confident 

enough to want to be at Yaie 'without' feeling that they need or must join the club at the 

expense of halachic ~bservance."~' Among the most inîeresting of the notes in this thread 

was that sent in by the HiIlel rabbi at Harvard, David Starr. 

As a HiIlel rabbi at Harvard, 1 interact with most of the more involved, 
more knowIedgeable Jewish students on campus- Some of the fiun kids, 1 
repeat some, clearly are not cornfortable sociaIizing with non-Jews, which 
is understandable, aven thek prior educational environrnents - some are 
clearly ambivalent about the valence of a secular education, vocationai 
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issues aside. Especïally after yeshïva in h e I ,  they wonder what they're 
doing at a place Like Harvard, A few years ago, when Professor Twe- 
had dinner with a few students at the HilleI, several asked him how he had 
felt, going to schools iike Boston Latin and Harvard as an Orthodox Jew- 
He said matter of factly that it was no big deal; this is what klds did- They 
didn't get it, The synthesis he embraced they questioned, which is why [we 
have] experienced in recent years the phenornenon of students accepted to 
Harvard who go to Y.U. instead Other students, perhaps like the Yale 
case, opt to go Ivy, carrying with them all of the ambivalence about 
secular ed in a secular environment- They compartmentalize: seeking the 
tools of the learning, while distancing thenselves as much as possïbIe 
fkom the extracunicuiar, nonformal, social dimension of the coIlege 
experience, limiting it mainly to Hillel, That's why a place like Harvard 
doesn't allow Hillel to serve lunches daily; ifthey did, students would 
have even less contact with the non-kosher snident body? 

A few days later, Yvonne Solow forwarded part of an article with the latest news on the 

situation of the Yale Five. As it turned out, one of the Five, a Rachel Wohigelernter, got 

married before a Manhattan justice of the peace, but did not marry in a Jewish ceremony- 

In this way, she became exempt fiom Yaie's policy requiring a l l  fieshmen and 

sophomores to iïve on campus unless they are over age 21 or are rnarried.6' As with most 

threads of this nature, 22 posts @y 20 people) later, nothing was, or probably codd be 

resolved. Nonetheless, by the time David Berger of the City University of New York 

wrote the last note of the thread on October 20, the H-Judalc daily discussion List had 

officidly entered its third season. 

' Starr, H-ludaic Archives, Sep. 19, 1997 
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Generaily speaking, there was au over-alI decline in the volume of material emanating 

fiom both the discussion grmp and the newsletter in year mee This was due to several 

reasons - my progression towards burnout, the eventual transition to a new moderator and 

new newsletter editor, and the incumbent Ieaming curves associated wïth both- 

Nonetheless, during the third year of the study, there were five signifïcant threads. 

Two Judiths and a Saint Esther 

In mid-December 1997, member Kris Zapalac of Washington University wrote to ask for 

popular r e t ebgs  of the Judith apocrypha in Jewïsh tradition- Over the course of a month, 

a w a n d e ~ g  thread of 41 posts emerged with the lowest Diffusement Rate of any of the 

major threads in the period of study '. 

1 have coined the term Difisement Rate to refer to how widespread a discussion 
becomes- A thread with a Diffusement Rate of LOO means that each author o d y  
contributed once, in other words, the discussion was very diffuse. Aithough it would be 
impossible to have a Diffusement Rate of 0, the closer to O the rate is, the more Likely the 
discussion is becoming monologÏc, the Listserv equivalent of a monologue. However, it is 
unllkely that a series of notes contributed by only one person would be constnied as a 
thread, therefore, the lower the Diffusement Rate, the more Likely it is that the 
conversation is dialogic, or is dorninated by two or three people at the most. Of the 18 
major threads idenüned in this section of the study, only two had a Diffusement Rate of 
Iess than 60. In the discussion on Genesis and Kabbalah, the thread featured a number of 
contributions by Jonathan Safien and Abe Anonim, as weli as a number of people WRting 
a second note, where normally, they might have only contriiuted one, This produced a 
Diffiisement Rate of 59- The discussion about Judith and the subsequent thread, featured 
17 out of 41 posts by just two people, Zapalac and Nedander, thus causing a Diffusement 
Rate of o d y  56, the lowest of any thread in the study. 



Fi, .  7.1 Dimement Patterns for M e r  H-Judclic Threcrds 

In particular, over forty percent of aii the notes in this thread were contributed by Zapalac 

and Judith Nedander- 

In and of itseif, the fact that two members were interested enough to contribute 

signincantiy to a thread is not particulariy noteworthy- Additionally, Judith Neulander 

was one of the more prolific contributors to the discussion group during the penod, with 

45 notes, which ranked her sixth out of ai I  contniutors, so we should not be surprised to 

see her here. However, the observant reader of this thesis would have noted that 

Neulander's name is missing fiom previous threads, despite her prolific contributions- As 

it turns out, Neulander had only joined H-Judaic a few days before the start of this thread, 

which means her 45 notes were written in jwt aone-year penod! Allow me then, to 



digress in chronoIogy in order to contextualize the impact of Nedander's contn'butions to 

In late November of 1997-1 sent a note to a small discussion List of the Cornmittee for the 

AnthropoIogy of Jews and Judaism run by H-Judaic board member Guy HaskeU. The 

note was an invitation to the anthropologists to join H-ludaic- Several dÎd, and on 

November 30,I  sent a note to El[-Judaic wekoming ai i  the new anthropologists who had 

joined, One of them was Judith Neulander, who had defended her doctoral thesis the pnor 

June and was working out of the FoMore Institute at Indiana University. Neulander 

immediately began to post messages, one on December 3 in a smaU thread on Bniria, and 

then on December 4, in a smalL thread regarding the Olam Katan group for the study of 

smail Jewish commUI1ities- Wrote Neulander in her second note, "for those interested, the 

alleged crypto-kws of New Mexico were the topic of my P h J l  dissertation (sucessfblly 

defended June 1997). 1 found that claims of a crypto-Jewish sunrival in the Southwest 

(most actively promoted by a core group of academics fiom New Mexico-none of whom 

has any training whatsoever in anthropology, folklore, or ethnomusicology. and aIl of 

whom draw a biank on ethnographie theory, method and technique) is an ersatz marrano 

revivaLW2 Part of her dissertation work, she continue& appeared in article form in a 

special issue of the Jewish Folklore and Ethnology Review- 

NeuIander had stepped right off the virtud 'boat' and nght into controversy- Responded 

Utah anthropoIogist Laurence Loeb, "having examined the dissertation and the recent 

issue of Jewish Folkiore and Ethnology Review, 1 am of the ophion that the arguments 

are not as thoroughly convincing as they would have everyone believe. Sufnce-it-to Say, 

' Neulander, H-Judaic Archives, Dec. 4, 1997 



considerably more, not less, research needs to be done in evduating the broad and 

growing collection of testimonials, cdtural markers and Ïntrïguing documentation 

concerning crypto-Jews in North Amenca.'" Nedander was taken aback by what must 

have seemed a questionhg of her thesis conclusÎons. "Yesterday's cnticism provides a 

perfect instance of the basis on which 1 am cnticüed, when 1 am cnticized-a valuable 

example of passion over reason, as so fiequentiy attends this topic, The crïticism States 

that the 'the JFER issue and the dissertation,' were read and they were found to be hot  

very convincing,' however, nothing is cited in the JFER issue to support this claim [and] 

the dissertation is not available, so could not have been read"' The same day, University 

of Nottingham anthropologist Seth EL& wrote to the List too. 

1 would Lke to respond to Judith Neulandefs Emaü in whîch she argues 
forcefdly that the 'crypto-Judaic' communïty in New Mexico c m  not be 
considered authentic. One of the primary reasons for this proposition, 
aside h m  the no doubt worthy research, is that no bcained anthropologists 
have studied this commZUUty. As an anthropologist (with a PhD in 
anthropology) X have conducted ethnographie research among the crypto- 
k w s  in New Mexico for the last two years. This research has reveaIed 
that the community is much more cornplex and varied than presented- 
Aithough it certainly includes a significant element of culture 
construction, (as do ail cultures at aii times), the identity is, in many cases, 
cleariy based on long standing traditions with patterns of practice which 
are understood by the individuals (and ofien their parents and 
grandparents) to be of Jewish origin and which often at least appear to be 
rdated to Iewish practice. It also suggests that there are cornplex processes 
(including that of Bricolage) which have led to the development and 
transformation of their ritual practice. We can not expect to find survivats 
- most anthropologists agree that culture is constantiy changing and 
taking on elements fiom its context (both geographicai and cultural). All 
aspects transform to meet the cultural needs, tbere are no sumivals or 
untransformed relics of the pst (especially given that the crypto-Jews did 

Loeb, H-Judaic Archives, Dec. 8, 1997 
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not have a wnttten Jewish culture). Thus, crypto-Judaic practice must be 
examined in its own temis especially in regard to how it is understood and 
used by people i d e n t m g  themselves as crypto-Jews today- In spite of 
this generaliy understood prïnciplef there seerns to be engagement in a 
search for traditional (histone) authenticity. From an anthropologist!~ 
perspective, as opposed to that of the foiklorist, questions of authenticity 
especiaiiy determined eticly are not useful -they are often based on 
ethnocennic assumptions? 

In an attempt to defend herself, Neulander rebutted that, "those who take the trouble to 

read what 1 have written, wii i  also Learn that the crypto-$ewïsh canon is not generated 

from within the Hispano community that it so broadly redehes. ut] is the creation of 

academin - in particular a core group of locd academics, none of whom has any 

training whatsoever in ethnographie theory, method or fieldwork All of whom stand 

outside the non-academic Hispano mainstream, inforrning the emic community of its 

ethnic specincity, based on its etic misperceptions of foikways that are demonstrably 

non-Jewish-follcways whose (20th century) ongin and persistence in the region is cited 

and discussed in the work.lV6 In the end, the thread was side-tracked by non- 

anthropologists asking for the def~t ions  of a i l  the terms the anthropologists had been 

throwing around- As Andy Buckser of mudue wrote, "welcome to the wonderful world of 

anthropolo~cal buawords! You guys should have known that once you let 

anthropologists into the List, you'd be in trouble."' Not unlike Abe Anonim and Solomon 

Schimmel before her, Neulander was not discouraged by negative feedback She 

responded vigorously and was encouraged to write often on related topics. 

Enter Kristin Zapalac and her query about Judith, Iudah Maccabbee's sister. 

* Kunin, H-Judaic Archives, Dec. 9,1997 
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The k t  few responses to Zapalac were bïblïographical, incIuding one fion Hebrew 

Union CoiIege professor Marc Bregman wrïting nom Jerusalem to teil Zapalac that 

Adolpho Roiiman, Curator of the Shrine of the Book (Dead Sea Scroils) Museum had 

done his dissertation work on J~di th .~  Then came Nedander. "Charged with converting 

(rather than slaughtering) Arne~dians, Spanish colonials-who thought Indians were a 

Lost Tribe of Israel too 'savage' to 'grasp' the intellectuality of the New Testament-felt 

they bad to introduce Arne~dian peoples to ChristÏanity through a more 'primitive' 

means: the heroes and heroines of the Hebrew Scriptures- This bey did through folk 

theatre- 1 did not Iook for Judith in Hispano tradition, nor did 1 inadvertently nui across 

her there. But 1 do know that Judith and Esther were both confIated as aspects of the 

Virgïn Mary, and were widely venerated as such in Spanish folk tradition. The theatrical 

folk tradition was carried by Spanish colonials, and persists in many of the New Wodd 

outposts that they col~nized."~ 

Meanwh.de, Zapalac continued to flesh out fier query by asking about the ciifferences 

between the Vulgate version of the book of Judith and the sources cited in Rashi, She 
> 

also cited the Encyclopaedia Judaica which attrributed the Spanish plays of Nedander's 

post to a 'Marrano' playmite named Felipe Godinez in the 17îh Century. "1 wonder if his 

dramas were written with an awareness of the Amerindian conversion project Ln mind or 

used in that project? 1 wonder too if his approach to the stories differed fÎom those of his 

non-Marrano Christian contemporarie~?"'~ Neulander responded with a long letter about 

' Buckser, H-Judaic Archives, Dec. 12,1997 
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two different traditions in the theatricai productions of Esther and Judith, one d e n  by 

and for the literati, musicians and f ie  artists, the other, or& often anonymous, and the 

origin of Spanish foIk theatre, "Felipe Godinez was a Jew who converteci to Christianity, 

a New Christian who wrote 'Aman y Mardoqueo O Ia reina Ester', Sïnce I'm not familiamiliar 

with his play, 1 can't Say which tradition he adhered to-as a sincere New Christian, 

however, fie may weil reflect the Christian worldview," wrote ~eulanded' In her next 

note, Zapalac corrected what she saw as several errors in fact that Neuiander had posted, 

including the historical development of the S t  Jerome Vuigate, the Septuagint, and 

Martin Luther's versions of the Bible as compared to Hebrew scriptures. She aiso pomted 

out that the Councii of Trent had never bestowed sainthood on ~sther-I2 Neulander 

responded with several citations Iisting Esther as a sainrC3 Nottinghamrs Seth Kunin, who 

had earlier sparred with Neulander, now entered the discussion, w o n d e ~ g  aioud about 

how wide-spread the veneration of Esther as a saint was in the Hispanie community, or 

w hether it was a phenornenon more unique to the crypto-Jews of New Mexico. "It is 

possible that such a colllfnunïty would select Saints to venerate that aiIowed them to 

express both their public Catholic identity and their private Jewish identity," wrote 

Kunin,I4 

Meanwhile, other contributors continued to provide various references on the wide range 

of sub-threads now engulfing the list. Among thern was Man Corre, an emeritus 

professor at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and a published scholar of the Judith 

" Neulander, H-Judaic Archives, Dec. 28,1997 
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story, and EIisabeth Hollender of the University of KoeIn, Germany, who reported on a 

199 1 Italian symposium on Judith in Jewish tradition. 

Perhaps in support of Kunin's position, Zapaiac continued, "neither Esther nor Judith 

appears in the Roman Martyrology despite the fact that Esther was given 20 December as 

a feast day by the Coptic church, 1 even found another source that said - naturally 

without citation -that the Ethïopians celebrated Judith on August 7. Of course, since 

neither of these Coptic / Ethiopian celebrations wouid have k e n  known to the Catholic 

missionaries in the New Woriü, we're stilI left wiuiout any 'elite authority' for the 

Amencan feast days with which the discussion of Esther began."" Responded Neulander, 

"rny New Mexican research shows that there is absotutely nothing documented in the 

past, or visible in the present, to indicate that people are meeting 'descendants of the 

'Hidden Jews' of the southwest' when they pay tourist f i s  of $1995 per person for this 

privilege, Rather, there is significant evidence, both documented in the past and visible in 

the present, to ïndicate that these tourïsts are meeting descendants of some of the most 

virulentiy antisemitic (and most deeply Hebraized) Protestant sects in the history of 

Amencan fok rehgi~n."'~ As an aside in the same note. Neulander wrote, "this 

discussion of Hebraized Christian traditions is misplaced on H-Judiac. 1 feel a bit guilty 

about this, which is why 1 posted a reference to my article. Perhaps it would be best for 

interested parties to read it, and emaii me pnvately with questions or comments. M e s s  

people want to keep this going on H-Judiac, I'il bow out on Esther in Christian 

tradition."" She managed to go five days without postïng again. 

'' ZapaIac, H-Judaic Archives, Jan. 1, 1998 
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A few 

The fact is, "Jewish" boundaries are b I m d  in Christian tradition because 
Chnsh'anity absorbs that tradition-their trans1ation of the Hebrew 
Scnptures and of JewÏsh apocryphai writers is part of-not outside of-the 
Christian canon. In the United States in particuIar7 among (but not limited 
to) premille~iaLchurrhes in the Adventist f d y  (and others), Chnstians 
are the "me" Jews. We "fleshy" traditional Jews long ago Iost our right to 
the CovenantaI Promises by "killing Chnst," and in later generations, by 
refushg to accept him as the Son of God- The penalty is Enai, and total 
extermination at the Second Coming, afier which the "tme Jews" wilI d e  
etemaiiy over Israel (in a virtlialiy Jewless Paradise, for in this worIdview, 
there can be no other kind), 

more notes, a few more comments on various references and wotks of art, and then 

as suddeniy as the thread had started, it ended. Most fittingly, Zapaiac and Nedander had 

the iast two notes. Zapaiac's note was in response to an earlier post fiom Juiian Goldberg 

who cited a List of Old Testament fiepres in the New Testament Hebrews 11:l-40. 

Zapalac pointed out that the List was particuiarly striking in its omissions. rather than its 

incIusions, particularly the absence of the women around which the discussion had taken 

Neuiander closed out the thread with a recap of her interest in Esther as saint in 

Spanis h tradition." It would not be the Iast time we heard fiom Neulander (in fact, she 

joined another thread just two days later, with a brilliantly endearing opening line of "1 

don% know the origin of the phrase. but ...")-m 

Hosea and SexuuI Abuse in the BibCe 

For two weeks in February 1998, the conversation tumed to an examination of sexual 

abuse in the Bible. The thread was started by Arthur Greil, a professor in sociology and 

health policy at Alfred University, as an attempt to assist a student with research on 

'' Zapalac, H-Judaic Archives, Feb. 12. 1998 
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accounts of sexuai abuse in the BÏble where a woman could look for and 

comfoa from the story? A few people, such as SUNY Albany's Judith Baskin, and 

ALice Bach of Stanford University, suggested modem lewish resources deaihg with 

abuse. Jonathan Safien of Beit BerLCoiiege responded that "in none of the instances 

where rape is mentioned in the Tanakh does the woman ever take any steps to avenge 

herseif- This has perhaps to do with the patriarchal nature of the culture - or it's just by 

chance, or because it doesn't suit the theologicai needs of the storyteIIers/redactors."n 

However, a number of other respondents offered alternative approaches to deaihg with 

stories of rape aad abuse- For example, Jolene Chu suggested that Masuerus' death 

sentence on Haman had more to do with seeing hlln on Esther's couch than with 

Mordecai's plight? 

Another such re-interpretation was offered up by Rabbi Susan Friedman of Puerto Rico- 

"So far in the discussion no one has suggested what to me is one of the most outstanding 

examples of sexual abuse, the canonizing of the book of Hosea. That people may harbor 

visions of wife as whore is a fact of H e  which we  cannot control, but making such a text 

part of the basic literature of a nation is a pretty abusive policy statement, IMHOZ4," 

wrote ~r iedman.~  Rabbi Daniel Koroblan, however, found it "curious that anyone wouid 

interpret the book of Hosea as charactenzing in general wives as harlots, as R Friedman 

is suggesting. In m y  opinion, Hosea has nothing to do with sexual abuse or any other kind 

" Neulander, H-Judaic Archives, Feb. 18,1998 
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of abuse- The whole book is a metaphor for the re1ationship between God and IsraeL 

Hosea was told to take aioose woman, the Iast woman on earth that he wodd have 

nomaIIy sought to m q ,  The hadot represents the idolatrous Jewish nation, who has 

been un£aithfixi_ The wife ùi the story  is the antithesis of the ideaï of Jewish 

worna~hood."~ Furthemore, added Safien, "if the canonkation of this or that bïblical 

book had to depend on that book's attitude towards wives as whores, not only the Book of 

Hosea would have had to be omitted as Rabbi Susan Friedman suggested, but also 

Jeremiah, Proverbs anci a few others. One can't apply present-day sexuaI or feminist 

mores to a society, which ceased to exist thousands of years ago- The use of 'prophetic 

pornography' by Hosea, Jeremiah and others to d e s c n ï  Israei's backsiïding into idolatry 

was appropnate for its time and that of the canonizers?' 

Others were not so sure. Thomas Longstaff at Colby University felt that Korobkin's 

position ducked the important question of whether one shouid understand Hosea's 

mamage as both historicai and metaphorÏcai - part of Hosea's experience upon which he 

drew , 

More important, the images in Hosea are ones of harsh treatment [sol that 
it is not incorrect to label [them] "abusive" (1 suspect even by ancient 
criteria). The idea that an appropnate punishment, literdy or andogically, 
is to uncover a woman's nakedness in [public] is very problematic. Are 
women to conclude that such abusive acts are an appropnate (and even 
divinely endorsed) means of p~nishment?~ 

Korobkin was also taken to task by Bernard Katz at the University of Guelph for 

suggesting that Yael, in the Book of Judges, used sex to seduce Sisera and then killed 

26 Korobkin, H-Judaic Archives, Feb. 16, 1998 
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him- (Korobkln had cited the YaeI story as an alternative 'positive-image-of-woman' story 

to that of Hosea), "There are some probIems with tfiis reading- For one thing, Sisera and 

the Cananites are ailied with Yaei's f d y -  What is her motivation for murderÏng such a 

prominent Cananite generai? There is another reading by Rachel Turkienln, which has 

quite strong support in the te* in this reading, Yael is raped by Sisera and takes her 

revenge by killing him with the tent-peg," wrote Katz? While Korobkin did not respond 

to Katz's note, he did respond regarding his defense of Hosea, 'T think the comment about 

the 'abuse' mentioned in those verses is only problematic if you understand metaphor in 

one way only, As the text is cleariy metaphorical, it would seem to me that this type of 

public humiliation wouid never be carrîed out on a lïteral level- The purpose is thus to 

convey the idea that when one degenerates so homiy,  it is appropriate to sûip that 

person of hisher dignity to 'expose the sinner', wrote ~orobkin? 

The final word on Hosea went to Naomi Graetz of Ben Gurion University- "1 have 

written extensively about Hosea's Wife as a battered wife and the metaphor of 

God/Husband ruhg over/controihg IsraeVWiie. A crucial part of my thesis is that a 

metaphor is not JUST a metaphor when we discuss God's abusive relationship with 'HIS' 

people.l13' In the end, 13 people contributeci 18 messages to the sexual abuse thread. 

Blood Libels 

From sexual abuse to blood IiIbeIs. In mid-June, after Aviva Ben-Ur had taken over as 

moderator, Henry Near from the University of HaEa wrote to ask about why the concept 

of the blood libel arose in the first place (LikeIy in Norwich in 1144)- Near had read a 

'9 Katz, H-Judaic Archives, Feb. 17, 1998 
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nurnber of sources, which he found mostiy speculative, even the one that associated the 

blood Libei with the Eucharist ceremony? Several people q o n d e d  with references to 

scholarly work on the topic. For example, P a d  Rose of Penn State, among others. cited 

the work of Gavin Langmuir, who divided blood hibels into two types, one associated 

with rituai murder, as at Norwich, and the other associated with ca~ltll'balism, f i t  noted 

at Fulda in 1235,~ Gilad Gevaryahu, among others, refmnced the work of Israel Yuval, 

who found the origins of the blood hiel in the acts of kiddush hashem - the killùig of 

Jewish chiIdren by their parents, during the £ k t  Crusade of 1096? According to Judith 

Nedander, "abominations in westem civilization are traditionaliy imagined as defiled 

(and defühg) 'mutes' or 'corfoundings of categorÏes- One of the k t  mked races of 

iiterary note were evil, giant canni'bais spawned by Sons of God and Daughters of Men in 

the Book of Enoch. This seems to be the icon-of-choice to s i g n a  abomination in the 

West- Hence, it does not seem strange that accusations of câ~z~u'balisrn have at one the or 

another been visited on aimost every people who ever constituted an Ethnic Other in 

westem civilization (including eady Christians, in Rome), It seems to me that the blood 

libel, where k w s  are accused of infanticide in order to consume Christian blood, is a 

variant of this traditi~n,"'~ 

Others, like Bar Ilan University's Joseph Tabory were more direct in their association 

between cannibaiïsm, the Eucharïst and the blood libel. "Has it occurred to anyone that 

Christians actuaily do drink blood. It seems to me that the miracle of transforming the 

wine and bread into blood and fiesh before they eat it, (relying on Jesus' instruction to eat 

'* Near, H-Judaic Archives, Jun. 18, 1998 
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this, it is my flesh, and drùik this, it is my bIood), is a possible source for their thinking 

that Iews do the same."" However, Gevaryahu disputed the Christian origùis of Taboq's 

claim by pointing out that wine-as-biood has a long history in the Eve  Books of Moses, 

which could easily have been the source of Jésus' ~ ~ r n b o l i s r n - ~  

In late lune, Near wrote back to the list to thank those who had shared their thoughts and 

references with him, and so the thread appeared to have dïed- However, two weeks iater, 

Naomi Cohen of Haifa University resurrected the thread. Specincaiiy in reference to the 

Tabory-Gevaryahu debate, Cohen wrote: 

Might 1 point out that for some t h e  this very point was the subject of 
heated theological controversy in the Catholic Church, and eventually 
"transubstantiation" (viz the Iiteral transfomation of the wine and the 
wafer at Communion) became an obiïgatory tenet of Catholicism - for 
about 1500 years now. 
While 1 have no idea what this actuaiiy signifies to the educated Catholic, 
1 do not for a moment doubt that the iliiterate commUILicant in the Middle 
Ages - whether peasant or knight -- would have had no sophisticated 
rationalizations comected with it. -.- and it shouid perhaps ais0 be borne in 
mind that the "bread and wine" which ninied into the "body and blood is 
actuaüy reminiscent of the "Last Supper" which is assurned to have been 
the Seder. 
Of course what one has here is one non-sequitur after another- But that is 
what Demagogy and prejudices are compounded fkom? 

Aian Miller of Berkeley pointed out that the d o p a  of transubstantiation was only 

accepted as Catholic doctrine 71 yeas afttr the Norwich Blood Lihl? although Cohen 

Iater wrote that the dogmatization was simply a regdarizarion of what was already the 
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nom? NonetheIess, Gevaryahu was not convinced about an Euch~s t Ïc  comection. 

"The Romans fkquently accused the Chnstians of cannibalism because Christians spoke 

of themselves as eating the ffesh and *g the blood of Jesus. Indeed the Romans 

persecuted the ChrÏstians on this and other grounds- Shce the Romans considered 

Christianity as a Jewish sect, it is iikeiy that they would have extended this charge of 

cannibalism to Sews in general- If the Romans were already accusing Christians and Jews 

of perfonning human sacrifice and dnnking human blood in the first centuries CE, and if 

this is indeed the historical ongin of the blood hhl,  then why do we not even hear of the 

blood Libel util 1 O96 or 1 lM? "" commented Gevaryahu. 

While Gevaryahu was unable to suggest an alternative, University of Massachuetts 

history professor and moderator of H-Antisemitism, Robert Michael did. Michael felt that 

the blood hiel was a naturd extension of the rituai-murder defamation, which "most 

Likely stemmed ffom the myth of the Jews' unending role in Jesus' crucinxion, which was 

believed to be ntually and maliciously repeated every year on an innocent Christian 

child."" Ruth Langer of Boston College was more supportive ofCohenrs approach, 

however. 

A piece missing fiom the discussions here is the significant change in the 
eucharist which occurred around the b e  that the accusations against Jews 
began to appear, Preparation of the eucharistie elements changed Fom 
being in the hands of the laity to being the sole responsibility of the clergy 
- and the form of the bread changed to the wafer syrnbolicaiiy marked 
which persists today. This is also the point at which individuals stopped 
receiving commmunion regularly, and when veneration of the host 
becomes an element of ritual me. All this speaks to an increase in 
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mystery and awe and othemess in the Iiturgical Me sunoundhg the host, 
one whkh is more conducive to folk - and not particuIxly theologically 
grounded - transformations in meaning which Ieave room for ventings of 
anti-semitlsm? 

Langer's note represented the last substantive note in the thread- In the end, 18 people 

contn'buted 25 notes over the course of a month and a half, For the record, one final note 

appeared in late October from Robyn Sassen in South B c a ,  who was workùig on a 

piece of mark related to the theme of blood h i 1  narratives, and she asked for 

assistance in tracking down several references cited during the previous summerFs 

discussion-sS 

Aramuic, the LivrStg Lunguage 

As the 1998 school year began so too did a new thread- His interest piqued by a National 

Public Radio show on which the correspondent clalmed that Aramaic was still a Living 

Ianguage, An Zivotofsb, a fellow at the W o n a l  Eye hstitute of the American National 

Institutes of Health, wrote to ask for additional information? The immediate response 

was a number of brief notes clairning the use of Aramaic among Kurdish Jews and a 

number of small, easteni Christian groups, such as the Chaldeans and Assy-rîans. York 

University professor Car1 Ehrlich suggested that the leading centre for modem Ararnaic 

research was at the University of Heidelberg? and several people mentioued the 

scholarly work of SüNY Stony Brook professor Robert Hoberman. On September 17, 

Robert Hoberman wrote to the k t .  

" Langer, EI-ludaic Archives, Jul. 23,1998 
45 Sassen, H-Judaic Archives, Oct. 25, 1998 
" Zivotofslq, H-Judaic Archives, Aug. 3 1, 1998 
" Ehrlich, H-Judaic Archives, Sep. 9, 1998 



Aramaic has been spoken continuously since ancient t h e s  and there are 
indeed speakers of Modem Aramaîc today- SmaU groups exist in two 
areas: three villages near Damascus (Ma'luia, Bakhà, and Jubb 'Adin), 
where the peopIe, some of them Christians and some MusLnns, speak 
eastern Aramaic, and in south-western Iran (Ahvaz, Khuzistan), where 
Mandeans speak modem Mandaic, or did until recentiy, The Iargest group 
of speakers, however, are native to Kurdistan and Azerbaijan, in h q ,  Iran, 
Turkey, and Syria. These are the Christian and Jewkh minorities among 
the Kurdlsh and Azeri M u s h  majority- In 1950 there were about 30,000 
Jews, and essentiaiiy ail of them moved to IsraeI, where they are caüed 
"Kufdrm", Though the young people are abandoning Aramaic, it is s t Z  
easy to find plenty of older fluent speakers. The Chnstians number 
several hundred thousand, and are called Assyrians or  Chaldeans, 
according to their religious ;iffilliation: the Chaldeans are Uniate Catholics 
and the Assyrïans traditionsiuy members of the Ancient Church of the East 
("Nestoriaa"). Through normal linguistic change the Aramaic of MaTula, 
etc., of KurdistadAzerbaijan, and of the Mandeans have become entirely 
different Ianguages (more different, say, than Bï6Iïcal Hebrew is fi-om 
B iblicai Aramaic), and within the the Kurdistan/Azerbaîjan group there is 
also tremendous diversity, probably amounting to severaI distinct 
languages. In fact, ail the Modem Aramaic Ianguages display some 
extremely interesthg grammatical changes? 

Nathan Katz at FIorida International University added that a few Nazaranee MapilIas 

(Mar Thoma) Christians in Kerala, southwestern India, were stïii using Ara~naic~~.  As an 

aside, Hoberman aiso commented on the use of Aramaic in modem Israel, responding to 

an earlier query fi-orn Carmel Chiswick on whether or not speakers of Xsraeli Hebrew 

couid understand modern Aramaic, or vice-versa? Hoberman responded that they could 

not." Despite the Iinguistic isolation, Benjamin Richler of the National Library in Israel, 

among others, reported that a new musical ensemble in Israel, Nash Didan, had begun 

' Hoberman, H-ludaic Archives, Sep. 17, 1998 
Katz, H-Judaic Archives, Sep. 27, 1998 
Hobennan, H-Judaic Archives, Sep. 27,1998 
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performing modem songs in an Aramaic dialect they leamed fiom theïr parents and 

grandparents? In the end. 16 people contnbuted 18 notes to a better understanding of  

Aramaic as a Living Ianguage- 

Death and Mourning - Part 1 

Given the impact that SamueI Heilman had on the list, it is fitting to see that the last 

major thread in the study was started by him, in mid-November, 1998- "For a book on the 

ethnography of Jewish death, 1 would appreciate hearing from anyone about customs o r  

practices they know of with regard to any stage of death: tuiiura, burial, mourning, 

yarzheit, yï&or, 1 am interested in al i  sorts of practices - including those that may be 

relatively syncretistic or contemporary," asked ~eilman? While it would have made for 

an exciting conclusion had Anonim, Schimmel, or Neuiander responded, aias, they did 

not, 

Nonerheless, others did respond, most with bibliographie references. Irene Riegner wrote 

that a practice of having two shivas necessitated by the migration of the elderly to 

Flonda. The first shiva is held at the location where the parent lived, and is held prirnarily 

for the deceased's peers. The second follows Iater at the home of the survivor child as an 

opportunity for the gathering of theù own peers, "If the parents moved to a retirernent 

comrnunity , the children often don't know their parents' fnends-perhaps only by name 

or just to Say 'heiio', There's no shared history; these people are strangers. They wiil meet 

them during the shiva and never see them again. But the daughter or son wiIl probably 

Iearn thïngs about this part of their parent's He, the phase which was iived apart nom 

their children. On the other hand, sitting shiva in the home of the daughter or son brings 

*' Richler, H-Judaic Archives, Sep. 17, 1998 
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together a community of =ends, [even though] these niends, most Iikely, did not know 

the parent who died," wrote ~iegner? However, the dearth of ethnograpbïc responses 

prompted HeiIman to write again requesting "even personal expenences and recoI.Iechons 

about encounters with death, mouming or any other 'aftennaths' of dying."" Steve 

S i p o ~  of Utah State University responded, 

In Venice, as recently as 1978, there was a custom of having a procession 
through the ghetto area-a sort of final circuit-with the body of the 
deceased (in a coffin). The body was prepared in a building in the Ghetto 
Nuovo (the oldest section of the ghetto). The procession ended at the side 
of the Canal CanareggÏo where the c o f i  was placed in a boat and taken 
to the Jewish cemetery on Lido, Congregants gathered there at the 

cemetery for burial and foiiowed the custom of eating somethîng 
somewhere üefore' going home? 

"1 think it necessary to add that the custom of the procession has a definite purposer to 

have the deceased pass in front of the five synagogues in the Ghetto for the Iast t h e ,  

Moreover, the door of the synagogue in which he used to pray is kept open while the 

procession passes, and the procession c m  stop in fiont of it in case a 'hesped' (fimeral 

oration) is given. The procession itseif is probably also meant, on the whole, as a sort of 

'obituary noticef," added Dario Calimani of the University of Foscari in ~enice? And 

Rorence Marmor wrote to Say that "the Venetian mourning custom reminds me, and 

explains the custom, 1 saw repeated on the Lower East Side of New York City and in 

Brooklyn in my youth. The hinerd cortege made its way fiom the fimeral parlor around 

the area kequented by the deceased, of course, passing the last home and other important 

places in the deceased's life as best as possible. It was a very somber trip. I was told that 

" Heilman, H-Judaic Archives, Nov. 15, 1998 
Riegner, H-ludaic Archives, Nov. 16, 1998 

Y Heilman, H-Judaic Archives. Nov. 23, 1998 
" Siporin, H-Judaic Archives, Nov. 29, 1998 
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this practice was reserved for the extremely d e v o u t " ~  In the end, this thread was 16 

messages long (15 contributors), Iasting just over two weeks. 

De& and Mourning - Parf D 

While not &y a thead, the cultural phenomenon of sendihg obituaries to the list is 

significant, and thus mentioned here. During the three year study period, 34 obituaries 

were sent in c o v e ~ g  the deaths of 15 people. Of the 34 obituarÏes, six were -en by 

Jonathan Sama- For the record, here are the people who dled: Amos Funkensteh, 

professor at UCLA (November 95); Jacob Marcus, professorat HUC, descnbed as the 

"dean" of American Jewish history by Sarna (November 95); David Rome, archivist of 

the Canadian Jewish Congress Nationai Archives (January 96); Marvin Fox, professor at 

Ohio S tate and then Brandeis and founder of the Association for Jewish Studies 

(February 96)"; Danny Leifer, Hillel director at the University of Chicago (March 96); 

Seth Brody, professor at Princeton (ApriI 96); Moshe Davis, professor at Hebrew 

University and founder of the International Centre for the Teachlng of Jewish Civiiization 

(Aprii 96); Shraga Abramson, professor at Hebrew University (Apnl96); Sefton Temkùi, 

professor at SUNY Albany (December 96); Yitzhak Twersky, professor at Harvard and 

the Talner Rebbe (October 97); Joseph Sutton, scholar of Syrian Jewry (November 97); 

Yedida S tillman, professor at the University of Oklahoma (Febmary 98); Beila Abzug. 

politicai activist (April98); historian Jacob Katz (May 98); and scholar Judah Goldin 

(June 98). As most of the obituaries said, may their memones be for a blessing. 

Calimani, H-Judai Archives, Dec. 1, 1998 
Marrnor, H-Judaic Archives, Dec. 3, 1998 
One of the obituary notices for Fox came from renowned novelist C h a h  Potok 



At the outset of Chapter Five, as we began to examine the various threads, it was stated 

that whiIe these threads were selected on the basis of their signincance, the judgement of 

what is sipifkant was highly subjective, The factors which played a roIe in the 

determination of significance were the volume of posts, the length of individuai posts, 

duration of the thread, dominance of the thread in relation to other Est traffic and the 

substance of the topic. Recent discussion with colleaguesSg have borne out that white 

content-based classincations of threads have not been the normative way of denning a 

thread trationdy, it might very well be the appropriate way, as researchers begin to 

explore the Lunitations of more technical definitions. For example, Mark Guzdid, a 

researcher at the Georgia Institute of Technology, has written of threading as a measure 

of sustained discussion (which is reqnired for a successful cornputer-based collaborative 

forum)? Nonetheless, when it cornes to an operational dennition of a thread, Guzdiai, 

Lïke other cornmentators,6' relies on a more mechanical or technical cIassï£ication of a 

thread, rather than on content analysis, In this case, a thread is defined as the series of 

notes that are replies to a parent note- But in definhg a thread via content analysis rather 

than mechanicaily, a note which deais with the same subject matter might be thought of 

as part of the thread even ifit was not mechanically produced as a reply to a parent note. 

In other words, suppose a person posted a note on a particular subject and then a second 

" For example, my coileague Clare Brett who is the Online Leamhg Facilitator at the 
Ontario Institute for S tudies in Education, 
" Mark Guzdiai, 'Wormation Ecology of Collaboration in Educational Settings: 
Influence of Tool," 1997, p. 86. 

See for example, Greg Notess, "Reading USENET News: Using the RN and TRN 
Newsreaders," in Online, 17(5), 1993, or, Tony Pompili, "Chmging ChanneIs," in PC 
Magazine Network Edition, l4(5), 1995, 
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person came dong and created a wholely new note with a different subject he, but 

substantively rdated in content to the kt, Most software applications which 

mechanically thread the discussion wodd not treat these notes as a threadc Yet our human 

bralns would, This is the methodology underiyhg my groumg and selection of the 

threads discussed above. And it is not without precedent In the research world- 

For exampie, the work of researchers doing Latent Semantic Anaiysis "captures the 

essential relationships between text documents and word meanings. LSA is a 

mathematicai/statistical technique for extracthg and representing the similarity of 

meaning of words and passages by analysis of large bodies of text?' 6 L e  stnctly not a 

method for threading a discussion on the bais  of content, LSA represents a move away 

from ordering notes purely on a mechanical bais  or physicai heirarchy, In another 

example of this kind of analysis, researcher Jim Hewltt, in his work on the life-spans of 

threads, has noted that the kind of asynchronous, text-based interaction that occurs in a 

discussion forum iacks the verbal and visual information normally present when people 

talk in person. Furthemore, timing is important as a speaker makes constant adjustments 

to their speech based on various cues fed back from listeners - a process Hewitt calls 

'grounding' . According to Hewitt, the very nature of cornputer-mediated communication 

makes grounding difficult. Even simpIe verbai acknowiedgements are inefficient when 

parts of a conversation are separated by hours or days, which may explain why online 

interaction is difF~cult to sustain, or why a thread diesF3 

Below, in chaa form, taking a i l  the post distribution data of our highlighted threads, and 

cdculating the distribution average over 23 days (as represented by the longest thread), 

62 LSA Website Executive Summary, Iune 2000. 



we see that, on average, the bullcof a thread occurs between Day 2 and Day 6 in a thread 

It aiso indicates, that a second, smalIerpeak may occur between Day 11 and Day 15. if a 

thread Iasts that long- Looking back at the threads themselves, we wouid nnd that, where 

a second peak occurs, it is more Iikely to be associated wîth the emergence of a sub- 

thread, 

Fig. 7.2 Average Thread Durahon 

Why any of the threads died remains a mystery. Some simply died whde others ended 

with concluding notes. Some were immediately replaced by another substantive thread, 

while others were not. Other than the infiuence of the moderator, there appears to be no 

paaicular pattern to the death of these threads. In an effort to produce a better product, I 

often wouid intentionally group thematic messages together and create the appearance of 

a mechanically generated thread where the listserv software normaiiy wodd not- Where 1 

deemed a topic 'worthy' enough, 1 would make the messages appear near the top of a 

digest. If 1 got bored with a topic, or another more interesthg topic came dong, the fkst 

thread would be moved out of prominence. The desired effect was either to spawn more 

" Jim Hewitt, Sustaining online inteructt'on in a Knowledge Fonmt Classroorn, 2000. 



contributions to the thread or kill it- This of courser onIy heId tme when 1 had time 

enough to tare 

In this way, the role of the moderator had as much or more of an impact on the life of a 

thread than any other factor, In the next chapter, my observations and conclusions, 1 will 

be discussing the role of the moderator more speclficaIiy, 



CRAPTER ~ G H R  CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 

What was the original hypothesis that Ied to the wrïting of this history? It was stated at 

the outset that it appeared as though the field of Jewish studies, and the use of 

communication technology in academia, had both matured to the point where, in the late 

1980s, a viable, Intemet-based Jewish Studies professionai organization could exist. On 

the surface it appears that H-Judaic: The Jewish Studies Network meets the requirements 

to affTiÎ this hypothesis. M e r  alI, eleven years past its creation, the organization 

publishes a reguiar weekly newsletter, fiequent book reviews, and has a membership 

exceeding 2200, As we review, we wïil see that we can only partiaIly afnrm the 

hypothesis- W e  H-Judaic does have a certain viability as an organization, various 

factors within Jewish S tudies and witbin academic technology stiU Iimit that viability 

somewhat, 

While most scholars attriute the initiation of modern Jewish studies to the Haskalah, and 

the later Wissenschafi des Judenh~ums movement, as we have descnied, the reality is that 

university-based Jewish Studies as we see it today is more a product of a post-Word War 

II world, more specifically, a product of a post-1960 world- However, despite significant 

organizational and institutional developments over the last 30 to 40 years, Jewish Studies 

is still not a cohesive discipline, even in the eyes of some of its own practitioners- As we 

have seen, some, like Neusner, have even argued that given the range of disciplinary 

methodologies at play in the examination of the Jewish experïence, there is no such thing 

as a 'Jewish S tudies' field. 

Likewise, despite the significant penetration communication technology has made in 

academia, even in the humanitïes and sociaI sciences, there are many who still only see 

its potential in minimal ways- We read above, for example, that scholarly publishing in 



electronic mode does not yet count toward professiond standing in the same way that 

paper publishuig does, even if the electronic format is peer-reviewed? 

Looking doser at H-Judaic: The Jewish Studies Network, one c m  begin to see where 

there are contuiuing questions regarding its viabillty, even more than a decade into its 

existence. The three most important factors for the viabiIIty of an on-line entity are (1) a 

shared knowkdge base among the membership, (2) the role of the facilitatorfmoderator, 

and (3) adoption by members of the scholdy cornmunity at whom the enterprise is 

targeted. How does H-Judaic shape up? 

Clearly H-Judaic suffers from the lack of a shared scholady knowledge base. If one look  

back at the eighteen major threads during the sample period, for example, one finds that 

twelve ( M y  two-thirds) were directly related to topics which were current in the popular 

Jewish culture of the time (including aspects of Jewish humour), or were connected to the 

politics and professional issues of Jewish Studies, rather than what might be defined as 

substantive scholarly topics. Furthermore, two-thirds (a different set of tweIve) wodd 

require no familiarïty with the traditional tex& and hguages often associated with 

classical Jewish Studies. In other words, the community of scholars who comprise the 

mernbership of H-Judaic, do not, in fact, share a common knowledge base beyond the 

politicai and popular. If one accepts a Neusnerian perspective that claims that there is no 

field of Jewish Studies (if oniy for the sake of argument). then observations about the 

iack of a shaïed knowledge base among H-Judaic mernbers would be logical, For how 

could a non-existent discipline produce a shared scholarly knowledge base that would 

translate into a füUy viable on-he  community? Furthermore the range of constituent 

' Harrison and Stephen, 1992, p. 189 
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disciplines represented in either the cited International Centre for the Teaching of Jewish 

Civilization work or in the 1994 survey of H-J'udaic members wouid M e r  support this 

contenaon, It should be added, however, that it Ïs quite possible that this is not rinique to 

Jewish Studies. Perhaps any academic collective that somehow transcends disciplinary 

borders, such as Women's Studies, Labour Studies, Black Studies, or Islamic Stndies, 

would be Iaced with poiitical or social purpose, 

However, the mere existence of H-Jüdaic, with over 2200 members and the mere 

existence of various other associations such as the Association for Jewish Studies, means 

that Neusner and the likeminded are not fully correct either. 

If there is no unQing discipiinary common, there is a sense, intangible but present, of 

something shared, which is hard to deny- Looking at the threads, and at the content of the 

H-Judaic newsletters, and at the most hotly contested issues in Jewish studies (as outlined 

in chapter l), one sees something that most participants have in common - namey the 

professional politics of the fieId. From the cIergy to the historians in the "Academics, 

Rabbis, and Community" debate; from the sociologists to the Yiddishists in the "Thomas 

Bird" flair; from the psychdogists to the Dead Sea ScrolIs experts in the "Schimmei" 

controversy; and to issues of death, one need not be an 'expert' in any particuiar aspect of 

the Jewish experience to participate in a conversation about the politics of Jewish Studies 

(and to a lesser degree, popuiar culture)- Indeed, H-Judaic seemed to be most vitai where 

politics, professionai issues, and popular culture remained the focus of discussion. 

However, as stated earlier, a shared knowledge base is not the only requirement for a 

viable on-line entity Buy-in by the members/participants is dso a requiremen~ Harasim 

et a l  i d e n w  this phenornenon - participants are more active when they have a strong 



personal interest? In the case of H-Judaic, its ability to develop M e r  is highly 

dependent on comunity buy-in, including fiancial brry-In- Looking back over the 

history of H-Judaîc, one sees again and again where this community buy-in and 

commîttmmt was lacking- The Jensen-precipitated crisis with H-Net and Brandeis, and 

the rejection of affiliation by the AJS, three cimes, is an indication of this. Nowhere was 

this more poignantly Zustrated than in an aaicle by Bernard Cooperman that appeared in 

the Fail 1996 issue of the AJS Newsletteri Writing under the headhg, "1s it Good or Bad 

for Jewish Studies? Reflections on the Net and Jewish Acaderne," Coopennan reflected 

on the "reasons for cyberphobia" among those in the field. "Our students are constantLy 

inundated with the facts of the information explosion, and they draw a logical conclusion: 

they cannot hope to master any body of knowledge, Moreover, they have been told it is 

not necessary to master knowledger only to know where to look things up. The Net is a 

logical extension of this attitude. It is an unlimited, arnorphous body of undifferentiated 

data. It is an infinite YeiIow Pages. And just as there is no way or reason to memorize the 

Yeilow Pages, there is no reason to memorize what is on the 'Net."' It should be 

remembered that at the time Cooperman wrote this piece, he was both the chair of the 

AJS publications cornmittee and a member of the H-Judaic editorial board, 

1 further propose that it is unlikely for an onIine entity like H-Judaic to develop fiiaher 

precisely because, in the end, it lacks commUILity buy-in, which in tuni affects its ability 

to develop a greater measure of professionalism in the moderator role- While Harasim et 

al rernind us that the quaiity of online moderation is the third key factor beyond a shared 

knowledge base and community adoption, they do not present the whole picture. True, 

when H-Judaic had a M y  committed moderator, it was a viable organization- And wben 

Harasim, 1995, p. 43. 
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Greenbaum Ieft the heIm, when GoodbIatt went off to expfore a larger Jewish networking 

universe, when Zahavy let the List devolve into unmoderated mode, when 1 was forced to 

give up my role due to employment and chiId-care responsibilities, and when Ben-Ur was 

faced with a change in her employment status, the organization s t d e d  in its production 

of materials and s e ~ c e s -  True, refiance on volunteers, whik noble, appears not to be 

conducive to the proper continuous development of such an on-line entity, as predicted 

by theoretical studies- But HarasÏm and others gioss over another important aspect - the 

personal agenda of the moderator. Paraphrashg Hafasim, 'when moderators are actively 

involved, responding regularly, posting new material, encomgîng activities and 

discussion, members will respond with enthusiasm and regular parti~ipation.'~ But what 

motivates the moderator? 

Intemet sociologist Sherry Turkle writes of a cyberspace in whîch we tafk, exchange 

ideas and assume personae of our own creation; we build new kinds of communîties in 

which we participate with people daily, with whom we might have fairly intimate 

relations but never physicaliy meet.' And these online personae have something in 

cornmon with the self that emerges in a psychoanalytic enco~nter.~ If nothing else. the 

experiences of moderating H-Judaic and writing this dissertation have given me insight 

into my self. 1 was motivated to be moderator in order to establish my own credentials 

and ensure m y  iivelihood, and perhaps have my ego bask in the glow of being in control. 

And this personal motivation resulted in a symbiotic cornmitment to the responsibilities 

of being moderator- But my ego sometimes also got in the way, whether it was 

' Coopemüin, 1996. 
Harash, 1995, p. 43. 
Sherry Turkle, Lfe  on the Screen: IIdentity in the Age of the Intemec 1995, pp. 9-10- 
TurkIe, 1995, p. 256. 
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manifested in the fights 1 had with Richard Jensen or the use of devious tactics in deating 

with troublesome rnembers. 1 aIso don? beiieve 1 aione share these traits, if we were to 

look at the motivations and actions of other moderators of other lists. Therefore, any 

anaiysis of the moderator role which focuses solely on prgamatfc issues and ignores the 

cuit of personality does not do justice to the position- 

Mter devoting over seven years of my Me to this particular organization, 1 cannot end on 

a negarive note- Coopeman saw a resentment and a genuine fear ("a fear of being 

tnvialized in the Information Age") among many of his colleagues. But the presence of a 

growing number of estabiished and esteemed scholars in the administration of the 

organization and continued increases in membership numbers bodes well for movement 

towards a more professionally-nin, viable, on-line organization for Jewish studies. A 

decade ago H-Judaic was in its Infancy. It is now in its adokence. 

What have we learned and what is left to leam? We have learned that size c m  make a 

clifference in the absence of other critical factors iike a shared howledge base (due to the 

wide breadth of the domain)? We have also leanied that even though the ratio of t a e r s  

to lurkers is srnaIl at any given moment in tirne, given enough tirne, a majority of 

members will eventually Say something, and given enough time, some will go on ad 

nausetun- 

And what will be its future? What wiii changes in information technology do to an 

organization built mainly on e-mail? What wiU be the effect of a new generation of 

7 In other words, if you have too many disciplines represented, you might as weU have as 
many as possible - somewhat akin to a Leamed Societies Conference - it may be billed as 
a single event, when in fact the societies have littie to do with each other, 



scholars raised in the information age on community buy-in for technology applications? 

WU fiinding bodies recognize the potentiai? Will scholarly bodies? WiIl there be a 

merging of existing corporeai organlzations with the vïrtuai unes iike H-Judaic? How wïIi 

H-Judaic look when compared to other similar organizations? WïII Weinfeld s t -  eat his 

Iatkes with Ketchup, or will he try mushrooms as suggested on the list? These are the 

research questions of the next ten years- 

Fi& 8.1 Timehe of Events in this Dikserlrrtion 

TYG 
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